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ABSTRACT
Galaxy clusters, being at the intersection of astrophysics and cosmology, are important objects to
study. Galaxy clusters allow us to study the global evolution of the Universe, and simultaneously
investigate the complex astrophysical processes occurring in the intracluster medium. Clusters
can be probed at multiple wavelengths, with each set of observations providing complementary
information about the cluster environment. Cluster mergers, being the most energetic processes
known, are of particular interest. In this thesis we investigate cluster merger signatures of diffuse
radio synchrotron emission in clusters selected via the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (SZ) effect, and grav-
itational lensing effects in massive merging galaxy clusters with the Hubble Space Telescope.
The first part of this thesis is focused on a low-frequency radio follow-up of a mass-selected
subset of Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT) equatorial clusters with the Giant Metrewave
Radio Telescope (GMRT), with the aim of finding evidence of diffuse centralised radio emission.
This emission is predicted to be a signpost of merger activity. In chapter two we introduce the
theory underlying diffuse radio emission in galaxy clusters. In chapter three we present new
610 MHz GMRT radio observations of a subset of eight clusters from the ACT equatorial cluster
sample; 75% of the targets in our sample are high redshift (z > 0.5) clusters, and all but one have
final SZ-derived masses of M500,SZ > 5 × 1014M. Our radio observations reveal faint diffuse
emission in only one of the cluster targets, ACT-CL J0256.5+0006, a detection rate of 12.5%.
This is below the 40% detection rate for high mass (M500,SZ > 5×1014M) SZ-selected clusters,
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and towards the lower range of detection rates for X-ray selected samples. We determine radio
power upper limits for the radio halo non-detections and present these on the radio power-mass
scaling relation plot. Furthermore, we investigate the radio environments of our clusters with
non-detections. A∼ 500 kpc active radio galaxy and a high-metallicity, local starforming galaxy
are present in two of the cluster fields.
In chapter four we present a multi-wavelength analysis of the cluster ACT-CL J0256.5+0006
which hosts the single observed radio halo. In addition to the 610 MHz data, we present new
325 MHz GMRT observations of the cluster and discuss the observed halo properties at both fre-
quencies. The extrapolated 1.4 GHz radio power of the halo is within the scatter of the observed
correlations from the literature. We use X-ray and optical spectroscopic data to investigate the
dynamical substructure in the cluster and determine that ACT-CL J0256.5+0006 is comprised of
two components with a 7:4 mass ratio. Furthermore, we set up a simple merger model to con-
strain the merger geometry and time-scale. Radio halo formation theory suggests that radio halo
emission increases in power as the merger proceeds, and then decreases after the merger con-
cludes. By comparing our results with simulations, we conclude that we are most likely viewing
this cluster just before first core passage.
The second part of this thesis presents the gravitational lensing analysis of two of the Hubble
Frontier Field (HFF) clusters to constrain the dark matter content in these systems to unprece-
dented precision. After introducing the theory of gravitational cluster lensing and mass modelling
techniques in chapter five, the work presented in chapter six of this thesis details the gravita-
tional lensing analysis of deep imaging data of two clusters observed with the HFF program:
MACSJ0416.1-2403 and MACSJ1149.6+2223. The main focus of the work is the multiple im-
age identification and strong lensing mass modelling of the clusters. In addition, we summarise
the combined multiwavelength and strong- and weak-lensing analysis of MACSJ0416.1-2403
which leads to two possible scenarios proposed for the triple merger occurring in this cluster. We
also determine time delays and future predictions for the lensed supernova observed in one of the
background galaxies multiply imaged by MACSJ1149.6+2223. We predicted the next supernova
image to appear some time between November 2015 and January 2016.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Cosmology is the study of the Universe, including theories for its formation and evolution. The
observable Universe can be described by a simple model with a number of cosmological param-
eters which in turn create a framework in which to study the observed structures in the Universe
and the abundance of complex physical processes within them. Studies of the clustering of
galaxies and the temperature fluctuations in the cosmic microwave background have shown that
the Universe is almost homogeneous and isotropic on large scales (see e.g. Tago et al., 2006;
Hinshaw et al., 2007; Komatsu et al., 2011; Tempel et al., 2012; Bennett et al., 2013; Planck
Collaboration et al., 2014a; Alam et al., 2015). In addition, observations of Type Ia supernova
indicate that the Universe is expanding at an accelerating rate which requires an exotic form of
energy to dominate the Universe (Riess et al., 1998; Perlmutter et al., 1999; Riess et al., 2004,
2007; Wood-Vasey et al., 2007; Kowalski et al., 2008; Hicken et al., 2009; Conley et al., 2011;
Campbell et al., 2013; Rest et al., 2014; Rigault et al., 2015; Friedman et al., 2015).
The widely accepted formation theory for the Universe is that of a hot Big Bang model in
which the Universe, consisting of radiation, baryonic matter, and unknown (dark) forms of matter
and energy, originated from a hot, dense plasma, beginning in an epoch of radiation dominance.
In this model, the equation of state of the Universe is described by the densities of the above
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components, each with their own equation of state, as well as a curvature parameter defining
the Universal geometry. The inflationary scenario of Guth (1981) is the established model to
explain the flatness and horizon problems inferred from observations of the matter density and
temperature homogeneity of the Universe (see e.g. Rindler, 1956; Misner et al., 1973; Dicke and
Peebles, 1979). Inflation postulates that the Universe underwent an exponential expansion during
the radiation dominated phase of its history, seeding density perturbations which are the basis of
the observed structures populating the Universe today.
1.1 Cosmological probes
During this radiation dominated epoch, photons and relativistic particles were closely coupled,
with the photons having very short path lengths due to scattering off the baryons and leptons. As
the Universe cooled, recombination occurred and the electrons and protons combined to form
neutral hydrogen, and eventually heavier elements (helium, lithium). At this stage, the photons
decoupled from the matter and were able to propagate freely. These free-streaming photons are
observed as the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB), aptly described as the oldest light in the
Universe. The CMB was first detected by Penzias and Wilson (1965), and contains temperature
fluctuations which are imprinted with the cosmological model which defines the Universe. Thus
observations of these fluctuations can constrain the model and its parameter values.
There are several instruments which have observed the temperature fluctuations of this back-
ground radiation, i.e. space telescopes such as COBE (Boggess et al., 1992), WMAP (Bennett
et al., 2003), and the Planck satellite (Bouchet, 2009), as well as ground-based instruments, the
South Pole Telescope (SPT; Ruhl et al., 2004) and the Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT;
Kosowsky, 2006). The cosmological information lies in the statistical properties of the temper-
ature anisotropies. The location and amplitude of peaks in the power spectrum of the two-point
correlation function are related to several cosmological parameters, such as the Universal curva-
ture, Ωk, the baryon fraction Ωb/Ωm, the spectral index of the primordial perturbations, nS , and
the optical depth of the Universe after decoupling, τ .
In the radiation-dominated epoch, the growth of primordial perturbations, traced by tempera-
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ture fluctuations in the CMB, are retarded by the rapid expansion (the Mészáros effect; Meszaros,
1974). Once the Universe transitioned into a matter dominated epoch, after decoupling, the
perturbations grew quickly via gravitational attraction, becoming the progenitors of large scale
structure formation. As the perturbations evolve, regions of high density grow more, with low
density regions becoming less dense. This leads to anisotropic clustering of matter which is ob-
servable in large scale galaxy surveys such as the 2dF galaxy redshift survey (2dFGRS; Percival
et al., 2001). Observations of large scale clustering show a characteristic scale (Percival et al.,
2001; Peacock et al., 2001), which is indicated by a peak in the real-space two-point correla-
tion (Eisenstein et al., 2005). This signature is caused by baryonic acoustic oscillations (BAOs)
which are the result of sound waves, produced by the primordial fluctuations, which propagate
until decoupling when they are effectively “frozen”, leaving a distinctive imprint on scales of
∼ 100 h−1 Mpc in the clustering of mass in the Universe. The power spectrum of the galaxy
distribution two-point correlation function is directly related to the CMB power spectrum. Thus
the location and amplitude of the BAO signature can also constrain cosmological parameters, for
example the dark energy equation of state, wX , and the baryon fraction, Ωb/Ωm.
Another constraint on the dark energy equation of state is provided by measurements of
the cosmological luminosity distance, DL, from the light curves of Type Ia supernovae. These
sources are thought to be exploding white dwarfs which collapse after exceeding the Chan-
drasekhar mass (Chandrasekhar, 1939) while accreting matter from a nearby companion source.
These sources have characteristic light curves which can be standardised and can thus be used
to measure cosmological distances. Large numbers of Type Ia supernovae have been discov-
ered with the Supernova Legacy Survey (SNLS; Astier et al., 2006), providing constraints on the
matter density of the Universe, Ωm, and wX assuming a flat universe.
Combining the results of some or all of these complementary cosmological probes – BAO
in the large scale clustering of galaxies (e.g. Percival et al., 2001; Tegmark et al., 2006; Blake
et al., 2011; Anderson et al., 2012; Reid et al., 2016), supernova experiments (e.g. Amendola
et al., 2007; Conley et al., 2011), and studies of anisotropies in the CMB (Spergel et al., 2007;
Hinshaw et al., 2009; Shirokoff et al., 2011; Das et al., 2011, 2014; Planck Collaboration et al.,
2014c) – breaks the degeneracies between cosmological parameters, leading to tighter constraints
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on the equations of state of the Universe.
1.2 Cluster cosmology
The current “concordance” model describes the Universe as spatially flat, dominated by dark
energy, with roughly a quarter of the mass/energy budget made up of dark matter. The presence
of a significant dark matter component was first hypothesised due to observations of large line-
of-sight radial velocities of galaxy clusters which could not be explained by the visible matter
(Zwicky, 1933), and has since been confirmed by several studies of clusters and their member
galaxies through observations of stellar dynamics (e.g. Treu and Koopmans, 2004; Bridges et al.,
2006; Baumgardt and Mieske, 2008; Bradford et al., 2011; Tortora et al., 2014; Samurović, 2014;
Sweet et al., 2016), distributions of intracluster gas (Sarazin, 1986; Loewenstein and Mathews,
1987; Meiksin, 1990), galaxy rotation curves (Rubin et al., 1980; Quillen and Frogel, 1997;
Núñez et al., 2010; Hernandez-Jimenez et al., 2013; Brook and Shankar, 2016), and gravitational
lensing (e.g. Mellier, 1999; Bartelmann and Schneider, 2001; Hamana et al., 2003; Mitchell et al.,
2005; Benjamin et al., 2007; Coe and Moustakas, 2009; Jullo et al., 2010; Tinker et al., 2012;
Kilbinger et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2015).
In the current cosmological paradigm, structure follows a hierarchical formation process
(Davis et al., 1985), whereby small-scale, low-mass structures, for instance dwarf galaxies, are
the first to form and evolve through gravitational interactions into progressively larger objects
such as Milky Way-type galaxies, and eventually into galaxy groups and clusters. Galaxy clus-
ters are the largest virialised structures in the Universe, typically 1014 − 1015 solar masses, and
are composed of a dominant portion of dark matter, and baryonic matter in their member galax-
ies and in a hot gaseous plasma known as the intracluster medium (ICM). As clusters grow from
primordial perturbations, the formation of their structure is sensitively dependent on the initial
cosmological conditions. The observed number density of clusters as a function of redshift,
N(M, z), thus provides a powerful constraint on both the expansion history of the Universe, and
the gravitational growth of structure within it (e.g. Holder et al., 2001; Haiman et al., 2001; Carl-
strom et al., 2002; Rosati et al., 2002; Pierpaoli et al., 2003; Voit, 2005; Frieman et al., 2008;
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Marian and Bernstein, 2006; Frieman et al., 2008; Vikhlinin et al., 2009; Sahlén et al., 2009;
Planck Collaboration et al., 2014d).
Within the cluster regions, i.e. on scales less than ∼ 1 Mpc, gravitational forces are accom-
panied by dynamical baryonic processes in the ICM which play a significant role in the structure
formation process. Cluster mergers are the most energetic processes in the Universe, releasing
∼ 1064 ergs of energy into the intracluster medium (ICM). During these mergers, shocks and adi-
abatic compression heat the ICM gas to X-ray-emitting temperatures (Randall et al., 2002; Poole
et al., 2006, 2007). As the merger processes dissipate, the ICM eventually cools to reach hydro-
static equilibrium. Star formation and accretion of the dense ICM gas onto galactic supermassive
black holes can provide energy feedback via supernovae winds or active galactic nuclei (AGN)
activity (see e.g. Sarazin and Boller, 1989), enriching the ICM with heavy elements (Loewenstein
and Mushotzky, 1996).
Galaxy clusters thus lie at a unique position at the intersection of cosmology and astrophysics;
a viable cosmological model has to explain both the large scale structure formation, as well as
the physical dynamics occurring within the clusters themselves. As galaxy clusters are funda-
mentally rare objects, particularly the most massive ones, large survey areas are needed to obtain
a significant cluster sample.
1.3 Cluster detection methods
1.3.1 Optical
The first extensive galaxy cluster catalogues were based on optical detections at low redshift
(Abell, 1958; Zwicky et al., 1968; Abell et al., 1989), appearing a long time after Charles Messier
and William Herschel first noted clustering of galaxies in the late 18th century, in the regions of
what are now the Virgo and Coma clusters. These early catalogues had a relatively low redshift
cut-off (z . 0.1, Bahcall and Soneira, 1983) and contained several biases such as photometric er-
rors (Sutherland, 1988) and projection effects (Lucey, 1983; Katgert et al., 1996). More recently,
improved detector technologies and automated cluster detection methods have produced galaxy
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cluster catalogues of hundreds of sources out to redshifts of z ∼ 1 (Postman et al., 1996; Stan-
ford et al., 1997; Gal et al., 2000, 2003; Ebeling et al., 2001; Gladders and Yee, 2005; Koester
et al., 2007; Gal et al., 2009).
Each cluster detection method has its own advantages and weaknesses. Optical methods
have the benefit of being able to cover wide areas of sky relatively cheaply by putting large
arrays of CCD detectors onto telescopes with a large field-of-view. However, optical cluster
catalogs are flux- and therefore redshift-limited and have the added problem of projection effects
due to contaminants along the line of sight. Moreover, measurements of the cluster mass, the
main cosmological probe, are not as well-defined using optical properties. These disadvantages
motivated cluster studies at other wavelengths, particularly in X-rays.
1.3.2 X-ray
In the 1970s the UHURU satellite found that galaxy clusters are second only to quasars (very
energetic, distant, quasi-stellar radio sources) in terms of their X-ray brightness (Giacconi et al.,
1972). About fifteen years later, Henriksen and Mushotzky (1986) determined that the X-ray
brightness of clusters comes from thermal bremsstrahlung radiation in the hot ICM plasma. Due
to these thermal properties, clusters in the X-ray band are bright extended sources with lumi-
nosities of the order of 1044 erg s−1. These luminosities make it possible to use X-rays to detect
clusters at high redshift, although bremsstrahlung radiation does suffer from redshift dimming.
X-ray selection has since become the preferred method for cluster detection and there have sub-
sequently been many cluster studies using X-ray information. With the advancement in tele-
scope technology and software techniques there are now several extensive X-ray cluster surveys
conducted by the ROSAT, XMM, and Chandra satellites, such as the MAssive Cluster Survey
(MACS), ROSAT-ESO Flux Limited X-ray (REFLEX) survey, and the XMM Cluster Survey
(Rosati et al., 2002; Ledlow et al., 2003; Böhringer et al., 2004; Ebeling et al., 2001; Šuhada
et al., 2011; Lloyd-Davies et al., 2011; Willis et al., 2013).
X-ray observations of clusters provide information about the 2D cluster morphology, the
electron density and surface brightness profiles, and cluster temperature. This makes the deter-
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mination of cluster mass from X-ray observations simpler than from optical ones. Furthermore,
other than extremely nearby galaxies or supernova remnants in the galactic plane, galaxy clusters
are the only extended X-ray sources in the sky. This makes it easier to compute selection func-
tions for X-ray cluster surveys (e.g. Burenin et al., 2007) compared to optical surveys. Moreover,
cluster X-ray emission depends on the square of the gas density which means that clusters in the
X-ray would stand out strongly from lower density regions. Combining this with the relatively
low surface brightness of X-ray sources ensures that projection effects are not as serious in X-ray
cluster detection than they are in the optical band. However, projection effects will impact the
determination of a cluster’s dynamical state from the 2D morphology and the determination of
cluster mass from X-rays requires the assumption of spherical symmetry and hydrostatic equi-
librium. Moreover, since X-ray probes are also flux- and redshift-limited, researchers turned to
other regions of the electromagnetic spectrum.
1.3.3 Millimetre
With the discovery of the Sunyaev-Zeldovich (SZ) effect in the 1970s (Sunyaev and Zel’dovich,
1972), studies of the microwave regime became a novel possibility to detect and observe galaxy
clusters. The SZ effect describes the process whereby low energy CMB photons are inverse-
Compton (IC) scattered to higher energies whilst traversing the hot gas of the ICM. Observa-
tionally, this effect translates into a distortion of the thermal blackbody CMB spectrum in the
direction of a cluster of galaxies. The cluster samples obtained are nearly independent of red-
shift as, although the CMB itself suffers from redshift dimming, the ratio of SZ signal to CMB
does not. Moreover, since it is a scattering effect, the distance of the scattering medium does not
matter. Due to this redshift-independence, this method produces mass-limited cluster samples,
detecting all clusters above a certain mass threshold.
There are other important advantages to selecting clusters through their SZ signal, compared
with other selection methods. Firstly, numerical simulations, analytical models and SZ obser-
vations have shown that scaling relation between the SZ flux the cluster mass is fairly robust,
with low scatter (e.g. Reid and Spergel, 2006). This is due to the proportionality between the SZ
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signal, gas mass, and total mass. Secondly, the simulated SZ signals are less affected by baryonic
astrophysics. Thus an SZ-selected sample should provide more reliable cluster detections with a
closer correlation with cluster mass (an important cosmological property), than X-ray or optical
cluster surveys, particularly at high redshift. There are several large-area SZ surveys which are
detecting large numbers of new galaxy clusters out to redshifts of z ∼ 1: the Planck satellite
(Planck Collaboration et al., 2011), the South Pole Telescope (SPT; Ruhl et al., 2004), and the
Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT; Swetz et al., 2011).
1.4 Cluster probes
1.4.1 Diffuse radio emission
X-ray and SZ cluster detection methods probe the thermal component of the ICM. In recent years
it has been realised that low frequency radio observations can be used to probe its non-thermal
component through the detection of diffuse cluster-scale (∼ 1 Mpc) synchrotron emission in the
form of radio halos and relics (for reviews see Ferrari et al., 2008; Feretti et al., 2012). Due to
their extended nature, in situ acceleration of cosmic rays is necessary for the formation of these
diffuse sources. The leading formation theory explains the observed link with cluster merg-
ers, whereby relativistic electrons, possibly seeded by previous large scale structure formation
and AGN activity, are reaccelerated by merger-driven shocks and turbulent motions in the ICM
(Schlickeiser et al., 1987; Ensslin et al., 1998; Sarazin, 1999; Petrosian, 2001; Fujita et al., 2003;
Brunetti et al., 2004; Keshet et al., 2004; Xu et al., 2010; Brunetti and Lazarian, 2011).
Sensitive observations of this emission can provide constraints on the magnetic fields and
cosmic ray processes in galaxy clusters (Cassano et al., 2006a; van Weeren et al., 2011a, 2012;
Lindner et al., 2014), however, radio halos and relics are relatively rare phenomena with large
samples (∼ 30) of massive X-ray selected, and more recently SZ-selected, clusters showing a
detection rate of ∼ 10 − 30%, with the more massive systems having a higher probability of
hosting the emission (Venturi et al., 2008, 2013; Cassano et al., 2013). These cluster samples
comprise mostly low-redshift (z < 0.4) systems and thus the observed correlations between
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radio power and thermal cluster properties (Cassano et al., 2006b, 2007, 2013) are dominated by
low-redshift statistics. Only a handful of radio halos in high-redshift clusters have been studied
(Giovannini and Feretti, 2000; Bonafede et al., 2009, 2012; Lindner et al., 2014; van Weeren
et al., 2014). Although the number of radio halo and relic studies has increased dramatically
over the past decade, there are still a number of unanswered questions regarding the generation of
diffuse radio emission (Brunetti and Jones, 2014). More clusters, over a wider range of redshift,
need to be studied to address the theoretical issues and to gain insight into the evolution of the
emission properties over the course of the merger, as well as over cosmic time.
1.4.2 Gravitational lensing
Massive cluster mergers can also be studied using probes of the cluster dark matter distribution.
The massive nature of galaxy clusters causes them to distort light from distant galaxies through
the process of gravitational lensing. Cluster-scale gravitational lensing thus serves as a powerful
cosmological tool as it enables a direct measurement of the total (dark and baryonic) matter
distribution within the cluster (the lens), as well as the imaging of extremely high redshift z > 7
galaxies through lensing magnification. Measurements of time delays between lensed images
and their relative positions constrain the distance ratio, which depends on the Universe’s matter
density and dark energy equation of state (see e.g. Coe and Moustakas, 2009; Linder, 2011;
Cao et al., 2015; Meng et al., 2015). Thus observations of gravitationally lensed systems add
additional cosmological constraints to the existing universal model (for reviews see Schneider
et al., 1992; Massey et al., 2010; Kneib and Natarajan, 2011; Hoekstra et al., 2013). The first
object identified as being lensed by a cluster was the giant luminous arc observed in ground-
based images of galaxy cluster Abell 370 (Soucail, 1987) taken with the Canada-France-Hawaii
Telescope (CFHT; Racine, 1981). Since then multiple lensed sources have been found in many
massive clusters, with lensing analyses of systems with a large number (> 10) of identifiable
lensed images providing the most precise mass maps of cluster cores (e.g. Bradač et al., 2006,
2008; Jullo et al., 2007; Limousin et al., 2007; Jullo and Kneib, 2009; Coe et al., 2010).
Gravitational cluster lensing studies have been transformed in the past few decades by the
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high quality images produced by the Hubble Space Telescope (HST). Multi-colour, high angular
resolution images allow secure identifications of large numbers of lensed images (e.g Broadhurst
et al., 2005; Limousin et al., 2007; Zitrin et al., 2011; Limousin et al., 2012). With the aim of
using cluster gravitational lensing to investigate the distant Universe to unparalleled depth, the
Hubble Frontier Fields (HFF) campaign is providing the community with ultra-deep multi-band
Hubble images of six massive clusters. The first data indeed revealed detections of z > 7 lensed
galaxies and provided lensing mass maps of unprecedented precision (Laporte et al., 2014; Atek
et al., 2014; Jauzac et al., 2014, 2015a; Laporte et al., 2015; Diego et al., 2015c; Jauzac et al.,
2015b; McLeod et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015; Jauzac et al., 2015c; Atek et al., 2015b,a; Diego
et al., 2015d).
1.5 Thesis outline
The work presented in this thesis is divided into two major topics: (1) observations of diffuse
radio emission in clusters, and (2) the study of the gravitational lensing effect in massive cluster
cores. In the first part of the dissertation, we extend the number of radio cluster observations fo-
cused on detecting diffuse cluster emission with a SZ mass-selected sample from ACT. In chapter
2 we present the observational properties of the three main types of diffuse radio emission found
in clusters, and discuss the existing theoretical models for the formation mechanism responsible
for the emission. In chapter 3 we present our cluster sample and discuss our new radio observa-
tions and data reduction process. Finally, we present the results of our radio observations in the
context of the detection of diffuse radio emission.
In chapter 4, we discuss the radio properties of the known merging cluster in our sample,
ACT-CL J0256.5+0006, which we found to host a faint giant radio halo. Furthermore, we present
a multi-wavelength analysis of the cluster using X-ray and spectroscopic redshift data. Finally,
we model the cluster merger as a two-body gravitational interaction and use the multi-wavelength
data to constrain the merger geometry and merger time-scale. We compare our results with
simulations to better understand the halo properties we observe.
The second part of this thesis presents high precision mass reconstructions through gravita-
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tional lensing studies of two of the Hubble Frontier Field clusters. In chapter 5 we introduce
gravitational lensing theory, and apply it to massive galaxy clusters, introducing both the strong
and the weak regimes. Furthermore, we discuss lens modelling techniques and focus on the
parametric approach implemented in the publicly available LENSTOOL software. In chapter 6 we
detail the strong lensing analyses of MACSJ0416.1-2403 and MACSJ1149.6+2223 based on the
new data from the Hubble Frontier Fields project, and present the resulting high-precision lensing
mass maps. For MACSJ0416.1-2403 the strong lensing analysis is combined with weak lensing
measurements to produce a lensing mass reconstruction out to larger radii. This combined lens-
ing analysis is used in conjunction with multi-wavelength data to constrain the merger history
and dynamics of this complex cluster. The strong lensing analysis of MACSJ1149.6+2223 allows
us to estimate time delays and future appearance predictions for the lensed supernova observed
in one of the multiply lensed images. Finally, in chapter 7 we summarise our results and describe
future extensions to the work presented here.
We adopt a ΛCDM flat cosmology with H0 = 70 km s−1Mpc−1throughout this thesis, how-
ever the assumed cosmological parameters differ slightly between the two parts of the thesis. For
the radio portion we adopt values of Ωm = 0.27 and ΩΛ = 0.73. We assume Sν ∝ ν−α throughout
the radio analysis, where Sν is the flux density at frequency ν and α is the spectral index. In the
second part of the thesis, we adopt values of Ωm = 0.3 and ΩΛ = 0.7. All source magnitudes from
the Hubble imaging are quoted in the AB system.
CHAPTER 2
DIFFUSE RADIO EMISSION IN GALAXY
CLUSTERS
In the hierarchical model of structure formation, the formation of galaxy clusters through mergers
is one of the most energetic processes in the Universe, dissipating large amounts of energy (∼
1064 erg) into the intracluster medium (ICM). The non-thermal processes in the ICM can be
probed via observations of diffuse radio emission in the cluster environment of which there are
several classes. In this chapter we discuss the observational properties of each type and the
various models to explain the physical processes which drive them.
2.1 Synchrotron radiation in terms of diffuse radio emission
When electrons are radially accelerated to relativistic speeds (when the acceleration is perpen-
dicular to the velocity) in a magnetic field, the particles emit synchrotron radiation (see Figure
2.1). The emitted power is given by the relativistic Larmor formula and thus depends on the
Lorentz factor (which defines the electron energy) and the magnitude of the magnetic field. Large
magnetic fields require less electron energy in order to produce emission at a given frequency
12
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of synchrotron radiation emitted from an electron/proton spiraling in a
magnetic field. In the case of synchrotron emission, the particle acceleration is perpendicular to
its velocity. Source: adapted from http://abyss.uoregon.edu
compared to magnetic fields of lower strengths. Thus for a given electron energy, the stronger
the magnetic field, the more powerful the synchrotron radiation will be.
Thorough treatments of radiation processes and synchrotron theory can be found in several
textbooks (e.g. Rybicki and Lightman, 1986; Longair, 2011). Here we summarise the features
of synchrotron emission in an astrophysical context. Consider a homogeneous and isotropic
population of relativistic electrons (CRe) with a power-law energy distribution of index δ given
by
N(E)dE ∝ E−δdE. (2.1)
If this plasma is also optically thin, which is the case for diffuse radio emission, the radiated
synchrotron emission will exhibit the following properties:
• At a particular frequency, the emissivity, which is related to the number density of CRe
and the strength of the magnetic field, follows a power law with a spectral index, α, related
to the CRe energy distribution index: α = (δ−1)/2. Typical radio sources exhibit spectral
indices of ∼ 0.7 - 0.8.
• Over time, CRe experience energy losses which leads to a change in the global energy
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distribution of the particles, and therefore a change in the spectral profile. Strong energy
losses produce a cut-off of the spectrum at frequencies higher than a critical frequency
ν∗, which is linked to the particle lifetime. Therefore older radio sources exhibit curved
spectra and generally have steeper spectral indices than the typical sources. The spectrum
at lower frequencies indicates the original energy distribution of the CRe.
• If the CRe are spiraling in a uniform magnetic field, the emitted synchrotron radiation is
linearly polarized with the electric vector perpendicular to the plane-of-the-sky projection
of the magnetic field. The degree to which the emission is intrinsically polarized depends
on the energy distribution. For typical spectral indices this is 75 - 80%. The degree of
polarization is reduced when the magnetic fields involved have complex or tangled struc-
tures.
• As mentioned above, the total energy of a synchrotron source is defined by the energies of
the relativistic particles as well as the magnetic field, taking into account the magnetic field
filling factor (the fraction of the source volume occupied by the magnetic field). Obser-
vations of synchrotron radio sources enable a determination of the minimum total energy
under the equipartition condition. This is when the energy contributions are more or less
equally split between the accelerated particles and the magnetic field. The magnetic field
in this case is generally called the equipartition field, Beq.
Over the past two decades, observations of cluster-scale diffuse radio emission of synchrotron
origin have been made. These sources can be separated into different classes but all of them
exhibit low surface brightnesses and steep spectra, have no obvious link to the cluster galaxies,
and are thus associated with the ICM (see the reviews by Ferrari et al., 2008; Feretti et al., 2012,
and references therein). The prevailing theory for the origin and distribution of cluster magnetic
fields is that they originate from cosmological fields or are injected by active galactic nuclei
(AGN), and are then amplified through the hierarchical build up of structure (see Ryu et al.,
2008; Roettiger et al., 1999; Dolag et al., 2002, 2005a; Subramanian et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2011,
for more details).
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As the diffuse radio emission is both extended and of low surface brightness, it can be difficult
to detect. Successful observations require both excellent surface brightness sensitivity, typical of
single dish telescopes, as well as good angular resolution to distinguish compact sources embed-
ded in or projected along the line of sight of the emission. Interferometers are better suited to
diffuse emission studies, as single dish instruments have large beams and often suffer from con-
fusion. However, many interferometers do not have sufficient sensitivity to structures on large
scales as they do not sample many short spacings. Another challenge to fully understanding
diffuse synchrotron sources is that information about the age and energy of the specific popula-
tion of CRe is encoded in the shape of the spectrum, with sensitive multi-frequency observations
required to reproduce this shape for a single source. This is rarely available for large numbers
of observed sources. Finally, since the diffuse emission in question exhibit steep spectra, they
are best identified at low frequencies. Radio campaigns with instruments such as the Westerbork
Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT), the Very Large Array (VLA), and the Giant Metrewave Ra-
dio Telescope (GMRT), with their low radio frequencies (< 1.4 GHz), good angular resolution,
and low surface brightness sensitivities, have increased the knowledge of diffuse radio structures
in clusters over a relatively short period of time (Venturi et al., 2007, 2008; Giacintucci, 2011;
van Weeren et al., 2011d,b).
2.2 Types of diffuse cluster radio emission
Evidence for diffuse radio sources of synchrotron origin with no optical counterpart and no
obvious connection to the cluster galaxies has been around since the 1960s and 1970s (Large
et al., 1959; Willson, 1970; Miley and Perola, 1975; Ballarati et al., 1981; Giovannini et al.,
1991). In the last decade, many diffuse radio sources with steep spectra (α & 1) and low surface
brightness (∼ 0.1 - 1 µJy arcsec−2 at 1.4 GHz) have been detected and these observations can
be separated into three main classes of emission. These types have their own observational
properties and thus are expected to originate from different mechanisms. Here we discuss the
observational properties of each class in turn.
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2.2.1 Radio Halos
The first example of cluster-scale diffuse radio emission to be detected was in the form of a gi-
ant radio halo (GRH). These are characterised by their central location in the cluster, relatively
regular morphology, and large extents (& 1 Mpc). They are typically unpolarized down to a
few percent due to internal or beam depolarization. The latter case occurs when the synthe-
sised beam of the telescope is larger than the scale on which the intrinsic source polarization is
coherent, effectively smoothing out the source polarization and reducing the observed polariza-
tion signal. This is an effect which cannot be corrected for once observations have been made.
Notable exceptions of polarized GRHs have been found in A2255 (Govoni et al., 2005) and
MACSJ0717.5+3745 (Bonafede et al., 2009).
The prototype of this class is the GRH found in the Coma cluster which has been extensively
studied over the past forty years (e.g. Jaffe et al., 1976; Sastry and Shevgaonkar, 1983; Deiss
et al., 1997; Kronberg et al., 2007; Brown and Rudnick, 2011) since its first detection by Large
et al. (1959) and Willson (1970). Since then, with the improvement in observations and data
reduction techniques, smaller radio halos and some with more irregular morphologies have been
detected. The merging system of A399 and A401 is the only system currently known to host
double radio halos (Murgia et al., 2010b). Examples of observed radio halos of different sizes and
morphologies are provided in Figure 2.2. To date there are over 50 clusters hosting radio halos
with halo sizes ranging from a few hundred kpc to 1.65 Mpc, all of which display indications of
recent merger activity through X-ray or optical substructure. A recent exception is the GRH in
CL1821+643, a cluster with an intact cool-core (Bonafede et al., 2014b); in this case Bonafede
et al. suggest that if a merger is indeed responsible for the diffuse radio emission, it is either
off-axis, in an early phase, or a minor one.
The rate of occurrence of radio halos appears to increase with cluster X-ray luminosity and
Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (SZ) effect Compton-y parameter1, with radio halos occurring in ∼30% of




grated Compton parameter, Y =
∫
ydΩ, is proportional to the product of the cluster gas mass and mass-weighted
temperature when integrated over the cluster region. A common choice is to integrate within R500.
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Figure 2.2: Images of the radio halos in A2163 (Feretti et al., 2001), A665, and A2218 (Giovan-
nini and Feretti, 2000), showing the different sizes and morphologies that can be observed. In
each case, the radio emission (contours) is overlaid on an optical image. For A2163, the contours
start at 0.2 mJy beam−1 and increase in steps of 0.3 mJy beam−1. The contour levels in A665
are -0.2, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8, 1.5, 3, 6, 12, 25 mJy/beam. For A2218, the contour levels are -0.2, 0.2,
0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1, 3, 5, 10 mJy/beam. The maps have been scaled to the same linear scale. Source:
Feretti et al. (2012).
clusters with LX > 5 × 1044 erg s−1 (Cassano et al., 2011). The redshift distribution of radio
halos is fairly homogeneous for z < 0.35. The number of high redshift (z > 0.4) sources is
small, probably due to selection effects and/or sensitivity limits although a true dearth of high
redshift sources is not impossible. The highest redshift radio halo currently known is in the
massive cluster “El Gordo” (z=0.87, Lindner et al., 2014), with the closest competitor being
MACSJ0717.5+3745 at z=0.55 (Bonafede et al., 2009). Until a larger statistical sample of high
redshift radio halos is obtained, the redshift evolution of this class of diffuse emission cannot be
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reliably investigated. Here we discuss the main observational properties of radio halos to date.
2.2.1.1 Spectral properties
Integrated spectrum
In general, the integrated spectrum of radio halos in poorly known due to a lack of multi-
frequency data. Only a few of the most thoroughly studied systems have more than three different
frequency measurements and in general, the highest frequency is 1.4 GHz which is too low to de-
tect spectral steepening – this is imperative in order to select a preference between the formation
models discussed in 2.3.
All radio halos have a global spectral index of α & 1, where the halo flux density scales
with frequency as Sν ∝ ν−α, typical of aged synchrotron sources (see §2.1). The most exten-
sively studied integrated spectrum is that of the Coma cluster, with integrated flux density mea-
surements at thirteen different frequencies between 30.9 MHz and 4.85 GHz (Hanisch, 1980;
Hanisch and Erickson, 1980; Cordey, 1985; Schlickeiser et al., 1987; Henning, 1989; Venturi
et al., 1990; Kim et al., 1990; Giovannini et al., 1993; Deiss et al., 1997), revealing a definite
spectral steepening at high frequencies (Thierbach et al., 2003).
Studies of the scaling relation between a radio halo’s integrated spectrum and the average
cluster temperature (Feretti et al., 2004a; Giovannini et al., 2009) lead to the suggestion of a
tentative link between mergers and radio halos, a relationship which also exists in the high-
redshift cluster “El Gordo” (Lindner et al., 2014). Although the studies suffer from poor statistics
due to inhomogeneous spectral index measurements and few data points, they provide marginal
evidence that the two properties are anti-correlated, i.e. flatter spectrum halos exist in hot clusters.
The results favour the reacceleration model discussed in §2.3.1 as a flatter spectrum implies there
is more energy available to accelerate the CRe. This energy could presumably arise from violent
mergers, which are expected to occur in hot clusters (Feretti et al., 2004a,b; Cassano and Brunetti,
2005; Cassano et al., 2008). The link between radio halos and mergers is discussed further in a
following section.
Spectral index distribution
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The radio halo spectral index map provides an effective way of probing the changes in spectral
profile over the halo volume, and therefore the changes in shape of the CRe energy distribution
and the strength of the magnetic field. Studies of the spatial distribution of radio halo spectral
index are relatively rare. This is primarily due to the lack of sensitive data: a spectral index map
requires excellent surface brightness sensitivity at two or more frequencies.
Since the first spectral index map of the Coma cluster (Giovannini et al., 1993), which showed
a fairly smooth spectral distribution with radial steepening towards the outskirts, spectral index
maps of other radio halos have shown a wide variety of distribution patterns (Liang et al., 2000;
Feretti et al., 2004b; Giacintucci et al., 2005; Orrú et al., 2007; Pizzo and de Bruyn, 2009; Kale
and Dwarakanath, 2010). These spectral variations potentially indicate energy losses and/or
gains of the individual CRe populations. Feretti et al. (2004b) showed that in order to flatten
a spectral index from 1.3 to 0.8, a factor of ∼ 2.5 more energy must be injected into the CRe
population. If CRe are not experiencing an injection of energy, a flatter spectrum indicates that
the last energising event was more recent than for a steeper spectrum. Therefore the spectral
index is expected to be flatter in regions currently or more recently affected by merger activity.
As in the case of the integrated spectrum, observed spectral index maps currently support the
turbulent acceleration model, where the injected energy is supplied by a merger (Cassano, 2010).
In particular, the radial steepening of the spectral index could be caused by the magnetic field
strength decreasing further from the cluster centre, as well as the presence of a high energy break
in the CRe energy distribution (Brunetti et al., 2001).
Ultra-steep spectrum sources
The majority of radio halo sources exhibit spectral indices of ∼ 1 - 1.5. However a small pop-
ulation of radio halos with α ≥ 1.6 have been detected which are called ultra-steep spectrum
radio halos (USSRH). To date there are seven USSRHs in the literature: A1914 (Bacchi et al.,
2003), A521 (Dallacasa et al., 2009; Giovannini et al., 2009), A2255 (Feretti et al., 1997), A697
(van Weeren et al., 2011b), A1300 (Reid et al., 1999), MACSJ1149.5+2223 (Bonafede et al.,
2012), and PLCKG171.9-40.7 (Giacintucci et al., 2013). Most of these clusters have relatively
low temperatures, giving another weak link between radio halos and mergers.
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2.2.1.2 Radio power correlations
With larger statistical samples of radio halos now available, studies of the 1.4 GHz radio halo
power have shown it to be correlated with various other radio halo and cluster properties. Since
the majority of radio halos have been detected at low redshift, z < 0.4, it is not yet clear whether
the observed correlations hold for higher redshift sources as well.
Halo size, RH
We mentioned at the beginning of this section that classical radio halos have physical sizes & 1
Mpc (GRHs), but that there exist radio halos as small as a few hundred kpc. Giovannini et al.
(2009) found a correlation between the largest linear size of the radio halo and its emitted power
which is continuous over the range of sizes. The slope of this correlation is in agreement with
that obtained using only GRH sources (Feretti et al., 2012). Moreover, Murgia et al. (2009)
studied the range of emissivities in the radio halo samples and found that the variation among
radio halos of different size was small, supporting the conclusion that halo size and power are
correlated.
Although there are a handful of outliers, all of which have radio powers higher than expected
from their observed size (MACSJ0717.5+3745, Bonafede et al. 2009; A1213, Giovannini et al.
2009; and A1351, Giacintucci et al. 2009), the correlation between these two halo properties is
relatively tight. This confirms that GRHs and radio halos of smaller size are indeed members
of the same class as they share the same properties. We thus expect them to have a common
formation mechanisms, unlike radio mini-halos which are discussed in §2.2.3.
X-ray cluster properties: LX, T,MX
A link between the radio halo power and the cluster X-ray luminosity LX was first discovered by
Liang et al. (2000) using the ten most securely identified radio halos available at the time. This
correlation has since been confirmed by several authors, and radio power scaling relations have
been defined for X-ray temperature T , and mass M (Bacchi et al., 2003; Cassano et al., 2006b,
2007). Previous studies only considered clusters hosting radio halos. Using an X-ray selected
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sample of ROSAT clusters, Brunetti et al. (2007) were the first to observe a bimodality in the
P1.4GHz–LX plane by determining radio power upper limits for those clusters with no evidence
of a radio halo. They found the radio halos to have powers correlated with the LX of the host
cluster, however the non-detections lay roughly an order of magnitude below this correlation.
This apparent dichotomy is expected to be related to the dynamical state of the cluster: disturbed
systems host radio halos, whereas the upper limits belong to relaxed systems. However, this
separation is not perfect and we will discuss the suspected merger connection in more detail in
§2.2.1.3.
Within the population of radio halos, there is some scatter in the P1.4GHz–LX correlation.
A few outliers, generally at low LX, host halos that are more powerful than their cluster X-ray
luminosity would suggest. Conversely, the USSRHs all lie below the correlation, with radio
powers somewhat lower than expected based on the cluster X-ray luminosity.
Finally, the non-thermal radio halo emission in well resolved systems has been found to be
spatially correlated with the X-ray structure of the thermal bremsstrahlung emission (Govoni
et al., 2001a; Feretti et al., 2001; Giacintucci et al., 2005), suggesting a link between the two
plasmas (Govoni et al., 2001a). The slope of this relation is predicted by reacceleration models,
however the correlation is not evident once halos with irregular or asymmetric morphologies are
considered. From results of magnetic field modelling, Vacca et al. (2010) argue that this disparity
may be caused by variations in the magnetic field on scales of ∼ hundreds of kpc.
SZ cluster properties: YSZ,M500,SZ
The P1.4GHz–LX relation is probably the most well studied of the radio power correlations owing
to the fact that radio halo campaigns have historically been carried out on X-ray selected samples
– X-ray emission has been used to detect galaxy clusters since the 1970’s (Meekins et al., 1971;
Gursky et al., 1971). However, the thermal ICM also radiates at mm-wavelengths via the SZ
effect and Moffet and Birkinshaw (1989) were the first to suggest a link between a cluster’s
thermal SZ Compton-y parameter and the existence of a radio halo. This correlation has been
confirmed (Basu, 2012) using clusters in the Planck 2013 SZ catalogue (Planck Collaboration
et al., 2014b).
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As in the case of LX, a bimodality is also observed in the P1.4GHz–YSZ domain (Cassano
et al., 2013), although the separation appears to be slightly weaker than in X-ray selected samples
(Sommer and Basu, 2014). In addition, Sommer and Basu (2014) find that SZ-selected samples
appear to have a lower fall-out fraction of clusters without radio halos than that measured using
X-ray clusters samples. They argue that this may be due to a combination of the fact that SZ
and X-ray ICM emission evolve at different rates during cluster mergers, as well as a bias toward
cool-core systems in X-ray selected samples.
One of the expected advantages of SZ-selected cluster samples is that the SZ effect is a
more robust proxy for the cluster mass, as compared to the cluster X-ray luminosity (Carlstrom
et al., 2002). From this one may expect a tighter correlation between the radio halo power and
SZ-derived cluster properties, however, Cassano et al. (2013) find that the uncertainties in the
best-fit parameters for the P1.4GHz − YSZ relation are comparable to those for the X-ray selected
sample.
No spatial link between (giant) radio halo emission and SZ emission has been found as yet,
possibly owing to the relative lack of high-resolution SZ cluster maps. Cluster surveys with the
NIKA (Adam et al., 2015), MUSTANG-1.5 (Young et al., 2014) and forthcoming MUSTANG-
2.0 instruments will provide the community with SZ cluster maps of sufficient angular resolution
to make such a study possible.
Relaxation parameter, Γ
Wen and Han (2013) defined an optically-derived relaxation parameter, Γ, to quantify a clus-
ter’s dynamical state from photometric data. By smoothing the brightness distribution of cluster
members, Γ is defined as the distance to the optimal plane defined by the distribution asymmetry,
ridge flatness, and the normalised model-fitting residual. A negative value indicates a disturbed
system, with positive values implying dynamical relaxation. They found an anti-correlation be-
tween Γ and the 1.4 GHz radio power, with the more powerful halos hosted in clusters with
smaller relaxation parameters. The scatter in the observed scaling relations between P1.4GHz and
thermal cluster properties discussed above can be reduced by incorporating Γ to create a 3D
correlation (Yuan et al., 2015).
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2.2.1.3 Connection with mergers
The bimodality in the radio halo P1.4GHz scaling relations indicates a connection between the
on/off radio state of a cluster and its dynamical characterisation. Early radio halo studies pro-
vided circumstantial evidence for this as radio halos had only been found in clusters showing ei-
ther X-ray (Feretti, 1999, 2002; Giovannini and Feretti, 2002; Schuecker et al., 2001; Böhringer
and Schuecker, 2002) or optical substructure (Girardi and Biviano, 2002; Ferrari et al., 2003;
Boschin et al., 2004, 2006). The link between radio halos and cluster mergers was quantitatively
confirmed through comparisons with X-ray morphological parameters (Buote, 2001; Cassano
et al., 2010): radio loud systems and systems with radio upper limits populated separate regions
of the parameter space, linked with merging and relaxed morphologies respectively. Cassano
et al. (2013) confirmed that the two populations found in SZ-selected samples also correlated in
the same way with the cluster dynamics. This observed merger connection is in agreement with
predictions from the turbulent reacceleration model discussed in §2.3.1.
Yet the radio loud/radio quiet dynamical separation is not perfect: some merging clusters
have no observable diffuse emission (e.g. A141, A2631, MACSJ2228.5+2036,2 Cassano et al.
2010; A119, Giovannini and Feretti 2000; A2146, Russell et al. 2011), and a GRH has been
detected in a cluster with a cool-core, which is more commonly associated with relaxed systems
(CL1821+643, Bonafede et al., 2014b). These observations raise questions about whether there
is an extra observational dichotomy within merging clusters themselves, which is not yet well
understood. As some of the radio quiet mergers are relatively low-mass clusters, the question to
answer is whether lower energy mergers (as expected from low-mass clusters) lead to a physical
lack of radio halo, or if the emission is merely below the sensitivity limits of current observations.
Next generation telescopes such as LOFAR and the Square Kilometre Array, with their superior
sensitivities, should be able to determine whether radio halos exist in all mergers, or only the
most massive systems.
Another possible explanation for the discrepant observations is that radio halo emission is
2Cassano et al. (2010) quoted an upper limit in the merging cluster A781, but a GRH was observed at 325 MHz
and 1.4 GHz in the following year (Govoni et al., 2011).
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Figure 2.3: Results of the MHD simulations of Donnert et al. (2013) showing cluster properties
at different stages of the cluster merger. Left: Projections of the bolometric X-ray luminosity
overlaid with 1.4 GHz radio contours. The contours have the same levels throughout. Right:
Evolution throughout the merger of the system’s X-ray luminosity and radio power (black curve)
overlaid on the observed radio halos and upper limits from Brunetti et al. (2009). The correlation
is shown as the straight black line. Grey arrows indicate the time direction throughout the merger
trace. Two main stages of the merger are indicated on both panels: (1) turbulent energy in the
ICM has increased sufficiently for the radio halo to “switch on” and become observable; (2) the
merger activity has lessened significantly and the radio halo begins to dissipate. Source: Adapted
from Donnert et al. (2013).
linked to the stage of evolution of the merger at which the cluster is observed. Donnert et al.
(2013) ran a magnetohydrodynamical (MHD) simulation of a massive (1015M), high mass ratio
merger between two subclusters and modelled both the power and morphology of the expected X-
ray and radio emission from turbulent reacceleration at different times during the merger. Some
of their results are shown in the left and right panels of Figure 2.3. They showed that radio halos
are transient phenomena, with energy injected via turbulent motions in the ICM “switching on”
the radio emission and moving the cluster from the region of upper limits onto the P1.4GHz − LX
correlation (region 1 in both panels). As the merger evolves, the spectrum of the synchrotron
radiation steepens and the radio halo dissipates, moving the system back towards the radio quiet
population (region 2 in both panels). This scenario explains the position of USSRHs in the
P1.4GHz − LX plane, where they appear to be bridging the gap between the two populations.
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2.2.2 Radio Relics
When diffuse radio emission is located on the periphery of the cluster region, it is generally
classified as a radio relic. Like radio halos, relics exhibit low surface brightnesses and steep
spectra, however unlike their centralised counterparts, relics are significantly polarized up to 20 -
30%. Radio relics are excellent indicators that µG magnetic fields and relativistic particles exist
in the outskirts of clusters. The prevailing theory is that giant radio relics trace relatively strong
merger shocks in the outer regions of cluster cores, which drive the acceleration or reacceleration
of the radiating CRe (Miniati et al., 2001a; Brüggen et al., 2012; Kang et al., 2012; Ensslin et al.,
1998; Hoeft and Brüggen, 2007; Kang and Ryu, 2011; van Weeren et al., 2010; Bagchi et al.,
2006; Roettiger et al., 1999; Enßlin and Gopal-Krishna, 2001; Hoeft et al., 2008; Skillman et al.,
2011; Markevitch et al., 2005; Pinzke et al., 2013) in agreement with predictions from shock
statistics from cosmological simulations (Skillman et al., 2008)
The first radio relic was detected in the Coma cluster (e.g. Giovannini et al., 1991, and refer-
ences therein). It displays an elongated morphology, with the major axis roughly perpendicular
to the direction towards the cluster centre. The majority of relic sources have this morphology,
however variations have also been observed. Roundish radio relics have been detected, usually
closer to the cluster centre but still offset from the X-ray emission, and these tend to be less
expansive than their elongated counterparts. The different radio relic shapes are discussed below
in §2.2.2.1.
To date there are over 70 known radio relics hosted in 53 clusters. Most detections occur at
low redshift (z < 0.4), with high redshift detections made difficult due to instrument sensitivity
limits. By far the highest redshift observation is the double radio relics in “El Gordo”, a massive
cluster at z=0.87. As with radio halos, deeper surveys will probe further back in time and improve
our insight as to whether there are intrinsically few diffuse radio sources in clusters at high
redshifts.
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Figure 2.4: Examples of radio relics with different morphologies. Left: 608 MHz WSRT image
of the elongated relic in the Coma cluster. Source: Giovannini et al. (1991). Right: NVSS 1.4
GHz contours of the roundish radio halo in A1664. Contour levels are -1.05, 1.05, 2.10, 3.15,
4.20, 5.25, 10.50, 21.00, 42.00 mJy beam−1, with a synthesised beam of 45′′ × 45′′. The cluster
centre is ∼ 500 kpc (∼ 3.7′) North of the compact source, in the direction of the arrow. Image
adapted from Kale et al. (2012).
2.2.2.1 Observed structure
Radio relics can be split into two main categories based on their differing morphological prop-
erties, referred to as either elongated or roundish radio relics. Observations have also revealed
different combinations of diffuse radio emission involving radio relics. Examples of the different
morphologies and configurations are given in Figures 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6.
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Elongated relics
The prototypical form of radio relics, elongated relics have high major- to minor-axis ratios, with
the major axis tangential to the edge of the cluster region, and cover large distances (& 1 Mpc).
Elongated relics are highly polarized with polarization vectors orientated perpendicular to the
major axis. An image of the Coma relic from Giovannini et al. (1991) is given in the left panel
of Figure 2.4.
Not all elongated relics have the same morphologies; some elongated relics are exceptionally
narrow with a few giant narrow relics such as the “Sausage” relic in CIZA J2242.8+5301 (van
Weeren et al., 2011c, Figure 2.5) and the “Toothbrush” relic in 1RXS J0603.3+4214 (van Weeren
et al., 2012, Figure 2.6) being extensively researched (van Weeren et al., 2011a; Röttgering et al.,
2013; Ogrean et al., 2013a; Stroe et al., 2014c,b,a, 2015). The sausage relic is part of a double
radio relic system shown in Figure 2.5 and is slightly curved with extremely regular polarization
vectors. In certain cases projection effects may play a major role in explaining apparently odd
orientations of elongated relics (e.g. A115, Govoni et al., 2001b), however the overall morphol-
ogy and location of elongated relics are in line with models of merger shocks, discussed further
in §2.2.2.4.
Roundish relics
The second morphological class of radio relics have a more symmetrical, circular structure and
are therefore called roundish relics. Although these relics also lie on the periphery of clusters,
they are found slightly closer to the cluster centre and tend to be smaller than elongated relics,
with typical sizes of ∼100 - 350 kpc. To date, most roundish relics have been observed at quite
low redshifts, z < 0.2, and have very steep curved spectra. An example of a roundish relic is that
in A1664 (Govoni et al., 2001b) displayed in the right panel of Figure 2.4.
As they have different shapes and cluster locations compared to elongated relics, roundish
relics have different models for their origin. High resolution imaging of roundish relics show
a filamentary structure within the relic itself, and they are often located near the central first
ranked galaxy (FRG) but not coinciding with it (Govoni et al., 2001b; Slee et al., 2001). Since
these sources are often close to AGN they can be explained by the shock-wave re-energisation
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of radio lobes from previous AGN activity. The radio lobes were previously unobservable due
to synchrotron and IC losses. We note, however, that unlike the shock-driven elongated relics,
roundish relics have not as yet been found in pairs. Mathews and Brighenti (2008) suggest a
different scenario in which the relics are the result of radio bubbles interacting with the outer re-
gions of the ICM. Due to their sometimes small size, the correct identification of roundish radio
relics can be complicated by the presence of old radio galaxies with aged spectra (Randall et al.,
2010). In some cases, a few roundish relics cannot be readily explained by models involving
previous radio activity (Feretti et al., 2006; Solovyeva et al., 2008; Govoni et al., 2001b). More
observations are required in order to fully understand the origin of these types of relics.
Double relics
We previously mentioned the link between elongated radio relics and shock fronts caused by
cluster mergers, discussed in §2.2.1.3. In mergers with almost equal subcluster mass ratios and a
low impact parameter, a pair of shocks, and hence radio relics, are expected on either side of the
cluster, aligned with the merger axis. When this configuration is observed the cluster is said to
host double radio relics. The first double relic system was observed in A3667 (Rottgering et al.,
1997; Johnston-Hollitt et al., 2002; Johnston-Hollitt, 2003) but these configurations have since
become quite common with almost 40% of relics belonging to double systems. Figure 2.5 shows
examples of three double relic systems of different sizes. Most double relics have elongated
structures, in line with the connection to plasma shocks.
Hydrodynamical simulations of CIZA J2242.8+5301 have shown that the observed double
relic morphologies result routinely from plane-of-the-sky mergers involving the head-on colli-
sion of equal mass clusters (van Weeren et al., 2011c). Thus double relic systems should be found
in low-ratio mergers, whereas single relic systems are expected to be in mergers with higher mass
ratios or where the merger is occurring to some degree along the line of sight.
Relics and halos
In several cases, radio relics, both double and single, have been observed in clusters hosting a
radio halo. These systems are significant indications of there being a link between radio relics,
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Figure 2.5: Images of giant radio relics (contours) overlaid on the X-ray emission from the
host systems (colors). The three radio relics are reported with the same physical scale. Upper-
left and upper-right panels highlight the high-resolution radio images of the northern relics in
CIZA2242 and A3667, respectively (credits: van Weeren et al. (2010) and Ogrean et al. (2013a)
for CIZA2242; Rottgering et al. (1997) for A3667; and Kale et al. (2012) for A3376). Source:
Brunetti and Jones (2014).
radio halos and mergers, as the relics and halos may stem from the same merger event, although
from different physical mechanisms. Figure 2.6 shows some examples of combined radio halo
and relic systems. In some cases there is bridge emission between the halo and relic, as is the
case for the “Toothbrush” relic and its associated halo in 1RXS J0603.3+4214 (right panel of
Figure 2.6.
However the majority of relic systems do not host a radio halo, and in all relic-halo systems,
the relic has a surface brightness significantly higher than that of the halo. The lack of radio ha-
los in many relic systems may indicate that radio relics can be produced by weak/minor mergers
which don’t produce enough turbulent energy to drive an observable radio halo. This may also
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Figure 2.6: Examples of galaxy clusters hosting both radio halo and radio relic emission. Left:
GMRT 323 MHz contours showing the radio halo and double relics in PSZ1 G108.18-11.53 at
(1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32)× 3σ with σ = 86µJy beam−1 (beam: 11′′ × 8′′). The contours are overlaid on
the smoothed 0.1 - 2.4 keV photon image from the ROSAT all sky survey. Source: de Gasperin
et al. (2015). Right: 1.4 GHz WSRT emission of the radio halo and single straight radio relic
in 1RXS J0603.3+4214. There is a bridge of radio emission joining the two structures. Source:
van Weeren et al. (2012).
explain the observations of radio relics in cool-core clusters (e.g. A85, Slee et al., 2001): if a mi-
nor or off-axis merger were present, a shock wave to induce a relic can occur without disrupting
the cluster core.
2.2.2.2 Spectral properties
Comprehensive radio spectral data is available for several radio relics, most of which have elon-
gated structure as these are favoured by interferometric observations — the cluster periphery is
less contaminated by compact radio sources which allows robust relic detections over a wider
range of frequencies.
Integrated spectrum
As is seen for radio halos, all radio relics exhibit steep spectra, α & 1, however the two branches
of relics have different ranges of spectral indices and indeed different spectral properties (Feretti
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et al., 2012). Elongated relics have spectral indices α ∼ 1.0 − 1.6 with a fairly uniform distri-
bution over that range. Roundish relics have spectral indices with similar values but on average
they have a much steeper spectrum, 〈α〉 ≈ 2.0. The observed range of spectral index for roundish
relics extends to α = 2.9.
When two or more frequency measurements are available, roundish radio relic spectra show
spectral steepening at higher frequencies, whereas elongated relics generally have flat spectra.
This reflects the involvement of strong shocks in the peripheral region of clusters, as shocks with
large Mach numbers are responsible for producing flat-spectrum emission. In a few cases, such
as A754 (Bacchi et al., 2003) and A2256 (Clarke and Ensslin, 2006), the integrated spectrum has
a complex shape.
Spectral index distribution
Accurate spectral index maps are available for only a few well-studied relics (Lindner et al.,
2014; Kale and Dwarakanath, 2012; Clarke and Ensslin, 2006; van Weeren et al., 2012; Stroe
et al., 2015; Orrú et al., 2007). Elongated relics have distinct spectral index distributions. The
spectral index steepens along the minor axis, with the flattest region at the outermost edge. This
pattern is evident in the spectral map of the “Toothbrush” relic in 1RXS J0603.3+4214 shown in
the left panel of Figure 2.7 (or A2744), and is in accordance with the brightness profile of the
relics (van Weeren et al., 2012).
Only a small fraction of roundish radio relics have spectral index maps and there is little
consensus on the distributions. The roundish relic in A2256 (Clarke and Ensslin, 2006) shows
a spectral steepening towards the cluster centre, but it lacks the regular spectral index gradient
found in elongated relics. In other systems, such as A1664, the roundish relic, shown in the right
panel of Figure 2.7, displays no discernible pattern of the spectral index distribution (Kale and
Dwarakanath, 2012). These relics have complex structures at high resolution which leads to the
irregular spectral index distributions.
Ultra-steep spectrum sources
At the beginning of this section we mentioned that some roundish radio relics have extremely
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Figure 2.7: Radio relic spectral index maps. Left: “Toothbrush” relic in 1RXS J0603.3+4214
showing a spectral steepening towards the centre of the cluster. Source: van Weeren et al. (2012).
Right: The roundish relic in A1164 with no indication of a regular spectral index distribution.
Source: Kale and Dwarakanath (2012).
steep spectra (α & 2). These are considered as ultra-steep spectrum radio relics (USSRRs) and
their spectra incorporate a cut-off at high frequencies. Very few of these sources exist (some
examples are A13 from Slee et al. (2001) and A2443 from Cohen and Clarke (2011)) but the
small number of detections may be due to selection effects, observing at too high a frequency
considering the sensitivities of current telescopes, as well as incorrect classification as old radio
galaxies. The data from low frequency surveys with LOFAR (Röttgering et al., 2011) and other
next generation telescopes should reveal more of these objects. Considering the differences in
spectral properties of the two types of radio relics, spectral index measurements may be a crucial
factor in correctly classifying new relic sources.
2.2.2.3 Observed correlations
In §2.2.1.2 we discuss the various correlations found between observable radio halo properties
and those of the host cluster. Similarly, Feretti et al. (2012) collated all the then known radio
relic observations, consisting of 50 relics from 39 clusters, and found a variety of correlations
between different parameters, although generally speaking they are weaker than those for radio
halos.
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Projected distance, size, and radio power
As radio relics exist on the periphery of clusters, they can be characterised by their projected
distance from the centre of the cluster, Rcc. As roundish relics are generally found closer to
the centre than elongated relics, it is not surprising that in correlations involving Rcc, the two
populations are fairly separated with only a small overlap in parameter space. Roundish relics
are clustered at an average distance of ∼ 0.4 Mpc from the cluster centre, whereas elongated
relics populate distances between ∼ 0.5 - 1.5 Mpc, but can be found out to 3 Mpc.
Feretti et al. (2012) looked at the relationships between Rcc, the largest linear size (LLS),
and 1.4 GHz radio power P1.4GHz of the relics. They found no clear correlation between Rcc
and P1.4GHz, although they noted that almost no powerful relics (P1.4GHz > 1024 W Hz−1) are
detected closer than 0.4 Mpc to the cluster centre. At larger distances, relics exhibit a wide range
of radio power (∼ 1023 - 1025). It is likely that this trend is due to the low efficiency of shocks in
cluster central regions (Vazza et al., 2012a).
In terms of the size of relics, big (elongated) and small (roundish) radio relics are well sep-
arated with Rcc, with only the largest roundish relics populating the same space as elongated
relics. The two smallest relics in the sample, the roundish relics in A4038 and A2063, have the
smallest projected distances (∼ 0.04 Mpc) and lie far away from the main population of relics.
Unlike radio halos, a comparison of relic LLS and radio power shows only a (marginal) correla-
tion, and only when the full population of relics is considered as one. The most powerful relics
(P1.4GHz > 1025 W Hz−1) are all elongated and have some of the largest extents. In general,
however, for a given linear size, radio relics can exhibit almost the full range of radio power.
These comparisons show unequivocally that roundish and elongated radio relics have differ-
ent properties, with roundish relics being on average smaller and fainter than their more elongated
cousins. In general, the above relic properties are consistent with the current origin models, in
which the more efficient shocks occur in the lower density regions on the outskirts of clusters,
where they can spawn larger, more powerful emission.
Cluster X-ray luminosity, LX
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A correlation between relic radio power and cluster X-ray luminosity was found that holds for
both types of relics. The correlation is similar to that for radio halos, where the more powerful
emission is detected in the brighter X-ray clusters. However the relic relation has more scatter
and the overall slope is flatter. Although halos and relics occupy almost the same region of
parameter space, more relics are found in low luminosity clusters (LX < 1044 erg s−1) possibly
owing to their flatter spectra (elongated relics) or smaller size.
2.2.2.4 Connection with shocks
There are several indications that radio relics are associated with plasma shocks in the ICM. The
first of these is the remarkable similarity of the shape and location of elongated relics to that of
shock fronts observable in the X-rays (e.g. van Weeren et al., 2011c). This is strong evidence for
a direct connection between shocks and the energisation of the synchrotron-emitting cosmic rays
in the same region (Markevitch, 2010; Giacintucci et al., 2008; Finoguenov et al., 2010; Macario
et al., 2011; Akamatsu et al., 2012; Ogrean et al., 2013b; Owers et al., 2014). In the cases where
relic emission is offset from the location of X-ray shocks, cosmological hydrodynamical simula-
tions by Hong et al. (2015) show that this can be explained by the occurrence of multiple shocks
along the line of sight. Secondly, the existence of double relic systems with the relics oriented
along the merger axis (see §2.2.2.1) is further evidence for shock involvement in relic produc-
tion as emerging merger shocks are expected to form in pairs. Finally, the orientation of strong
polarization in some elongated relics implies that the magnetic field is aligned along the relic’s
major axis. This in turn suggests that relics develop where the magnetic field is compressed in
the shock plane (Clarke and Ensslin, 2006; van Weeren et al., 2010; Brüggen et al., 2012).
However some observational evidence is contrary to this picture. X-ray observations show
that the shocks thought to be driving the relics are relatively weak with Mach numbers ofM ∼
1.5 - 3, including those with locations matching precisely with radio relic emission (Markevitch
and Vikhlinin, 2007). Weak shocks are presumed to be fairly inefficient in accelerating particles,
particularly if those particles are initially non-relativistic, and produce steeper spectra based on
diffuse shock acceleration (DSA) models than are observed. This means that weak shocks cannot
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energise injected particles to the level required to create the observed synchrotron emissions.
This can theoretically be solved by the existence of a seed population of pre-existing cosmic
rays which are reaccelerated to higher energies by weak merger shocks (Markevitch et al., 2005;
Kang et al., 2012; Pinzke et al., 2013). In this scenario, a flat-spectrum seed population inter-
acting with weak shocks can be energised by DSA by a factor of a few. This makes the DSA
reacceleration a more efficient process (Kang and Ryu, 2011). Moreover the resulting spectrum
of the reaccelerated particles will be similar to that of the pre-existing population rather than
the typical DSA spectrum for shock injected cosmic rays (Kang and Jones, 2005; Kang and
Ryu, 2011). The leading origin theory for radio relics, the shock-induced reacceleration model,
addresses most of these issues and is discussed in §2.3.1.2.
2.2.3 Mini-Halos
The third type of diffuse radio emission to be found in galaxy clusters is the mini-halo, so called
due to the relatively small volumes they cover (≈ 500 kpc) compared to the radio halos discussed
in §2.2.1. Mini-halos are found in some cool-core clusters but the number of detections is quite
low. They are centred around the cluster’s main radio galaxy, often the cD galaxy, which is
usually located at or close to the centre of the cluster. Like regular radio halos, they have steep
spectra and are very faint (∼ 0.1 - 1 µJy arcsec−2 at 1.4 GHz). Some observations indicate
radial spectral steepening (e.g. Sijbring, 1993; Gitti et al., 2002, 2004; Murgia et al., 2010a). An
example of a mini-halo is shown in Figure 2.8.
2.2.3.1 Identification difficulties
The class prototype is hosted by the Perseus cluster (Miley and Perola, 1975; Noordam and de
Bruyn, 1982; Burns et al., 1992). This mini-halo is actually slightly more difficult to classify
than a typical mini-halo such as that in the Ophiuchus cluster (Govoni et al., 2009; Murgia
et al., 2010a). Since the magnetic fields and relativistic particles responsible for the non-thermal
radio emission are thought to be thoroughly mixed with the thermal ICM gas, a spatial link
between the X-ray emitting gas and the mini-halo emission can be exploited to assist in mini-
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Figure 2.8: VLA 1.4 GHz contours of the mini-halo in the Ophiuchus cluster overlaid on the
Chandra X-ray emission. The resolution of the radio image is 91.4′′ × 40.4′′. The first contour
level is drawn at 0.3 mJy beam−1, increasing in steps of a factor of
√
2. Source: Govoni et al.
(2009).
halo identification and used to separate emission from old radio bubbles created by AGN activity.
If a small diffuse radio source in the centre of a cluster is off-set from cluster X-ray emission it
is not classified as a mini-halo (e.g. emission in A2052 Blanton et al., 2011). Radio observations
of the Perseus cluster show centralised diffuse emission coincident with X-ray cavities, however
it is also host to similar emission at larger radii that overlaps the thermal X-ray gas and it is
this portion of the radio emission which is identified as a radio mini-halo. The multitude of
possible steep-spectrum sources in the central regions of clusters make mini-halo identification
quite challenging if no X-ray observations are available.
Since mini-halos are centred around a dominant cluster radio galaxy, their detection becomes
even more problematic if they have a small angular size and the diffuse emission is overwhelmed
by the bright emission of the galaxy.
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2.2.3.2 Formation theories
Due to the small number of detections, the origin of radio mini-halos is not yet certain. A
correlation between the power emitted by the mini-halo and the host cluster’s cooling power
(Gitti et al., 2004) supports the argument that they evolved from a pre-existing population of
CRe that are reaccelerated by MHD turbulence (Gitti et al., 2002). The reacceleration has also
been suggested to occur via turbulence driven from gas sloshing in the cool cores of clusters
(Mazzotta and Giacintucci, 2008; ZuHone et al., 2011a).
Recent high-resolution SZ observations of RXJ1347-1145 showed a similar mapping be-
tween the mini-halo emission and the SZ structure as previously found for X-rays (Ferrari et al.,
2011). This provides evidence for CRe reacceleration from minor subcluster mergers which
have not disturbed the cluster cool core and suggests that the synchrotron emission is driven by
a small shock front moving through the ICM (Ferrari et al., 2011). More observations of radio
mini-halos will be necessary to gain a more complete understanding of the mechanisms which
cause the radio emission.
2.3 Formation models for cluster diffuse emission
In sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 we established a link between cluster merger activity and the presence
of a radio halo and/or relic. Similarly, mini-halos have an observational connection to relaxed,
cool-core clusters (see §2.2.3). Major cluster mergers that occur during the build-up of structure
in the Universe are known to release large amounts of energy into the ICM, potentially providing
energy for the radio-emitting cosmic rays and amplifying cluster magnetic fields to the observed
µG levels (Roettiger et al., 1999; Dolag et al., 1999, 2002; Ryu et al., 2008).
With magnetic fields expected to pervade the entire Universe, relativistic electrons and/or
protons are the pivotal element to explain the existence of diffuse synchrotron emission in clusters
(see §2.1). Due to their large regular volumes, radio halos in particular are difficult to explain.
The radiative lifetime of CRe, due to synchrotron and inverse Compton losses, is ∼ 108 years
(Sarazin, 1999). However, the expected diffusion velocity of the CRe population is close to
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the Alfvén speed (∼100 km s−1). This leads to what is known as the diffusion problem where
the radiative lifetime of the emitting particles is too short to explain the emission volume. The
large scales covered by the emission thus require some in situ acceleration of the particles with
an efficiency comparable to the electron losses (Petrosian, 2001), or relativistic particles to be
continually injected into the cluster region (Jaffe, 1977).
There are currently two competing principal theories for how the GeV electrons get dis-
tributed in the cluster volume. These models have strong predictive power and their theories
can therefore be tested with observations using scaling relations which provide links between
the non-thermal and thermal properties of the ICM (e.g. X-ray or SZ observations, see sections
2.2.1.2 and 2.2.2.3). Here we introduce these models and discuss their observational predictions
compared with the current data.
2.3.1 Reacceleration models
Also called primary electron models, reacceleration models are based on the notion that pre-
existing populations of relativistic electrons exist in the cluster environment from previous or
existing AGN activity from quasars and radio galaxies (Miley and Perola, 1975; Brunetti et al.,
2001), or supernovae events and galactic winds during star formation in normal galaxies (Völk
et al., 1996; Jones, 2011; Morlino and Caprioli, 2012), and that the seed CRe population under-
goes second order Fermi acceleration processes (Fermi, 1949; Clarke et al., 2001) to reaccelerate
the particles to the required energies. In the case of cool-core clusters, most of them contain a
radio-loud central, dominant galaxy which can provide the necessary CRe (Burns, 1990; Best
et al., 2007; Mittal et al., 2009). Certain models have also considered the possibility that the seed
population is non-relativistic (e.g. Dogiel et al., 2007, and references therein).
There are two primary mechanisms to transfer energy from the ICM to the reaccelerated
cosmic rays: cluster turbulence and cluster shocks, both of which occur during mergers.
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2.3.1.1 Turbulence
During a cluster merger, ICM electrons can be reaccelerated to relativistic speeds via interactions
with large scale (∼ Mpc) MHD turbulence (e.g. Schlickeiser et al., 1987; Ensslin et al., 1998;
Petrosian, 2001; Fujita et al., 2003; Brunetti et al., 2004; Xu et al., 2010; Brunetti and Lazarian,
2011). This turbulent energy is provided by gas sloshing in cluster cores, shearing instabilities,
and from intricate interplay among structure formation and merger shocks which develop in the
ICM (Vazza et al., 2010a, 2009b; Dolag et al., 2005b; Iapichino and Niemeyer, 2008; Keshet
et al., 2010; Iapichino et al., 2011; Paul et al., 2011; ZuHone et al., 2011b; Hallman and Jeltema,
2011; Vazza et al., 2011a, 2012b; Nagai et al., 2013; Miniati, 2014). Numerical simulations
show that a combination of these mechanisms can indeed drive MHD turbulence throughout the
cluster region (Miniati, 2014; Beresnyak et al., 2013). These processes are the foundation for the
turbulent reacceleration model for radio halos and radio mini-halos.
As a second-order Fermi process, turbulent acceleration is not very efficient and is only pro-
ductive in re-energising CRe for a few hundred Myr. Any resulting observable radio emission is
therefore expected to coincide with ongoing or very recent merger events (Brown et al., 2011a;
Feretti et al., 2004a; Enßlin et al., 2011), which should leave observable traces in the thermal
ICM. The turbulent reacceleration model thus successfully predicts the observed correlation be-
tween radio halos and cluster mergers as discussed in §2.2.1.3, as well as the existence of USS-
RHs as discussed in §2.2.1.1. Once the turbulent energy loses efficiency, i.e. after a certain
point in the merger, the spectrum of the reaccelerated particles will become dominated by syn-
chrotron and IC energy losses and steepen accordingly. The observations that radio halos are not
very common structures (e.g. Kuo et al., 2004), and the observed bimodality in the radio halo
P1.4GHz − LX plane are also in line with MHD turbulence being the driving factor in radio halo
formation (Brunetti et al., 2009).
Models of turbulence-driven particle acceleration predict that the resulting population of rel-
ativistic electrons will have an energy distribution with a maximum Lorentz factor of γ ∼ 105
(Brunetti, 2004). This will cause a high-frequency cut-off in the population synchrotron spectrum
and these models therefore anticipate a steepening of the radio halo spectrum at high frequencies.
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Furthermore, since MHD turbulence is not uniform throughout the cluster region, with different
turbulent processes being stronger or weaker in different parts of the cluster, the spectral index
distribution of the radio emission will likely be of a complex and irregular nature. Observations
of radio halo spectra agree with these predictions and thus support the turbulent reacceleration
model for radio halos.
These models can also explain radio mini-halos. In this case MHD turbulence in the cool
cores of clusters can drive the reacceleration of particles from a variety of potential seed pop-
ulations in the central cluster region, as discussed in §2.2.3.2, which is consistent with the few
observations of mini-halo spectra and the apparent correlation between their radio power and the
cooling rate power of the host cluster (Gitti et al., 2004). Turbulent energy to form radio mini-
halos may also be generated by gas sloshing (Mazzotta and Giacintucci, 2008; ZuHone et al.,
2011a), a theory that is supported by spiral-shaped cold fronts in high resolution X-ray imaging
of cluster cool-cores (Giacintucci et al., 2011).
Although MHD turbulence is a good fit to the radio halo and mini-halo data, the intricacies
of the physical mechanisms involved are still not perfectly understood. Our knowledge will be
improved once X-ray observations are deep enough to place tight constraints on the physics of
turbulence in dynamically disturbed clusters (Schuecker et al., 2004; Sanders et al., 2013). The
ASTRO-H satellite is expected to achieve this by observing, among other things, the Doppler
broadening and shifting of metal lines in the ICM created by turbulent motions (Dolag et al.,
2005b; Nagai et al., 2013; Sunyaev et al., 2003; Vazza et al., 2010b; Takahashi et al., 2010;
Zhuravleva et al., 2012, 2013).
2.3.1.2 Shocks
Current observations of radio relics imply they are strongly connected with cluster shocks (Sarazin,
1999; Keshet et al., 2004). Shock acceleration, a first order Fermi process, has been identified as
the process responsible for supernovae synchrotron emission (Jones, 2011; Morlino and Caprioli,
2012). In the cluster context, cosmological simulations have shown that out-going shock waves
with moderate Mach numbers, M ∼ 2 - 3, occur on the peripheral regions of clusters due to
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merger activity (Miniati et al., 2000; Ryu et al., 2003; Pfrommer et al., 2006; Skillman et al.,
2008; Ryu et al., 2008; Vazza et al., 2009a, 2010a; Kang et al., 2007; Vazza et al., 2011b). The
Mach number is the primary determinant of the shock acceleration efficiency. Strong shocks,
M > 3, are efficient particle accelerators, but only occur at very large distances (several Mpcs)
from the cluster centre where the density is low and there is minimal energy available to interact
with the shocks. Although weaker shocks are less efficient in accelerating particles, they are
found closer to cluster cores where the density is higher and thus there is more accessible energy.
In fact, a high percentage of the gravitational energy is dissipated at the relatively weak merger-
driven shocks. If even a small amount of this energy is converted into non-thermal particles, then
the ICM could host populations of non-thermal cosmic ray particles that have sufficient energy to
create diffuse radio emission (Miniati et al., 2001b; Ryu et al., 2003; Blasi et al., 2007; Pfrommer
et al., 2007; Vazza et al., 2012a). This is the basis of the shock-driven reacceleration model for
radio relics, where the pre-existing relativistic electrons are thought to be from the thermal ICM
itself (Ensslin et al., 1998), or remnants of previous AGN activity (Enßlin and Gopal-Krishna,
2001; Enßlin and Brüggen, 2002; Hoeft et al., 2004).
Diffuse shock acceleration (DSA) theory is commonly used to describe the energisation of
cosmic rays at shock locations (Bell, 1978; Drury, 1983; Blandford and Eichler, 1987; Jones and
Ellison, 1991). In this framework, if the seed particles have finite scattering lengths much larger
than the width of the shock, they are trapped at the shock front until convection downstream of
the shock allows them to escape. While the particles are held in this shock flow, they gain energy
each time they are reflected back across the shock with a rate proportional to the energy itself.
Since electrons suffer from strong synchrotron and IC losses, their short radiative lifetimes
limit visible radio emission to the region in the immediate vicinity of the shock fronts, causing
fairly narrow widths. The downstream diffusion of particles once they are released from the
shock-flow causes the oldest and least energetic population of cosmic rays to be the furthest
away from the shock front, leading to a flatter radio spectrum at the shock edge. Moreover, DSA
models predict that the magnetic field lines involved in the synchrotron emission are aligned with
the shock front. These model predictions are consistent with the observed structures, relative
locations, and polarization of elongated radio relics (§2.2.2.1).
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DSA theories cannot exclude the possibility that shock acceleration could be effective at
certain locations of radio halo emission (Markevitch, 2010). However, since radio halos cover
large volumes of the ICM, it is unlikely that this emission is purely driven by localised shocks.
Another possible link between shocks and radio halos is indicated by the spatial correlation
between radio halo emission and the hot gas of the ICM (§2.2.1.2) that has been found for some
clusters (e.g. Govoni et al., 2004). However this is not a strong link as the spatial correlation
does not appear to be a generic feature of observed radio halos.
2.3.2 Hadronic/secondary electron model
It has been suggested that neutrino annihilation in the cluster dark matter halo can give rise to
secondary products which can decay into the relativistic electrons necessary for the formation
of diffuse radio emission (Colafrancesco and Mele, 2001), however the most popular hadronic
models have relativistic electrons being continuously injected into the ICM through inelastic col-
lisions between cosmic ray protons and particles in the thermal ICM. These secondary electrons
interact with the cluster magnetic field to form radio halos and mini-halos (Dennison, 1980;
Blasi and Colafrancesco, 1999; Dolag and Enßlin, 2000; Pfrommer and Enßlin, 2004; Keshet
and Loeb, 2010; Zandanel et al., 2012). These hadronic models require a population of relativis-
tic protons and thus cannot be used to explain radio relics, as the outer regions of clusters are
too sparsely populated by cosmic ray protons (CRp). In the central cluster region, CRp can be
injected into the ICM by AGN or structure formation shocks, among others. This means that the
radio emission produced by secondary electrons may not be linked to cluster merger activity, but
it should be ubiquitous for all clusters.
Hadronic models can replicate the main properties of radio halos as long as the magnetic field
in the radiating volume is stronger than a few µG. They predict halo spectra to follow a simple
power law, i.e. no spectral curvature or complex features, independent of the position within the
cluster (Brunetti, 2004). Furthermore this model predicts spectra with indices ∼ 1.5, and thus
the existence of USSRHs is not easily explained. Another specific prediction of this model is the
production of observable gamma rays from neutrinos.
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Keshet and Loeb (2010) used XMM-Newton (Jansen et al., 2001) and VLA data of a sample
of 18 radio-halos and mini-halos to measure the distribution of magnetic fields in the clusters.
Assuming secondary electron formation models and relatively strong ICM magnetic fields (>
3µG), they found a linear relationship between the X-ray and radio surface brightness that holds
for both radio halos and mini-halos. Their model was able to reproduce the spectral steepening
observed in halo spectra but it required an unlikely high central magnetic field of > 10µG.
One of the predictions specific to the hadronic model is the production of γ-ray emission that
is an unavoidable consequence of the proton collisions that create the relativistic electrons: these
collisions also produce neutral pions which then decay into γ-rays. As yet, diffuse γ-ray emission
has not been observed in clusters (Reimer et al., 2003; Ackermann et al., 2010), but the high-
energy upper limits can theoretically constrain the density of CRe produced in secondary electron
models (e.g. Blasi et al., 2007). The most recent Fermi Large Area Telescope (Atwood et al.,
2009) upper limits imply a minimum magnetic field strength to replicate observed radio halo
emission without over producing γ-rays, which for some clusters is of the order of several µG
(Jeltema and Profumo, 2011). A problem for hadronic models is that these implied magnetic field
strengths are close to or higher than the largest cluster magnetic fields measured from Faraday
rotation measures (Clarke et al., 2001; Carilli and Taylor, 2002; Bonafede et al., 2010). However,
although the current γ-ray limits predict potentially unreasonably strong magnetic fields, the
uncertainties on the measurements are too large to rule out the hadronic model completely.
2.3.3 Hybrid models
Neither of the above models perfectly explain all the observational characteristics of diffuse
radio emission in galaxy clusters, particularly radio halos and mini-halos. Additional models
have been proposed that combine aspects from each of the above models. These are accordingly
called hybrid models and suggest that the observed radio halos can evolve from the reacceleration
of both primary and secondary electrons by MHD turbulence, with the secondary electrons being
produced by relativistic protons as they are in hadronic models (Miniati et al., 2001a).
The relative contributions of primary and secondary electrons to the total reaccelerated parti-
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cle population are constrained by the observed properties of the radio emission. Some constraints
have been derived by Brunetti and Blasi (2005) and more generally by Brunetti and Lazarian
(2011). They suggest that hybrid models can produce large scale radio halos that are fainter than
the detection thresholds of current instruments but which should be detected by the next genera-
tion instruments such as LOFAR and the SKA. Hybrid models also predict radio emission from
secondary particles in relaxed systems which is just below the current upper limits (Brown et al.,
2011b).
CHAPTER 3
OBSERVING ACT GALAXY CLUSTERS
WITH THE GMRT
Although the number of radio halo detections has increased over the years, they are still a rel-
atively rare phenomenon, with only ∼30% of high X-ray luminosity clusters found to host this
emission thus far (Feretti et al., 2012). In particular, the majority of radio halo observing pro-
grammes use X-ray selected clusters, focusing on high luminosity clusters which are expected
to be massive, increasing the chances of hosting observable diffuse radio emission. However the
selection criteria bias these samples to bright cool-core clusters.
With the discovery of the Sunyaev-Zeldovich (SZ) effect in the 1970s (Sunyaev and Zel’dovich,
1972), wide area, untargeted SZ surveys are detecting large numbers of galaxy clusters via in-
verse Compton scattering of cosmic microwave background (CMB) photons by electrons within
the hot ICM, which causes a distortion of the CMB spectrum in the direction of clusters. The
cluster samples obtained are nearly independent of redshift as, although the CMB itself suffers
from redshift dimming, the ratio of SZ signal to CMB does not. Moreover, since it is a scattering
effect, the distance of the scattering medium does not matter. Due to this redshift-independence,
this method produces mass-limited cluster samples, detecting all clusters above a certain mass
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threshold. Numerical simulations, analytical models, and SZ observations also show that the SZ
flux is tightly correlated with the cluster mass with low scatter (e.g. Reid and Spergel, 2006)
and the simulated signals are more robust to baryonic astrophysics. There are currently three in-
struments producing large-area cosmological SZ galaxy cluster surveys: the PLANCK satellite
(Planck Collaboration et al., 2011), the South Pole Telescope (SPT; Ruhl et al., 2004), and the
Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT; Kosowsky, 2006).
Only in the last three years has the correlation between radio halos and SZ-selected clusters
been investigated, and then only in a reverse manner, taking a sample of X-ray selected clusters
from previous radio halo studies and determining SZ correlations based on their Compton y
value from the Planck satellite (Basu, 2012; Cassano et al., 2013; Sommer and Basu, 2014).
Although these studies have shown the occurrence of radio halos in an SZ-selected sample to be
slightly higher than through X-ray selection, there are no blind SZ-selected samples that have
been probed for diffuse radio emission. To this end we embarked on an observing programme
to search for diffuse radio emission, particularly focusing on radio halo emission, in clusters
detected by ACT using the Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT).
3.1 An SZ-selected cluster sample
ACT is a 6 m telescope that observes the millimetre sky with arcminute resolution (Swetz et al.,
2011). Between 2008 and 2011, ACT surveyed a 455 deg2 strip centred at δ = -55◦, as well
as a 504 deg2 strip centred at δ = 0◦ overlapping the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) Stripe
82, at 148, 218, and 277 GHz. ACT has reported cluster detections to redshifts beyond z ∼ 1,
in a cosmologically significant volume, ∼ Gpc3 (Marriage et al., 2011; Menanteau et al., 2012;
Hasselfield et al., 2013).
ACT has detected over ninety clusters via the SZ effect, some of which are the rarest, most
massive systems (M ∼ 1015M; Sifón et al., 2013). As the GMRT has a declination cutoff
of -50◦, we focused our cluster selection on the Equatorial cluster sample (ACT-E hereafter;
Hasselfield et al., 2013) and submitted two observing proposals on the GMRT: one for the pilot
project, and one for a high redshift sample.
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3.1.1 Pilot project
In January 2012 we applied for GMRT time to observe four clusters from the, then preliminary,
ACT-E cluster sample over a range of redshift (GMRT proposal ID: 22 044, PI: Knowles). The
masses for this cluster sample were estimated from the preliminary SZ Compton parameter using
the mass scaling relation from Sifón et al. (2013). We selected all clusters with a preliminary SZ-
derived mass of M200 > 1015M and excluded those for which there was existing radio data of
sufficient depth to search for diffuse emission (ACT-CL J2337.6+0016, ACT-CL J0152.6+0100,
ACT-CL J2129.6+0005, ACT-CL J0326.8-0044; Venturi et al. (2008)). We were left with four
clusters covering a redshift range 0.117 < z < 0.535 and estimated mass range of (1.09 <
M200 < 1.33) × 1015M, which we proposed for GMRT time. Only one of these clusters
had existing X-ray imaging, ACT-CL J0256.5+0006, which showed it to be a merging cluster
(Majerowicz et al., 2004).
The radio observations of these clusters were taken in late August 2012 (see §3.1.3 for obser-
vation details). The full ACT-E SZ cluster parameters were finalised after this date and the mass
estimates were revised after a full processing of the ACT-E data using the UPP1 mass profile.
The clusters observed were subsequently found, following a revised mass-SZ observable scaling
relation analysis in Hasselfield et al. (2013), to have lower SZ-derived masses than originally ex-
pected, with only one cluster having a new B12-derived mass2 greater than M500 = 5× 1014M.
The cluster parameters from the published ACT-E sample (Hasselfield et al., 2013) are given in
the first four rows of Table 3.1.
3.1.2 High redshift sample
The evolution of radio halo power is expected to have a strong redshift dependence due to inverse
Compton (IC) losses off the cosmic microwave background (CMB) becoming more significant
relative to synchrotron cooling at high redshift (e.g. Cassano et al., 2006a). However, there are
only a few known radio halos at high redshift (z > 0.5): CL0016+16 (Giovannini and Fer-
1Universal Pressure Profile from Arnaud et al. (2010).
2Using the scaling relation from Bode et al. (2012).
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etti, 2000), MACSJ0717.5+3745 (Bonafede et al., 2009), MACSJ1149.5+2223 (Bonafede et al.,
2012), ACT-CL J0102-49 El Gordo (Lindner et al., 2014), and PLCKG147.3-16.6 (van Weeren
et al., 2014). This means that the radio halo scaling relations with X-ray (e.g. Cassano et al.,
2007; Cassano, 2010) or SZ luminosity (e.g. Cassano et al., 2013) are dominated by lower red-
shift clusters.
Since the GRHs in clusters such as El Gordo (z = 0.87, P1.4 = 4.57 × 1025 W Hz−1) and
PLCKG147.3-16.6 (z = 0.65, P1.4 = 5.1× 1024 W Hz−1) are so powerful at such high redshifts,
for the given scaling relations this indicates that the inverse Compton losses are not as significant
as expected, possibly due to the strength of the magnetic field in these clusters. Building a
larger sample of high-redshift massive clusters that host radio halos will help to settle these open
questions and allow us to better understand the evolution of radio halos over cosmic time.
In January 2014 we applied for GMRT time to observe a high-redshift sample of ACT-E
clusters (GMRT proposal ID: 26 031, PI: Knowles). Using the published SZ masses from Has-
selfield et al. (2013), we selected all clusters above a redshift of z = 0.5 that had a SZ mass
M500 > 5.0 × 1014M. This left us with a uniformly selected subset of five clusters, one of
which was observed in August 2012 as part of our pilot program (ACT-CL J0014.9−0056). The
other four clusters comprised our final high-redshift observing sample. The cluster parameters
are provided in the bottom four rows of Table 3.1.
3.1.3 Radio observations
Since we were searching for steep-spectrum radio sources, we selected the GMRT’s low-frequency
610 MHz band for our observations, which is the same frequency at which previous radio halo
surveys with the GMRT have been undertaken (Venturi et al., 2007, 2008).
To determine integration times for each of the clusters in our sample, we assumed that each
cluster hosted a radio halo with a radiusRH estimated from theRH–Rvir correlation presented in
Cassano et al. (2007). However, this scaling relation is determined from observations at 1.4 GHz
and radio halos with observations at multiple frequencies indicate that many GRH are not only
brighter, but also larger in physical extent at lower frequencies. There is, however, no self-similar
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scaling for RH with frequency. Again to be conservative, we increased RH relative to the scaling
relation by adjusting it by a factor of 2, as inferred from the literature (e.g. RXJ1347-1145:
Ferrari et al. 2011, MACSJ0717: Bonafede et al. 2009).
We then used the SZ-derived cluster masses and the P1.4GHz–M500 scaling relation presented
in Cassano et al. (2013) to estimate the rest-frame 1.4 GHz radio halo power P1.4GHz for each
cluster, which gave us a theoretical 1.4 GHz flux density. We then extrapolated this value to our
chosen observing frequency of 610 MHz given the cluster redshift and adopting, to be conserva-
tive, a value towards the lower end of the fiducial spectral index, α = 1.2 (Sν ∝ ν−α; see Ferrari
et al., 2008). To estimate the expected brightness of a halo we spread this flux density over the
estimated circular area of the halo using a Gaussian profile.
We used the GMRTs default continuum mode at 610 MHz, i.e. 32 MHz bandwidth, to
observe each of the clusters in our sample and acquired data in two polarizations, RR and LL. To
determine an integration time for each cluster, we set a signal-to-noise threshold of 15 and used





where σ is the theoretical map noise that can be achieved when observing a source for a time of
tint using anN -element interferometer with system temperature Tsys, effective antenna gain Aeff ,
and bandwidth ∆ν. F is an additional “fudge factor” which is determined by comparing ideal
results to the integration times and sensitivities reported by Venturi et al. (2007). Although the
GMRT has 30 antennas, during each of our observing cycles there was a minimum of 26 antennas
expected to be available during array upgrades. From the GMRT System Parameters and Current
Status reports, the best achieved array parameter values at 610 MHz were Aeff = 0.32 K Jy−1and
Tsys = 102. We used these values to calculate an initial integration time per cluster which
were checked using a Matlab-based simulation code, which ensured that we would recover the
extended halo structure. The predicted radio halo parameters and final integration times for each
cluster in our samples are provided in Table 3.1.
For our pilot proposal (PI: Knowles, ID: 22 044) we were awarded 100% of our proposed
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time of 34 hours. The observations took place between the 25th and 29th of August 2012. For our
high-redshift sample (PI: Knowles, ID: 26 031) we were awarded 75% of our proposed 54 hours.
Although we did not receive all the requested time, we determined that we could still observe all
four clusters and get down to the required 0.04 mJy beam−1 noise level. The observations took
place between the 7th and 13th of August 2014. The final proposed times included overheads for
calibrator observations.
3.2 Data reduction & Analysis
Radio interferometers record information about the intensity distribution from the true sky I(l,m)
as Fourier transformed complex visibilities V(u, v, w) described by amplitude and phase compo-
nents. However, the true sky intensity is modified by the antenna responses and other corrupting
effects such as the ionosphere, pointing errors, system noise and radio frequency interference
(RFI). In order to reconstruct the true sky, the modifications to the true visibilities must be cor-
rected for and then Fourier transformed from the uv-plane back into the image plane. This is
the principle behind radio data reduction and a full examination of the theory underlying radio
interferometry and aperture synthesis is covered exhaustively in Thompson et al. (2001).
Several software programs are available to reduce radio interferometric data that all work
on the same core principles of radio interferometry. For our main reduction steps we use the
Source Peeling and Atmospheric Modelling package (SPAM; Intema et al., 2009; Intema, 2014),
which is a python-based package that uses the Astronomical Image Processing System software
(AIPS; Wells, 1985), and Obit tools (Cotton, 2008) via the ParselTongue (Kettenis et al., 2006)
interface. The SPAM package uses standard reduction procedures for main calibration (§3.2.1)
and self-calibration (§3.2.2), and then uses direction-dependent calibration techniques to correct
for ionospheric phase fluctuations (§3.2.3). If higher level imaging steps were required, we used
the Common Analysis Software for Astronomy package (CASA; McMullin et al., 2007).
Here we will discuss the reduction process that we followed in order to reduce our 610 MHz
GMRT data. We completed the same basic steps for each cluster dataset. To explain some of
the steps and assist the reader in visualising the data reduction process, we use our reduction of
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ACT-CL J0014.9−0056 as an example.
3.2.1 Main Calibration
As an array of N antennas can be broken down into N(N−1)/2 antenna pairs, the simplest case
is that of a 2-element array with components separated by a distance (baseline) b. A schematic
of this setup is given in Figure 3.1. The signal recorded by antenna one, V1, experiences a
phase shift τg compared to that from the second antenna, V2, that is dependent on the baseline
b and the viewing direction. The two signals are then multiplied and averaged to produce a
single amplitude and phase measurement at a point in the uv-plane determined by the projected
baseline through a Fourier relationship. Aperture synthesis is the process by which a single
physical baseline can fill in more than one point in the uv-plane using the rotation of the Earth to
produce multiple projected baselines during an observation. A well sampled uv-plane is crucial
to obtain an accurate reproduction of the true sky. If an observation is badly corrupted by RFI,
many uv points may need to be removed, jeopardising one’s ability to obtain a reliable skymap.
The relationship between the true sky intensity distribution I(l,m) in the image plane and the
complex visibilities V(u, v, w) recorded by the interferometer (array hereafter) in the uv-plane is
given by the measurement equation, which for a non-coplanar array like the GMRT is given by










where all of the antenna-dependent modifications to the true sky intensity can be encoded into
the antenna gain factor A(l,m). Here w is the vertical positional component that is necessary
when the array elements (antennas) are not on a level plane.
In order to Fourier Transform the measured visibilities back into the image plane and recover
the sky intensity, the effects that modify the intensities need to be modelled and corrected for.
As most astronomical science targets are complex and potentially faint sources, a model for the
antenna response to the sky is achieved by observing bright compact calibrator sources for which
the fluxes are known. In this way one can determine a flux scale for the otherwise uncalibrated
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of a 2-element interferometer observing a source in direction ŝ. The
signal V1 experiences a phase shift τg compared to that from the second antenna, V2, that is
dependent on the distance between the antennas, b. Source: NRAO Essential Radio Astronomy
online course http://www.cv.nrao.edu/course/astr534/ERA.shtml.
numbers recorded by the array, as well as determine phase solutions which can be applied to the
main science target. This process of correcting the science target using information from another
source is called main calibration and is the first step in our data reduction process.
Common reduction software requires two types of calibrators: a primary bright source which
is well studied that can provide the flux scale for the observation and initial phase solutions, and
a secondary source which is usually fainter than the primary calibrator but closer on the sky to
the science target. The theory behind this is that there are few well-studied bright sources in the
sky and it is therefore unlikely that the primary calibrator will be close enough to the science
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target to provide accurate phase solutions which apply well enough to the viewing direction of
the science source. The secondary calibrator is still relatively well-studied but it is closer to the
target and therefore its phase solutions are more applicable. Although we observe a secondary
calibrator in each of our observations, we do not use that data in our final data reduction process
with SPAM — the flux calibrator observations are sufficient to provide an initial level of phase
calibration for our target data.
Semi-automatic reduction recipes are available for SPAM in the form of python scripts. The
user is required to carry out manual flagging at several stages of the reduction, although much
of the RFI identification and excision is carried out by automatic routines. SPAM also uses
classical outlier removal techniques which make cuts based on excessive visibility amplitudes
and statistical outlier rejection methods in the time and frequency domain. In the following
descriptions, manual tasks are indicated by italics.
At the beginning of a reduction, the user is required to select an antenna to serve as the
reference antenna for calibration. This antenna needs to be stable for most of the observation.
GMRT reductions usually use one of the central antennas for this purpose. For most of our
datasets, we used antenna C09 or C02 as our reference antenna. Once this and the other reduction
environment variables have been set up, the SPAM recipe for the main calibration is as follows:
1. Data from the beginning of each scan is removed and existing flags applied for the entire
dataset. The existing flags are compiled by the telescope operators during each observing
run and log events such as an antenna losing phase coherence, or servo errors on some
antennas.
2. The flux scale, based on the calibrator data, is applied and a short interval calibration
against this model is performed. This sets the initial flux scale for the observation and we
compare the resulting calibrator flux value with the known literature value to check for
consistency.
3. Based on the calibrator amplitudes/phases, we manually identify and flag bad antennas
for the entire observation and re-calculate the flux scale. The uv-data for the calibrator
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Figure 3.2: uv-data of the calibrator source 3C48 in the ACT-CL J0014.9−0056 dataset showing
phase vs time for each polarization on antennas 16, 17, and 18. The random phases for antenna
17 identify it as a bad antenna which should be removed.
is checked using the AIPS task SNPLT. Bad antennas show random phases or excessive
phase or amplitude jumps over the course of the scan — an example is shown in Figure
3.2 which shows the 3C48 calibrator data for both polarizations for antennas 16, 17 and 18
from the ACT-CL J0014.9−0056 observation. Antenna 17 shows random phases for both
polarizations, for all scans, and is thus flagged as a malfunctioning antenna. For all of our
datasets, we completely flagged at least one antenna at this stage, with antenna C06:7 not
working for five of our observations.
4. We then perform manual flagging of the calibrator data, looking for amplitude spikes and
discontinuous phases using the AIPS task EDITA. An example screen for flagging on the
calibrator data is given in Figure 3.3. This step is not always necessary but the manual
flagging can improve the quality of the initial primary calibration steps which follow.
5. Bandpass and baseline calibrations on the calibrator are performed and the solutions, along
with the amplitude solutions from the flux scale, are applied. Excessive uv-data values are
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Figure 3.3: Interactive flagging environment for the uv-data of the calibrator source 3C48 in
the ACT-CL J0014.9−0056 dataset showing phase and amplitude vs time for antenna 4 (yellow,
bottom two panels), and phase vs time for the next two antennas (green, top two panels). The red
points show the bad data for antenna 4, identified by the phase and amplitude jump in the second
scan, which has been flagged manually in the window. Phase jumps and dropouts can be seen
for antenna 5 at a different time range.
flagged using statistical tests. The calibrator data is then averaged, with final instrumental
phase calibration applied. We checked the calibrated uv-data using SNPLT to ensure the
calibration was successful, before applying the amplitude, bandpass, baseline and instru-
mental phase calibration solutions to the target data.
6. The calibrated target data is then averaged in time and frequency to reduce the compu-
tational expense, before manual flagging with EDITA, looking for amplitude spikes and
discontinuous phases. This is the first look at the science target data. Data affected by
time-dependent, strong RFI or scintillation effects is excised manually — less than 0.2%
of the target data was flagged in this step for each of our datasets.
Once the target data has been calibrated, averaged, and obvious bad data has been removed,
the target data is imaged to produce a “main calibration image”, designated MC1. SPAM uses
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a wide-field, faceting approach to imaging. Using archival data from the VLA Low-frequency
Sky Survey (VLSS; Cohen et al., 2007) and the NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS; Condon et al.,
1998), the primary beam is covered with facets and outlier facets are added at positions of bright
interfering sources outside of the primary beam. These facets are imaged using a Cotton-Schwab
CLEAN deconvolution using an iterative, automatic clean-boxing algorithm.
The MC1 image RMS is ∼ 62 − 170µJy beam−1 for the range of our datasets. The MC1
image of ACT-CL J0014.9−0056 is shown in the top left panel of Figure 3.4. The image has
prominent artifacts such as strong North-South sidelobes and amplitude errors around bright
sources, indicative that further processing of the data is required.
3.2.2 Self-calibration
The imaging results of the main calibration clearly show residual problems in the data. One of
the main sources of the artifacts is residual phase errors that were unable to be addressed by the
calibrator solutions. In standard reduction procedures, the image is improved by self-calibration
where the target data is used to calibrate itself, rather than data from a separate source. In the
SPAM recipe three rounds of self-calibration are applied, interspersed with both manual and
automatic flagging. The self-calibration steps taken during our data reduction are as follows:
1. The CLEANed target uv-data is calibrated against the true sky model from NVSS and
VLSS.
2. We then use the AIPS task SNPLT to manually identify a stable phase period for all, or
at least most, antennas in the target data. This time range is used to calibrate the instru-
mental phases. For most of our datasets we were able to identify an entire scan period that
suited the criteria. However, for ACT-CL J2327−0204 we selected two independent time
intervals of approximately 20 minutes each for the calibration, as there was no single full
scan that remained unaffected by RFI or other phase errors.
3. The primary beam source model is then subtracted from the data and the uv-data is flagged
baseline-by-baseline on different times scales to mitigate RFI. Less than 0.1% of the data
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Figure 3.4: Images of ACT-CL J0014.9-0056 at different stages of the data reduction with SPAM,
showing the same inner 0.165 square degrees. Top left: First image after the main calibration has
been applied. Top middle: After the third and final round of self-calibration has been applied.
Top right: After the first round of peeling. Bottom left: After the second round of peeling. Bottom
middle: After an extra few rounds of flagging and peeling to improve the overall image. Bottom
right: After primary beam calibration and astrometric corrections have been applied. This is the
final full-resolution image of the reduction. All images have the same colour scale, given in Jy
beam−1.
is removed for all datasets.
4. The primary beam is then re-imaged to get the first self-calibration image (SC1). The
phase errors are visibly reduced compared to the MC1 image, however there are still strong
sidelobes and amplitude errors around bright sources. The improvement in map noise
varies over the image, but in every case the noise is lower by at least 20%.
5. Amplitude self-calibration solutions are determined and applied to the uv-data before re-
calibrating against the sky model and re-imaging to produce the second self-calibration
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image, SC2. Again, there is visible improvement in image quality, with the map noise
being reduced by up to 35% in the areas of the image affected by artifacts.
6. We repeat step 3, also clipping visibility amplitudes above a designated threshold, before
calibrating the bandpass on the target field and applying the solutions.
7. A final calibration against the updated sky model is performed before re-imaging to pro-
duce the third and last self-calibration image, SC3. The improvement in image quality over
the previous SC2 image is visible but not as large as between the first two self-calibration
images. The SC3 images in our sample have a rms noise in the range 36−100µJy beam−1,
an improvement of at least 40% on the corresponding MC1 images.
The SC3 image for ACT-CL J0014.9−0056 is shown in the top middle panel of Figure 3.4.
There is a marked improvement in image artifacts compared to the MC1 image, although lower
level issues are revealed around the extended bright source to the North-East, and there are still
phase and amplitude problems visible around the bright sources.
In the initial attempts at reducing the GMRT data from the pilot project, we successfully used
the CASA software to complete the main and self-calibration steps, however we were unable to
improve the quality of the images past this point where the image plane was still plagued by
long North-South sidelobes of bright sources which often ran through the pointing centre –the
cluster region we are interested in. To move forward with improving the images we turned to the
SPAM software with its direction-dependent phase calibration in the form of source peeling and
ionospheric modelling. Since the SPAM software also included the standard calibration steps,
we ran the data reduction starting from the raw telescope data, rather than our previous CASA
results.
3.2.3 Peeling and Atmospheric Modelling
Although self-calibration greatly improved on the main calibration imaging results, the final im-
age still suffers from artifacts around bright sources which inflate the noise level of the image and
restrict the quality of the resulting scientific analysis. One of the major sources of visibility phase
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Figure 3.5: 2D schematic showing the four calibration regimes discussed by Lonsdale (2005) that
depend on the field-of-view of the telescope and the antenna spacings. The array is represented
by three antennas at ground level, each with their own field-of-view (red, green, and blue regions,
respectively). The antennas observe the same source through the ionosphere which is shown by
the grey bubbles. Top left (regime 1): Compact array of small antennas with narrow primary
beams. Top right (regime 2): Extended array of small antennas with narrow primary beams.
Bottom left (regime 3): Compact array of large antennas with wide fields-of-view. Bottom right
(regime 4): Extended array of large antennas with wide fields-of-view. See text for details.
Source: Intema et al. (2009).
errors is the ionosphere, with severe atmospheric conditions potentially causing amplitude errors
as well (Jacobson and Erickson, 1992). Lonsdale (2005) identified four ionospheric calibration
regimes defined by the size of the array and the individual fields-of-view of the antennas. These
regimes are schematically outlined in Figure 3.5. In regimes 1 and 2 (top left and right panels
respectively) the antennas have a narrow primary beam compared to the large scale ionospheric
structure and thus they probe a fairly constant ionospheric electron density. In regimes 3 and 4
(bottom left and right panels respectively), the antennas have a large primary beam and therefore
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experience variations in ionosphere structure across their fields-of-view. For the compact arrays
in regimes 1 and 3, the ionospheric variations across the antennas can be approximated by a gra-
dient. However, these variations across the array differ significantly from a gradient and can in
fact be quite complex in the case of the extended arrays in regimes 2 and 4, where each antenna
views the source through a wholly different portion of the ionosphere. The phase variations in-
troduced to the visibilities become more complex as one moves from regime 1 to regime 4, with
the latter being the most complicated case where each antenna requires its own phase correction
that changes across its primary beam, i.e. in this case the ionosphere is a direction-dependent
effect. Self-calibration cannot account for this as it produces only a single phase correction per
antenna (Pearson and Readhead, 1984).
There are several proposed and existing methods to deal with direction-dependent iono-
spheric calibration in radio data reductions, e.g. direction-dependent modifications to the stan-
dard self-calibration schemes (Schwab, 1984; Subrahmanya, 1991), field-based calibration (Cot-
ton et al., 2004), RIME-based mathematical schemes (Smirnov, 2011), clustered calibration
(Kazemi et al., 2013), non-linear Kalman filters (Tasse, 2014), and Bayesian techniques (Lochner
et al., 2015). Solving for atmospheric phase errors in a direction-dependent way is the main pur-
pose of the SPAM package, which is designed to work in the fourth Lonsdale regime. It uses
source peeling of bright sources within the target field (e.g. Noordam, 2004) and use of a single
or multi-layered phase screen to model the phase errors (see Intema et al., 2009, for full details
on the algorithms involved).
SPAM’s peeling process is fully automated. In essence, bright sources in the field-of-view
are identified and a measurement for the atmospheric phase structure is made by phase calibrat-
ing on these sources over short time intervals. A virtual phase screen (or multiple screens) is
imposed at a set height above the Earth’s surface and all peeled source–antenna pair phase mea-
surements from the peeling process are mapped onto this screen. This is then fit with a set of
optimised Karhunen-Loéve base functions which represents the stochastic ionosphere as a linear
combination of orthogonal functions. The fitted ionospheric model will reproduce the phases
in the measured directions, but when applied on-the-fly during imaging, will also predict the
direction-dependent phase corrections for arbitrary viewing directions.
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After self-calibration is complete, we completed the following direction-dependent SPAM
recipe:
1. First bright sources in the model-subtracted self-calibrated data are identified using the
primary beam facets, and peeled. Depending on the quality of the preceding SC3 image,
sources with fluxes above 0.02–0.04 Jy are identified as peeling candidates in our reduc-
tions. Each source is visually checked to ensure they are suitable candidates for further
peeling processing. Sources that are too extended or appear to be heavily influenced by
artifacts are excluded from the fitting procedure.
2. An ionospheric model is then fit to the selected peeled source phases. For our datasets, the
model used between four and ten peeled sources for this initial ionospheric fit.
3. Instrumental phase effects are then removed and the ionospheric model is re-fit before
automatic flagging procedures are applied.
4. The model phase solutions, peeling amplitude solutions, and delays are combined to pro-
duce a set of peeling solutions which replace the model solutions. The uv-data is then
imaged to produce the first peeling result, SP1. Our images show a major improvement
in phase errors around the more extended, bright sources in the field, compared to the
SC3 images, with the map noise being reduced by up to 25% in areas affected by strong
sidelobes.
5. Bandpass phase solutions and amplitude calibration solutions are determined before outlier
flagging is performed. Once the solutions are applied, the data is re-imaged to produce
image SP1A. Small improvements in amplitude errors around bright sources are evident,
although the map noise is largely unchanged.
6. Automatic flagging of baseline-dependent problems, which appear in the image as strip-
ing, is performed before subtracting the primary beam sources and applying baseline- and
residual amplitude-based flagging. The data is then re-calibrated against the peeling solu-
tions and re-imaged to produce image SP1B. For some of our datasets, this image appeared
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marginally worse than the previous SP1A image in terms of the noise level, however am-
plitude errors were slightly reduced around the brightest sources.
7. Steps 1 to 6 are then repeated to create images SP2, SP2A, and SP2B. This second round
of peeling improves on the first round by fitting ionospheric phase solutions to between 12
and 20 sources for each of our datasets, with identified source fluxes as low as 10 mJy. For
the brightest sources the second round of peeling shows a flux measurement change of up
to 2%.
The SP1B and SP2B images for ACT-CL J0014.9−0056 are shown in the top right and
bottom left panels of Figure 3.4, respectively. The first round of peeling reduces the visible
sidelobes of most of the bright sources, in particular the extended source to the North-East. For
the majority of our clusters, the second round of peeling produced a good image with which
to finalise the reduction process. However for clusters ACT-CL J0014.9−0056 and ACT-CL
J0045−0152, additional rounds of self-calibration and peeling were performed due to source
shape errors introduced during the final round of peeling and in an attempt to further reduce
sidelobes that affected the central part of the image. In the case of ACT-CL J0014.9−0056, the
final post-peeling image that lead to the best quality image after primary beam and flux scale
corrections (see §3.2.4), SP4, is shown in the bottom middle panel of Figure 3.4. The final post-
peeling images for our cluster sample have a rms noise in the range 30 − 87µJy beam−1. The
target rms from our observing proposal was 40 µJy for each of our clusters.
3.2.4 Primary beam correction and astrometry
Once all the necessary calibration steps have been completed, i.e. main calibration (§3.2.1), self-
calibration (§3.2.2), and direction-dependent ionospheric calibration (§3.2.3), the final steps in
the main data reduction process are to correct for the effect of the primary beam and to check for
astrometric accuracy.
The positions of sources can appear to have shifted if the time-average of the residual phase
errors in the direction of the sources has a non-zero spatial gradient (Intema et al., 2009). This ef-
fect can be introduced during any of the calibration processes, but particularly if during peeling,
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Figure 3.6: Fully calibrated images of the inner portion of the ACT-CL J0045.2−0152 field-
of-view before (left panel) and after (right panel) astrometric corrections are applied. After
calibration, ACT-CL J0045.2−0152 has a ∼ 10′′ positional offset from the FIRST source peak
positions, shown in both panels by the black circles.
a source is centred on the incorrect catalogue position. To correct the final images for astrometric
errors, SPAM compares peak source positions in the final image with that of counterparts in the
input sky model from survey data. The peak source position catalogue from the final image is
created manually using the source extraction tool PyBDSM (Mohan and Rafferty, 2015). If a
systematic source position shift is identified during the comparison, SPAM corrects the astrom-
etry in the final image. Not all of our datasets incurred an astrometric error, but those that did
(ACT-CL J0045.2−0152, ACT-CL J0022.2−0036, ACT-CL J2154.5−0049) had positional off-
sets of between 10′′ and 18′′. As an example, we show the inner 3 square arcminutes of the SP2B
and corrected images of ACT-CL J0045.2−0152 in the left and right panels of Figure 3.6, re-
spectively. The circles show the positions of sources detected in the FIRST survey. In the SP2B
image, there is a positional peak offset of ∼ 10′′, which has been corrected in the right panel
image with SPAM.
In addition to checking, and fixing if necessary, the astrometry of the post-peeling image,
the SPAM recipe corrects for the primary beam and the flux scale, the latter using a system
temperature measurement from the 408 MHz Haslam sky survey (Haslam et al., 1981). With
these corrections applied, we have a final full-resolution image of the dataset, designated COR.
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The COR image for ACT-CL J0014.9-0056 is shown in the bottom right panel of Figure 3.4.
Although the background is noisy close to the edge of the primary beam, the noise within the
FWHM is quite stable and many faint point sources can be detected. The rms noise of our final
maps for each dataset are given in Table 3.2, with the COR image for each cluster given in Ap-
pendix A. For most datasets we achieve a central map noise close to or better than the GMRT’s
610 MHz “best” map noise of 40 µJy beam−1, from their most recent System Parameters doc-
ument. ACT-CL J2135+0009 has the highest final map noise, well above that achieved by our
other dataset reductions. This is partly due to strong confusing sources in the field of view for
which we could not derive more accurate phase solutions, but mainly a result of the dataset being
heavily corrupted by RFI. By the end of the reduction, over 50% of the target data had to be
excised. In the case of ACT-CL J2327−0204, the central map noise has an average value of 57.2
µJy beam−1, similar to that achieved in the ACT-CL J0022.2−0036 dataset. However, unlike
the former case, the field for the ACT-CL J2327−0204 observation is dominated by a bright, ex-
tended source (the active radio galaxy PKS 2324-02, see §3.3.1.2) and thus the noise fluctuations
in the central region of the map are larger than for some of the other clusters. In areas closest to
PKS 2324-02, the noise level can be as high as 100 µJy beam−1.
3.2.5 Low-resolution imaging
By definition, radio halos are low surface brightness structures of large angular extent, and thus
they may not be immediately observable in the final maps due to confusing bright sources in the
cluster region. One of the things that makes the GMRT such a powerful instrument for search-
ing for diffuse radio emission is its variety of baseline lengths. Due to the Fourier relationship
between visibilities and the image plane, short baselines provide sensitivity to extended struc-
tures, and long baselines provide the angular resolution to resolve compact sources. To complete
the search for faint diffuse cluster emission, we remove the point source emission by imaging at
high-resolution, using only baselines above 2 kλ. This high-resolution point source model is then
subtracted from the uv-data, which is then re-imaged at low resolution using an upper baseline
cutoff of 8 kλ and an inner Gaussian uv-taper of 5kλ.
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Table 3.2: Full-resolution imaging results for the full cluster sample. The third column gives
the dimensions (major and minor axes, and position angle) of the synthesised beam. The
final column indicates whether there is any diffuse emission present. ∗ Due to a bright inter-
fering source to the West of the cluster region, the central map noise is as high as 0.1 mJy beam−1.
Cluster name rms noise θsynth, p.a. Diffuse emission?
(µJy beam−1) (′′×′′, ◦)
ACT-CL J0014.9−0056 34.9 6.2 × 4.2, 72.3 No
ACT-CL J0022.2−0036 57.9 6.8 × 5.2, -56.9 No
ACT-CL J0045.2−0152 40.8 5.9 × 4.6, -68.0 No
ACT-CL J0059.1−0049 49.7 5.2 × 4.3, 76.0 No
ACT-CL J0256.5+0006 28.1 5.7 × 4.1, 72.2 Yes
ACT-CL J2135.7+0009 89.1 5.1 × 4.5, 59.4 No
ACT-CL J2154.5−0049 45.8 6.1 × 4.0, 68.3 No
ACT-CL J2327.4−0204 57.2∗ 5.4 × 5.0, 63.1 No
Any diffuse central emission should become visible in the low resolution images, although
any structural features will be lost. For the range of our datasets, the low-resolution synthe-
sised beam is 28′′–32′′, showing that the short-baseline uv-coverage is fairly consistent over all
datasets. The rms noise of the final low-resolution image is in the range 85− 200µJy beam−1.
3.3 Results
The imaging results for the full cluster sample are given in Table 3.2. The full-resolution im-
ages can be found in Appendix A. Low-resolution imaging revealed diffuse emission in only
one of our eight clusters, which we then studied in more detail (§3.3.2, Chapter 4). For all the
other clusters, we calculate a halo radio power upper limit (§3.3.1.1) and comment on the ra-
dio environment of each cluster (§3.3.1.2). Figure 3.7 shows our results on the P1.4GHz–Y500
and P1.4GHz–M500,SZ scaling relations from the literature. Our single halo detection in ACT-CL
J0256.5+0006 is shown by a star and our upper limits as filled triangles. Radio halos (USSRHs)
from the literature are shown as filled (empty) circles, and the upper limits from the literature as


























































































Figure 3.7: Scaling relations between 1.4 GHz radio power versus SZ Compton-y parameter (top
row) and versus SZ-derived mass (bottom row). Radio halos (USSRHs) from the literature are
shown as filled (empty) circles, and the literature upper limits as empty triangles. Large, filled
triangles are upper limits on the clusters we observed with GMRT. The radio halo in ACT-CL
J0256.5+0006 is indicated by a star. The measurements are coloured according to the redshift
of the host cluster: z < 0.45 (black/red) and z > 0.45 (blue/magenta). Left panel: Upper
limits determined using 1 Mpc simulated halos as per the literature. Right panel: Upper limits
determined using cluster-defined simulated halo radii. See text for details.
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3.3.1 Clusters without diffuse emission
3.3.1.1 Upper limits
The final low resolution maps of seven of our clusters showed no diffuse radio emission at the
cluster location. In order to obtain secure radio power upper limits for each cluster we followed
the method of Brunetti et al. (2007); Venturi et al. (2008) and Kale et al. (2013) by injecting
simulated radio halos into the uv-data and re-imaging at various resolutions.
We assume a maximum halo diameter of 1 Mpc, typical of giant radio halos, and model the
average brightness profile of well-studied halos (Brunetti et al., 2007) with seven concentric,
optically thin spheres with diameters ranging from 400 kpc to 1 Mpc. For each model, approxi-
mately 50% of the flux is in the largest sphere. For each cluster we inject several simulated halos
with total flux densities in the range Ssim ∼ 3− 300 mJy and image the altered uv-data at several
resolutions. The angular size of the injected halo varies between 130′′ - 470′′ over the redshift
range of our cluster sample.
An example of a 300 mJy simulated halo injected into the ACT-CL J0014.9−0056 dataset is
given in Figure 3.8. The left panel shows an image of only the simulated halo, with no real data.
The seven concentric spheres are schematically indicated by the black circles. For the highest
flux density and no noise, the imaging recovers ∼ 98% of the total flux, and a largest linear size
of 0.94 Mpc. The middle panel shows the same simulated halo injected into the real ACT-CL
J0014.9−0056 dataset, and re-imaged. The white contours start at 160 µJy, ∼ 3σ above the map
noise, and increase by a factor of 2. With the real data, the halo is detected out to only ∼50%
of the injected halo’s radius. As the halo region is embedded with compact sources, an accurate
measurement of the recovered flux is difficult. The right panel shows the low-resolution (∼30′′),
point source subtracted version of the middle panel. The white contours start at 6 mJy, ∼ 3σ
above the map noise, and increase by a factor of 2. In the low-resolution image, the linear extent
of the recovered halo is 58% of the input model, based on the 3σ detection threshold. In this
region, 84% of the halo flux is recovered.
Figure 3.9 shows a gallery of injected radio halos of constant size (1 Mpc) but varying flux
densities, injected into the ACT-CL J0014.9−0056 dataset. The injected halo flux density Ssim
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Figure 3.8: Example of a 300 mJy simulated radio halo in ACT-CL J0014.9−0056. Left: Image
of the model halo components injected into an empty uv-dataset. The black circles indicate the
seven concentric spheres used to model the halo brightness profile. Middle: Full resolution re-
imaging of the ACT-CL J0014.9−0056 dataset with the injected halo model from the left panel.
The white contours start at 160 µJy, ∼ 3σ above the map noise, and increase by a factor of 2
with each contour. Right: Low-resolution (∼30′′ beam) image of the middle panel after point
source subtraction. The white contours start at 6 mJy, ∼ 3σ above the map noise, and increase
by a factor of 2. The largest model sphere is indicated in the middle and right panels by the black
circle. The colour scale is not the same over the three panels.
increases from left to right as 3, 10, 15, and 30 mJy respectively. The top panel shows the full
resolution images and the bottom panel shows the low-resolution (∼30′′) imaging after subtract-
ing the point sources, the peak positions of which are indicated by the red crosses. The first
contour is at the 3σ and 4σ level for the full- and low-resolution images, respectively. In the case
of ACT-CL J0014.9−0056, the simulated halo is directly observed in the full resolution image
for an injected flux density of 30 mJy. The recovered portion of the halo decreases as the injected
flux density decreases. The 10 mJy halo is visible in the low resolution image, although residual
point source emission is also apparent. The 3 mJy injected halo is undetected in both the full- and
low-resolution images, since the emission in the latter image is consistent with compact source
residuals due to imperfect source subtraction.
We find that extended emission is securely established for fluxes above a value of Ssim = 15
mJy for all but the lowest redshift cluster, ACT-CL J2135.7+0009, which has an upper limit of
40 mJy owing to the large angular size of the injected halo in this case. For the other six clusters,
all of which lie at redshifts higher than 0.48, injected halo fluxes in the range 10–15 mJy result
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Figure 3.9: Examples of re-imaged ACT-CL J0014.9−0056 data with injected simulated radio
halos. The simulated halos have a constant angular size and varying flux density, from left to
right, of 3, 10, 15, and 30 mJy. Top: Full-resolution radio images of the adjusted data. Con-
tours start at the 3σ level, corresponding to 108 µJy, and increase by a factor of 2. Bottom:
Low-resolution radio images of the adjusted data after high-resolution point source subtraction.
Contours start at the 4σ level, corresponding to 1.2 mJy, and increase by a factor of 2. Red
crosses show the positions of the compact sources in the cluster region. In these panels, the
the injected halo is securely detected in the low-resolution image for halo fluxes of 10 mJy and
above. For the 3 mJy halo, the emission in the low-resolution image is consistent with residual
point source contamination.
in positive residuals in the full-resolution image with integrated flux density ∼ 4σ above the
noise level with indications of extended emission in the low-resolution image. For each cluster,
the upper limit is taken to be the flux for which the halo is just undetected in the low-resolution
image. Table 3.3 lists the 610 MHz radio halo upper limit fluxes for the clusters in which no
evidence of central residual emission is found. Using a spectral index of 1.3, we extrapolate the
fluxes to 1.4 GHz to produce a k-corrected, 1.4 GHz radio power upper limit for each cluster















(1 + z)−1+1.3, (3.3)
where DL is the luminosity distance at the cluster redshift z. These upper limits are shown as
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Table 3.3: Radio halo power upper limits for clusters with non-detections. We use a maximum
physical diameter of 1 Mpc for the simulated halo at the redshift of the cluster. We use a generic
spectral index of 1.3 to scale the 610 MHz upper limit to 1.4 GHz.
Name z θmax S610MHz log(P1.4GHz)
(arcsec) (mJy beam−1) (W Hz−1)
ACT-CL J0014.9−0056 0.535 78.3 8 24.55
ACT-CL J0022.2−0036 0.805 65.5 13 25.22
ACT-CL J0045.2−0152 0.545 77.5 10 24.67
ACT-CL J0059.1−0049 0.786 66.0 12 25.16
ACT-CL J2135.7+0009 0.117 233.8 40 23.70
ACT-CL J2154.5−0049 0.488 82.2 11 24.59
ACT-CL J2327.4−0204 0.705 68.8 15 25.13
filled triangles in the P1.4GHz–Y500 and P1.4GHz–M500 planes shown in the top left and bottom
left panels of Figure 3.7, respectively. The upper limits for the high redshift clusters (shown in
magenta) are larger than the existing upper limits from the literature which are shown as empty
triangles — instead of lying in the existing region of upper limits, they are above the correlation
in most cases. This indicates that we did not reach the predicted halo fluxes from the observing
proposals. There are several effects which contribute to this. Firstly, the noise in some of our
final maps are up to a factor of two higher than the target noise in the proposal. For ACT-CL
J2327.4−0204 and ACT-CL J2135.7+0009, this could cause a factor of two increase in the ex-
pected upper limit. Secondly, the cluster masses used in the pilot proposal are larger than the final
published masses, and the UPP masses used in the high-redshift proposal are slightly different
to the final B12 masses. The B12 masses were considered to be the most accurate masses from
the SZ-mass scaling relation at the time of this work3. A lower cluster mass implies a less pow-
erful halo, which would require a longer integration time to detect. The most significant factor
is that in our prediction of halo fluxes in the proposals, we estimated a radio halo size using the
Cassano et al. (2007) correlation between radio power and halo size. This means that some of
3Recent results of weak lensing mass calibration of the ACT-E cluster sample tentatively indicate that this reverts
to the UPP masses (Battaglia et al., 2015). As these results are as yet unpublished, we use the B12 masses for our
analysis.
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Table 3.4: Radio halo power upper limits for clusters with non-detections. We use scaling
relations to convert the B12 M500 cluster masses from Hasselfield et al. (2013) to simulated
radio halo sizes. We use a generic spectral index of 1.3 to scale the 610 MHz upper limit to 1.4
GHz.
Name z θmax RH S610MHz log(P1.4GHz)
(arcsec) (Mpc) (mJy beam−1) (W Hz−1)
ACT-CL J0014.9−0056 0.535 78.3 0.843 3 24.13
ACT-CL J0022.2−0036 0.805 65.5 0.813 5 24.81
ACT-CL J0045.2−0152 0.545 77.5 0.833 4 24.27
ACT-CL J0059.1−0049 0.786 66.0 0.774 3 24.56
ACT-CL J2135.7+0009 0.117 233.8 0.435 13 23.21
ACT-CL J2154.5−0049 0.488 82.2 0.653 3 24.03
ACT-CL J2327.4−0204 0.705 68.8 1.309 17 25.19
the predicted radio halos differed, at times significantly, from 1 Mpc.
To investigate this we re-compute upper limits for our clusters, injecting simulated halos with
sizes determined by extrapolating a 1.4 GHz radio power from the cluster B12 mass, and then
using the Cassano et al. (2007) scaling relation to get the halo size. The halo size and new upper
limit fluxes and radio powers are given in Table 3.4. These revised upper limits are shown in
the right top and bottom panels of Figure 3.7. For all but our highest redshift clusters, ACT-
CL J0022.2−0036 and ACT-CL J0059.1−0049, the revised upper limits fall on or below the
P1.4GHz–M500 correlation. The higher upper limits for these two clusters may be explained by
the similarity in angular size of the injected halos compared to the low resolution synthesised
beam of the images (∼ 28′′). In this case the map noise has a greater effect on the detection
limit, than for clusters with larger, and therefore more resolved, injected halos. However, in
the P1.4GHz–Y500 plane, the revised upper limits are still above the correlation, although they are
now well within the scatter produced by the literature values. This indicates that the lack of flux
sensitivity is a major problem when observing high-redshift systems of intermediate SZ-signal
and mass, and that correcting the size of the simulated halos is insufficient on its own.
In order to check whether or not our upper limits could belong to the population of detections,
we performed a bivariate, non-parametric survival analysis on the data using the Astronomy Sur-
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Table 3.5: Results of the survival analysis for the P1.4GHz vs Y500 relation, on three combinations
of the data.
Statistic Literature only Lit. + original UL Lit. + revised UL
CI < 0.1% < 0.1% < 0.1%
χ2 14.496 11.884 11.884
intercept 30.626 ± 1.134 30.626 ± 1.134 30.626 ± 1.134
slope 1.561 ± 0.289 1.561 ± 0.289 1.561 ± 0.289
standard deviation 0.367 0.367 0.367
vival Analysis Package (ASURV Lavalley et al., 1992). We implemented the Cox Proportional
Hazard Model and the EM algorithm to test for a correlation and perform linear regression to
determine the fit parameters, respectively. We used three sets of data: (0) the previous detections
from the literature only, (1) the literature detections with our original upper limits, and finally
(2) the literature detections with our revised upper limits. The correlation statistics are the con-
fidence level at which a correlation is found and the chi-squared value. The linear regression
determines the slope, intercept, and standard deviation of the fit.
The results of the analysis are shown in Tables 3.5 and 3.6. A strong correlation is found in
all datasets, at a confidence level of P < 0.1%, for both the P1.4GHz–Y500 and P1.4GHz–M500 rela-
tions. In the case of the P1.4GHz–Y500 relation, there is no significant difference in the determined
fit parameters between the three datasets. This indicates that the correlation is unaffected by our
upper limits, in either form. In the P1.4GHz–M500 plane, the significance of the correlation, based
on the chi squared statistic, degrades as we move from the data with detections only to data that
also includes the revised upper limits, with the latter giving a marginally less constrained fit than
when the original upper limits are used. However, the standard deviation of the fit is relatively
stable over the three datasets and is consistent within the error bars, as are all other statistics.
From this we conclude that our upper limits do affect the P1.4GHz–M500 correlation, leading to
a flatter slope, but that they are not in contention with the literature-only result and therefore do
not necessarily belong to a second population.
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Table 3.6: Results of the survival analysis for the P1.4GHz vsM500 relation, on three combinations
of the data.
Statistic Literature only Lit. + original UL Lit. + revised UL
CI < 0.1% < 0.1% < 0.1%
χ2 13.531 17.134 18.050
intercept -16.202 ± 7.693 -17.870 ± 6.959 -21.455 ± 7.062
slope 2.732 ± 0.516 2.842 ± 0.467 3.080 ± 0.474
standard deviation 0.375 0.370 0.383
Table 3.7: Compact sources in the ACT-CL J0014.9−0056 cluster region. The spectral index is
determined using the FIRST source flux when available.
ID R.A. Dec. S610MHz α1400610 Optical
(hms) (hms) (mJy) counterpart
S1 00 14 52.23 −00 57 20.11 35.73 ± 0.12 1.04 CM
S2 00 14 54.08 −00 57 09.70 1.53 ± 0.07 – CM (BCG)
S3 00 14 51.54 −00 57 45.11 0.87 ± 0.06 – CM
3.3.1.2 Radio environments
The 610 MHz primary beam of the GMRT is∼45′, and as such each of our cluster datasets has a
very large field-of-view. We investigate the compact radio emission in the cluster region for each
dataset, as well as comment on interesting sources in the wider field-of-view. A full investigation
into the nature of these sources will be part of the upcoming paper on the radio results of the full
cluster sample (Knowles et al., in prep).
ACT-CL J0014.9−0056
There are three sources in the cluster region, only the brightest of which (S1) is detected in the
NVSS and FIRST catalogues. S1 is a possible tailed radio galaxy, however the resolution of our
610 MHz map is not high enough to provide any further details on the nature of this source. All
three sources have optical counterparts in the 12th SDSS Data Release (DR12; Alam et al., 2015)
image linking them to possible cluster members. The 610 MHz properties for all three sources
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Figure 3.10: GMRT 610 MHz maps of the cluster regions for ACT-CL J0014.9−0056 (left) and
ACT-CL J0022.2−0036 (right). In each panel, the dashed circle indicates the R500 cluster scale,
with the cross showing the SZ peak.
are provided in Table 3.7, with the GMRT radio map of the cluster region given in the left panel
of Figure 3.10.
ACT-CL J0022.2−0036
There are three sources detected at 610 MHz in the cluster region, shown in the right panel of
Figure 3.10. Their details are given in Table 3.8. Only the brightest source is detected in FIRST,
which is also matched with the cluster BCG in the SDSS DR12 image. S2 has a foreground
optical counterpart.
ACT-CL J0045.2−0152
The cluster region at 610 MHz is host to three compact sources, the details of which are given
in Table 3.9. All three sources are detected in FIRST and all are matched with potential cluster
members in the SDSS DR12 image. The 610 MHz radio map of the cluster region is shown in
the left panel of Figure 3.11.
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Table 3.8: Compact sources in the ACT-CL J0022.2−0036 cluster region. The spectral index is
determined using the FIRST source flux when available.
ID R.A. Dec. S610MHz α1400610 Optical
(hms) (hms) (mJy) component
S1 00 22 12.96 −00 36 31.95 33.59 ± 0.16 0.68 CM (BCG)
S2 00 22 17.04 −00 36 31.75 0.29 ± 0.06 – FG
S3 00 22 13.79 −00 35 59.21 0.17 ± 0.06 – –
Table 3.9: Compact sources in the ACT-CL J0045.2−0152 cluster region. The spectral index
is determined using the FIRST source flux when available. Optical counterparts are defined as
being a foreground (FG) source or a possible cluster member (CM) based on optical colours in
the SDSS DR12 image.
ID R.A. Dec. S610MHz α1400610 Optical
(hms) (hms) (mJy) counterpart
S1 00 45 12.28 −01 52 33.55 13.72 ± 0.11 1.32 CM (BCG)
S2 00 45 11.45 −01 53 10.22 4.83 ± 0.08 1.01 CM
S3 00 45 15.95 −01 53 41.05 4.69 ± 0.09 1.06 CM
The radio galaxy NGC 0245 (J2000 R.A. = 00h46m05.35s, Dec. = −01d43m24.35s) lies
within the GMRT field-of-view of ACT-CL J0045.2−0152. NGC 0245 is a nearly face-on spiral
galaxy at z = 0.0136. It has been identified as a metal-rich starburst galaxy, with recent star
formation occurring in the galaxy nucleus as well as in regions of the spiral arms (Pérez-González
et al., 2003). It is part of several galaxy samples studied in the infrared and near and far ultraviolet
wave bands (Moshir et al., 1990; Rego et al., 1993; Moustakas and Kennicutt, 2006; Hao et al.,
2011).
In our 610 MHz map, we detect the bright core of NGC 0245, S610,core = 7.83 ± 0.05 mJy,
surrounded by a halo of faint diffuse emission of radius 0.57′ (9.5 kpc at the galaxy redshift of
z = 0.0136). The right panel of Figure 3.11 shows our 610 MHz radio contours for this galaxy,
overlaid on the 3-colour gri image from SDSS Data Release 12 (Alam et al., 2015). The diffuse
emission traces the spiral arms, with radio hot spots roughly coinciding with the regions of star
forming activity. The flux of the entire object is S610 = 65.17 ± 0.42 mJy. The galaxy features
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Figure 3.11: Left: GMRT 610 MHz map of the cluster region of ACT-CL J0045.2−0152. The
dashed circle indicates the R500 cluster scale, with the cross showing the SZ peak. Right: GMRT
610 MHz image of the radio galaxy NGC0245 which lies within the field of view of our J0045
observation.
are unresolved in NVSS, with the entire object having a flux of SNVSS = 38.2 ± 1.9 mJy. This
gives a global source spectral index of αNVSS610 = 0.64. The diffuse emission surrounding the
radio galaxy is not detected in FIRST, although two hotspots in the spiral arms are detected, with
FIRST fluxes of 5.6 ± 0.3 mJy and 4.9 ± 0.2 mJy respectively. With its smaller synthesised
beam, FIRST also resolves the central core, but it has a higher flux of SFIRST,core = 8.16 ± 0.4
mJy compared to the GMRT 610 MHz flux, leading to a spectral index of αFIRST610,core = −0.05. An
inverted radio spectrum has been found in the nucleus of another star forming galaxy, NGC 4418
(α5GHz1.4GHz = −0.7, Varenius et al., 2014). The authors suggest that the inversion could be due to
flux attenuation from AGN activity at the lower frequency (in their case 1.4 GHz), in the form
of synchrotron self-absorption, or thermal free-free absorption in the foreground. If a similar
scenario is present in NGC 0245, high resolution imaging with Very Long Baseline Interferom-
etry (VLBI) would be necessary to reveal AGN activity within its nucleus. The FIRST source
positions are indicated by red squares in the right panel of Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.12: GMRT 610 MHz maps of the cluster regions for ACT-CL J0059.1−0049 (left) and
ACT-CL J2135.7+0009 (right). In each panel, the dashed circle indicates the R500 cluster scale,
with the cross showing the SZ peak.
ACT-CL J0059.1−0049
There are only two compact sources in the cluster region, neither of which is detected in FIRST
or NVSS. S1 appears to be the cluster BCG based on optical matching in the SDSS DR12 image.
The 610 MHz source details are provided in Table 3.10, with the 610 MHz radio image of this
region shown in the left panel of Figure 3.12.
The field-of-view is dominated by a bright source to the East of the cluster region, positioned
at R.A. = 00h59m30.10s, Dec. = −00d46m12.74s, as can be seen in Figure A.4. The 610 MHz
flux of this source is 465.18 ± 0.11 mJy. It is detected in both NVSS and FIRST, providing a
spectral index measurement of α = 0.92.
ACT-CL J2135.7+0009
This is a low redshift cluster (z = 0.117) and it hence has a large angular size of 7.3′(R500 = 930
kpc), shown in the right panel of Figure 3.12. However, there are only two sources in this region,
only one of which is above the detection threshold of FIRST. Both sources have optical coun-
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Table 3.10: Compact sources in the ACT-CL J0059.1−0049 cluster region. Neither of the
sources is detected in FIRST or NVSS. Optical counterparts are defined as being a foreground
(FG) source or a possible cluster member (CM) based on optical colours in the SDSS DR12
image.
ID R.A. Dec. S610MHz Optical
(hms) (hms) (mJy) counterpart
S1 00 59 08.52 −00 50 07.01 0.94 ± 0.06 CM (BCG)
S2 00 59 08.90 −00 49 22.80 0.34 ± 0.06 –
Table 3.11: Compact sources in the ACT-CL J2135.7+0009 cluster region. The spectral index
is determined using the FIRST source flux when available. Optical counterparts are defined as
being a foreground (FG) source or a possible cluster member (CM) based on optical colours in
the SDSS DR12 image.
ID R.A. Dec. S610MHz α1400610 Optical
(hms) (hms) (mJy) counterpart
S1 21 35 39.71 00 09 48.36 33.14 ± 0.29 1.01 CM (BCG)
S2 21 35 36.43 00 11 29.16 1.77 ± 0.17 – FG
terparts in the SDSS DR12 image, one of which appears to be the cluster BCG. The 610 MHz
source details are given in Table 3.11.
ACT-CL J2154.5−0049
The 610 MHz field-of-view, shown in Figure A.7, is dominated by a 826.50 ± 0.12 mJy source
at α = 21h55m36.79s, δ = −00d47m55.96s. This source has a 1.4 GHz flux of 485.37 mJy and
465.6 ± 14.0 mJy from FIRST and NVSS maps respectively, giving a source spectral index of
α ∼ 0.64− 0.69.
The 610 MHz radio map of the cluster region is given in the left panel of Figure 3.13. There
are only two sources detected in this region, neither of which are detected in FIRST or NVSS.
The brighter source has an optical counterpart in the SDSS DR12 image. The source details are
given in Table 3.12.
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Figure 3.13: GMRT 610 MHz maps of the cluster regions for ACT-CL J2154.5−0049 (left) and
ACT-CL J2327.4−0204 (right). In each panel, the dashed circle indicates the R500 cluster scale,
with the cross showing the SZ peak.
ACT-CL J2327.4−0204
There are several compact radio sources in the 610 MHz map of the cluster region shown in the
right panel of Figure 3.13. Their properties are given in Table 3.13. Only the brightest source
(S4) is detected in FIRST. Most of the sources have an optical counterpart in the SDSS DR12
image.
The dominating source in the field-of-view is a bright, extended source identified as the active
radio galaxy PKS 2324-02 at z = 0.1884. Figure 3.14 shows our 610 MHz radio map of PKS
2324-02 (top). The galaxy core is situated at a J2000 position of R.A = 23h26m53.843s, Dec. =
−02d02m13.09s and has a flux of S610,core = 180.0 ± 0.1 mJy in our 610 MHz GMRT, primary
beam corrected map. Diffuse structures surrounding the galaxy core are oriented roughly NE to
SW and have a largest angular extent of 2.4′, corresponding to 454.5 kpc at the redshift of this
source. This places this source below the size threshold of the rare giant radio galaxies (> 700
kpc, see e.g. Molina et al., 2014). The 610 MHz flux of the entire object is S610 = 4.439± 0.003
Jy. There is bright compact emission within the NE lobe with a bridge of compact emission
4Using the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database: https://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/
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Table 3.12: Compact sources in the ACT-CL J2154.5−0049 cluster region. None of the sources
are identified in FIRST or NVSS, but there are several sources in the cluster region detected
in the survey data that are not visible in the 610MHz map. Optical counterparts are defined as
being a foreground (FG) source or a possible cluster member (CM) based on optical colours in
the SDSS DR12 image.
ID R.A. Dec. S610MHz Optical
(hms) (hms) (mJy) counterpart
S1 21 54 32.51 −00 49 55.51 0.11 ± 0.04 FG
S2 21 54 36.06 −00 49 52.44 0.13 ± 0.04 –
Table 3.13: Compact sources in the ACT-CL J2327.4−0204 cluster region. The spectral index
is determined using the NVSS source flux when available. Optical counterparts are defined as
being a foreground (FG) source or a possible cluster member (CM) based on optical colours in
the SDSS DR12 image.
ID R.A. Dec. S610MHz α1400610 Optical
(hms) (hms) (mJy) counterpart
S1 23 27 24.37 −02 04 57.77 0.30 ± 0.05 – –
S2 23 27 29.38 −02 05 25.90 0.22 ± 0.05 – FG
S3 23 27 24.34 −02 04 14.37 0.25 ± 0.05 – FG
S4 23 27 28.15 −02 03 54.68 8.82 ± 0.08 0.52 CM (BCG)
S5 23 27 27.72 −02 04 11.15 2.24 ± 0.06 – CM
S6 23 27 26.81 −02 04 25.22 1.00 ± 0.06 – CM
S7 23 27 31.16 −02 04 23.72 0.20 ± 0.06 – –
S8 23 27 29.40 −02 03 23.71 0.29 ± 0.07 – FG
joining it to the galaxy core. This bridge-like feature is also detected in the 1.4 GHz FIRST
radio image of this galaxy, shown in the bottom left panel of Figure 3.14. The FIRST data shows
similar structures within the diffuse emission as found in our 610 MHz map. The FIRST core
flux is Score,FIRST = 144.3± 0.3 mJy, giving a relatively flat spectral index of α1400610 = 0.27.
The radio images of PKS 2324-02 from NVSS and VLSS are shown in the bottom middle and
right panels of Figure 3.14, respectively. None of the source structure can be resolved with the
large beams of these surveys. Determining the NVSS and VLSS flux in a 2.4′ circular aperture
centred on the 610 MHz core gives SNVSS = 2.171 ± 0.001 Jy and SVLSS = 16.85 ± 0.13 Jy,
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Figure 3.14: Radio maps of active radio galaxy PKS 2324-02 which lies in the field of view of
our ACT-CL J2327−0204 observations. Top: GMRT 610 MHz image with the presumed galaxy
core indicated. Bottom: Archival radio images from FIRST (left, 1.4 GHz), NVSS (middle, 1.4
GHz), and VLSS (right, 74 MHz), with GMRT 610 MHz radio contours overlaid. Contours start
at 2 mJy beam−1 and increase in steps of 4 mJy beam−1 until 30 mJy beam−1, after which they
increase in steps of 30 mJy beam−1. The synthesised beam is shown as the boxed ellipse in the
bottom left corner of each image.
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respectively. We therefore have the following global spectral indices for PKS 2324-02: α1400610 =
0.86 and α61074 = 0.63. A multiwavelength study of this source will form part of a future paper on
the GMRT cluster sample.
3.3.2 Clusters with diffuse emission
Only one of the observed clusters, ACT-CL J0256.5+0006, was found to host diffuse radio emis-
sion in the cluster region in the form of a faint (S610 = 5.6 ± 1.4 mJy) giant radio halo with a
P1.4GHz radio power of (1.0 ± 0.3) × 1024 W Hz−1. The position of this new detection on the
P1.4GHz–Y500 plane is shown as a star in Figure 3.7. Additional observations at 325 MHz were
obtained through GMRT’s Director’s Discretionary Time during July 2014 in order to measure a
spectral index for the radio halo. A multi-wavelength analysis of this cluster was undertaken, the
main goal of which was to estimate a merger time scale for the cluster. A detailed discussion of
the multi-wavelength analysis of ACT-CL J0256.5+0006 is given in chapter §4.
3.4 Discussion and conclusion
We have observed eight ACT clusters with the GMRT, with the goal of detecting diffuse clus-
ter emission. The radio halo detection rate is 12.5% in our cluster sample, which is within the
expected range predicted by theory (Cassano and Brunetti, 2005) when considering X-ray lu-
minous clusters. However, it is well below the 40% detection rate when considering high mass
(M500,SZ > 5 × 1014M) SZ-selected samples (Cassano et al., 2013). We note, however, that
one of our clusters has a final SZ mass lower than this threshold, which slightly biases the com-
parison of our detection rate with that from the literature. Our detection rate decreases to 9%
if we include the three literature upper limits for previously studied clusters which are members
of the ACT-E cluster sample (ACT-CL J0152.7+0100, ACT-CL J0228.5+0030, and ACT-CL
J2337.6+0016). The low detection rate may be explained by the dynamical state of the clusters.
As we performed a blind search for radio halos, with no information about the dynamical
state of the clusters prior to observing, the lack of visible diffuse emission in the majority of our
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cluster sample can be be explained if the clusters are relaxed systems. This indeed appears to be
the case based on the dynamical studies of the ACT-E sample from optical redshift information
(Sifón et al., 2015). The only cluster in our observed sub-sample with an indication of merging
activity from dynamical information is ACT-CL J0256.5+0006, which is also the only target to
host observable diffuse emission. As low-resolution SZ cluster detections, such as those provided
by ACT, SPT, and Planck, provide no dynamical information on the cluster state, this means
that blind SZ-selected radio halo or relic observing samples may have a high fraction of non-
detections.
The P1.4GHz upper limits for our non-detections are higher than the upper limits quoted in the
literature, for all but our lowest redshift cluster (§3.3.1.1) which is also the only cluster in our
sample below a redshift of z = 0.48 with a non-detection. The upper limits from the literature are
for clusters below a redshift of z = 0.4. We note, however, that our upper limit fluxes are fairly
consistent with those from the literature (see e.g. Kale et al., 2013). Since the angular size of a 1
Mpc halo decreases with increasing redshift, the radio power relating to a given flux will increase
with increasing redshift. For example, an upper limit 610 MHz flux of 8 mJy gives a 1.4 GHz log
radio power (in W Hz−1) of 23.9 at z = 0.3, but produces a value of 24.5 at a higher redshift of
z = 0.5. After compensating for varying radio halo sizes over the range of masses in our cluster
sample, most of the high-redshift upper limits are below the radio power/mass correlation. Only
our two highest redshift clusters, ACT-CL J0022.2−0036 and ACT-CL J0059.1−0049, are still
slightly above this scaling relation. However, the upper limits are still above the P1.4GHz–Y500
correlation, although well within the scatter. We performed a survival analysis for both relations
and found that the upper limits could belong to the population of detected radio halos without
significantly changing the correlation found using only the true detections.
High-redshift clusters would need to be observed for much longer than their closer coun-
terparts in order to achieve upper limit powers of the same order of magnitude. However, the
rms noise of an observation, and thus the upper limit flux, is limited by the telescope properties.
The theoretical noise level for an image cannot be improved on by increased integration time,
but only by using a more sensitive instrument. We therefore note that our cluster upper limits
which lie above or on the radio power correlation don’t exclude the existence of radio halos in
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these clusters. Longer integration times with better sensitivity may yet reveal diffuse emission in
these clusters. With that in mind, studies of diffuse emission in high redshift cluster samples will
become more feasible with the new generation instruments such as the SKA and its precursor
telescopes.
Finally, as the masses used for the pilot project sample (§3.1.1) were preliminary values, and
the mass selection for the high-redshift sample was based on the UPP-profile masses from Has-
selfield et al. (2013) (§3.1.2), we do not have a complete mass-selected sample when considering
the published B12 scaling relation masses, which were the final SZ-inferred mass values at the
time of this work. Using these published B12 cluster masses, there are an additional 16 clusters
which satisfy the M500 > 5× 1014M criterion over a redshift range of 0.15−0.7. Observations
of these remaining clusters are necessary in order to infer any reliable diffuse radio emission
statistics on a SZ-selected ACT cluster sample.
CHAPTER 4




Multiwavelength observations of galaxy clusters provide a wealth of information about the physics
of the intracluster medium (ICM) and its relationship with cluster galaxies. The optical and X-ray
bands have historically been used to identify merger activity via optical substructure (Carter and
Metcalfe, 1980; Geller and Beers, 1982; Rhee and Katgert, 1987; Dressler and Shectman, 1988;
Rhee et al., 1991; Wen and Han, 2013) and morphological parameters determined from X-ray
images (Mohr et al., 1993; Jeltema et al., 2005; O’Hara et al., 2006; Santos et al., 2008). In the
last decade, a link has been found between a cluster’s merger status and the presence of large-
scale diffuse synchrotron emission (see Brunetti and Jones, 2014, and references therein). This
cluster-scale radio emission, dubbed a giant radio halo (GRH) if ∼Mpc in size, exhibits a steep
spectrum and has no obvious link to the individual cluster galaxies (Buote, 2001; Feretti and
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Giovannini, 2008; Ferrari et al., 2008; Feretti et al., 2012). Radio halos appear to trace the non-
thermal ICM and typically have spectral indices of α ∼ 1.1–1.5. However, ultra-steep spectrum
radio halos (USSRHs, α ∼ 1.6–1.9), presumably associated with more pronounced synchrotron
ageing, have also been detected within the population (Brunetti et al., 2008; Dallacasa et al.,
2009; Venturi et al., 2013).
The existence of USSRHs is predicted by one of the current leading theories for the origin
of GRHs (Brunetti et al., 2008), namely the turbulent re-acceleration model in which the syn-
chrotron emission is powered by turbulence generated during cluster mergers (Schlickeiser et al.,
1987; Ensslin et al., 1998; Brunetti and Lazarian, 2011; Beresnyak et al., 2013). In this model one
expects an USSRH to be seen when the turbulent energy in the cluster has decreased sufficiently
for it to be less efficient in accelerating high energy electrons in the cluster. This scenario can also
explain the observed bimodality in scaling relations between the 1.4 GHz GRH power and ther-
mal cluster properties, in which clusters are either radio loud or radio quiet. This dichotomy has
been observed in cluster samples selected via X-ray luminosity (Brunetti et al., 2007; Cassano
et al., 2008) and the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (SZ) effect (Sunyaev and Zel’dovich, 1972), although
it is less pronounced in the latter case (Sommer and Basu, 2014). In practice, one anticipates
a population of clusters in transition between these two states that will have intermediate radio
power.
The observed bimodality could be due to selection effects in the cluster sample (Sommer and
Basu, 2014) or a physical effect related to the cluster evolutionary state. Magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) simulations by Donnert et al. (2013) show that a GRH is a transient phenomenon that
exhibits a rise and fall in radio halo emission over the course of a merger. This evolutionary
model suggests that for a merging cluster, the observable diffuse radio emission depends strongly
on the phase of the merger in which the cluster is being observed, which likely contributes to the
scatter in the observed P1.4GHz scaling relations with thermal cluster properties.
Moreover, one would expect to find two separate types of systems that populate the inter-
mediate region of radio power: late-stage mergers with old GRHs that are in the process of
switching off, and early-stage mergers in which the radio halo emission has recently switched
on but not yet reached its maximum radio power. The former scenario is indeed the case for the
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USSRHs, which are starting to fill in the intermediate region of GRH power. Clusters that are in
the early stages of merging would also be interesting systems to identify and study as they would
complete the evolutionary picture.
Cassano et al. (2010) find that the observed dichotomy is strongly related to cluster dy-
namical state, with morphologically disturbed systems hosting GRHs. However, several GRH
non-detections in merging clusters are seemingly incongruent with this trend (A141, A2631,
MACSJ2228: Cassano et al. 2010; A119: Giovannini and Feretti 2000; and A2146: Russell
et al. 2011). In the case of A2146, Russell et al. postulate that the lack of a GRH in this strongly-
merging system is due to the relatively low mass of the cluster. Low-mass systems are expected to
generate less turbulent energy during their mergers, yielding weaker synchrotron emission, and
hence GRHs that are too faint to observe with current telescopes. The era of LOFAR (Vermeulen,
2012), SKA precursors such as MeerKAT (Booth and Jonas, 2012) and ASKAP (DeBoer et al.,
2009), and the SKA itself (Taylor, 2013) will bring with it highly sensitive observations of these
systems, and should reveal the underlying GRH emission.
In this chapter we present the detection of a GRH in a low-mass system that we argue is
in the early stages of merging. As discussed, such early-stage merging systems are interesting
because they allow us to probe the full evolutionary cycle of GRHs and are expected to fill in the
intermediate region in radio halo power.
The structure of the chapter is as follows. We present existing multiwavelength data on ACT-
CL J0256.5+0006 in §4.2, and we describe the radio observations and data reduction process
in §4.3, with the radio results presented in §4.4. X-ray and optical morphological analyses are
discussed in sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2, respectively. We construct a model for the merger geometry
in §4.6 and infer merger time-scales from this model in §4.7. We conclude with a discussion in
§4.8. We adopt a ΛCDM flat cosmology with H0 = 70 km s−1Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.27 and ΩΛ = 0.73.
In this cosmology, at the redshift of our cluster (z=0.363), one arcminute corresponds to 305.8
kpc. We assume Sν ∝ ν−α throughout, where Sν is the flux density at frequency ν and α is the
spectral index.
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Table 4.1: Published properties of J0256. a R.A. and Dec. (J2000) of the SZ peak of the
cluster, with an astrometric accuracy of 5-10′′. b Cluster redshift as per Menanteau et al. (2013).
c Integrated 0.1–2.4 keV X-ray luminosity and X-ray mass from Majerowicz et al. (2004),
corrected for the cosmology in this paper. This band luminosity is obtained from integrating
the spectrum obtained by M04. d Integrated Compton y-parameter and B12 SZ mass from
Hasselfield et al. (2013).
R.A. (hh mm ss.s) 02 56 33.0 a
Dec. (dd mm ss.s) +00 06 26.3 a
redshift 0.363 b
LX (1044 ergs s−1) 3.01 ± 0.20 c
Y500 (10−4 arcmin2) 3.4 ± 1.0 d
M500,X (1014 M) 5.5 ± 1.1 c
M500,SZ (1014 M) 5.0 ± 1.2 d
4.2 ACT-CL J0256.5+0006
ACT-CL J0256.5+0006 (hereafter J0256) lies at z=0.363 and was detected by the Atacama Cos-
mology Telescope (ACT; Kosowsky, 2006) equatorial SZ cluster survey with a 148 GHz decre-
ment signal-to-noise ratio of 5.4 (Hasselfield et al., 2013). It was first identified in ROSAT PSPC
data and is included in the Bright SHARC catalogue (RX J0256.5+0006; Burke et al., 1997). Ma-
jerowicz et al. (2004) identify J0256 as undergoing a major merger based on observations carried
out with XMM-Newton.
In the following sub-sections we describe the existing multiwavelength data for J0256 in the
X-ray (XMM-Newton), optical (Gemini), millimetre (ACT), and radio (VLA) bands. The relevant
cluster properties are given in Table 4.1.
4.2.1 X-ray
Majerowicz et al. (2004), hereafter M04, carry out a comprehensive X-ray study of J0256 based
on their 25.3 ks XMM-Newton observations (obs ID: 005602301). The X-ray image shows two
components in the direction of the cluster: a bright main component and a less luminous structure
to the west. To investigate whether these are physically connected or serendipitously aligned,
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M04 fit an elliptical β-model to the hot gas distribution of the main component, excluding point
sources and the western component. After subtraction of the best-fit model from the data, the
residuals reveal that the western component is a small galaxy cluster exhibiting a comet-like
morphology, with the tail to the west (see Figure 2 in M04). This orientation indicates that
gas in the subcluster is undergoing ram pressure stripping as it interacts with the main cluster
component. Based on the orientation of the subcluster isophots away from the main component
and numerical simulations by Ricker and Sarazin (2001), M04 conclude that the subcluster has
not yet passed through the main cluster centre and thus that J0256 is in the pre-core crossing
stage of its merger.
For the full cluster, M04 determine a temperature of T = 4.9+0.5−0.4 keV and a bolometric X-ray
luminosity1 of LX = (7.88±0.53)×1044 erg s−1, which is over-luminous compared to the LX–T
relation measured by Arnaud and Evrard (1999). M04 conclude that this discrepancy between
observed and predicted luminosity, coupled with their evidence for ram pressure stripping of the
subcluster, suggests J0256 is not in dynamical equilibrium. Using count rates in the residual
map in the region of the subcluster and translating into a luminosity, M04 determine a merger
mass ratio of 3:1. However, this calculation requires several broad assumptions due to a lack of
ancillary data, making the result somewhat uncertain.
In order to compare this cluster with observations in the literature, we need to convert the
bolometric X-ray luminosity found by M04 into a band-limited luminosity within R500. To this
end, we use the XSPEC tool to correct the spectrum obtained by M04 for our cosmology and
integrate it between 0.1 and 2.4 keV (the common band used in the literature) to determine a
band luminosity L0.1−2.4keV . The X-ray emission for J0256 is only detected out to a radius of
0.55 of the virial radius, which corresponds to ∼1.5 Mpc in our cosmology. Based on the SZ
R500 value from Hasselfield et al. (2013), this is∼1.1R500. However the region from which M04
extract their spectrum is approximately 2.5′ across which corresponds to ∼ 0.8R500. We thus
conclude that the band luminosity we infer is comparable to the luminosity one would obtain
within R500.
1Corrected for the cosmology used in this paper.
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4.2.2 Millimetre
J0256 was identified in the ACT equatorial 148 GHz map, with a decrement signal-to-noise ratio
of 5.4 for a filter scale of θ500 = 7.06′ (see Hasselfield et al., 2013, hereafter H13, for details).
H13 investigated prescriptions for the Y500—M500 scaling relation, where Y500 is the integrated
Compton parameter. H13 investigated several scaling relations computed from simulations (e.g.,
Bode et al., 2012) or empirical models (e.g., Arnaud et al., 2010), leading to a SZ mass range of
2.9 ×1014M < M500 < 7.5× 1014M for J0256, taking into account the range of uncertainties
on all mass estimates. The pressure profile scaling relation from Bode et al. (2012) is currently
preferred, and in this chapter we use the corresponding SZ mass estimate of M500,SZ = (5.0 ±
1.2)× 1014M.
4.2.3 Optical
The ACT collaboration has completed spectroscopic observations of J0256 using Gemini and
identified 78 cluster members (Sifón et al., 2015). The cluster members are shown in Figure 4.1
where red circles (blue boxes) denote members that are at lower (higher) redshifts than the cluster
redshift of z = 0.363. We identify these two sets of galaxies as separate kinematic components
(§4.5.2), each of which has a brightest cluster galaxy (BCG) that is indicated by a large, bold
symbol. If the cluster is not in the core passage phase of its merger, the superposition of the two
populations in the plane of the sky indicates that the merger is occurring at least partially along
the line-of-sight.
In §4.5.2 we use the peculiar velocities of the cluster members, with v = 0 at the clus-
ter/component median redshift, to determine velocity dispersions for each kinematic component,
as well as the cluster as a whole. We estimate a dynamical mass from each velocity disper-
sion using the relation from Munari et al. (2013). The redshifts can also be used to re-examine
the merger geometry proposed by M04 by determing the velocity difference between the two
populations (§4.6).



















Figure 4.1: Cluster member galaxies with spectroscopic redshifts from Gemini identified on an
SDSS r-band image. Blue boxes (red circles) denote members with higher (lower) redshifts than
the systemic cluster redshift of z = 0.363. Large, bold symbols mark the BCGs of both kinematic
components. The 148 GHz Compton y SZ contours are superposed. The contours start at a level
of 2.0 × 10−5, increasing towards the centre in steps of 1.25 × 10−5. The black X marks the
cluster SZ peak.
4.2.4 Radio
J0256 has been mapped at 1.4 GHz in the NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS; Condon et al., 1998)
and the Faint Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty-Centimetres (FIRST; Becker et al., 1995)
survey, and at 74 MHz in the VLA Low-Frequency Sky Survey (VLSS; Cohen et al., 2007).
Figure 4.2 shows the cluster region in each of the three sky surveys. Only one point source is
detected in the 1.4 GHz survey data at R.A. and Dec. (J2000) of 02h56m34s and +00d065m03.
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Figure 4.2: Postage stamp images of the J0256 cluster region at 1.4 GHz from NVSS (left)
and FIRST (middle), and at 74 MHz from VLSS (right). The dashed black circle denotes R500
centred on the SZ peak, which is marked by a black X. The image resolutions, from left to right,
are 40′′ × 40′′, 6.4′′ × 5.4′′, and 75′′ ×75′′. The rms is given in the upper right corner and the
beam is indicated by the yellow ellipse at lower left in each image. The colour scales are all in
units of mJy beam−1.
Its NVSS and FIRST fluxes are 4.8 ± 0.4 mJy and 3.66 ± 0.27 mJy, respectively. This source
is not detected in the VLSS data; however, there is a source 1.16′ away, closer to the SZ peak of
the cluster, detected 3σ above the map noise. The rms and resolution of each image is given in
the caption for Figure 4.2.
4.3 New Radio Observations
We observed J0256 with the Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT) as part of radio follow-
up project of ACT equatorial clusters. Initial observations were carried out at 610 MHz in August
2012 as part of the pilot proposal (PI: Knowles; ID: 22 044) discussed in §3.1.1. A second set
of 8-hour observations was carried out at 325 MHz on the GMRT using Director’s Discretionary
Time (PI: Knowles; ID: ddtb132) in July 2014. This dataset has a central frequency of 323 MHz
with a total bandwidth of 33 MHz made up of 256 channels and an integration time of 8s. The
total on-source time was 6.5 hrs. As with the 610 MHz observations, 3C48 was used as the
sole calibrator. Observational details are given in Table 4.2. The pointing centre for both sets of
observations was the same and was defined to be that of the SZ peak, given in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.2: GMRT observations. Column descriptions: [1] Observing frequency. [2] Observing
date. [3] Total time on source. [4] Observation integration time. [5] Usable bandwidth. [6]
Synthesised beam of the full-resolution image. [7] RMS noise of the full-resolution image,
where p.a. denotes the beam position angle. [8] Half-power beam width of the primary beam.
[9] Maximum recovered scale relating to the minimum baseline.
ν Date tsrc tint ∆ν θsynth, p.a. σrms HPBW θmax
(MHz) (hrs) (s) (MHz) (′′×′′, ◦) (µJy beam−1) (arcmin) (arcmin)
610 Aug 2012 7.5 16.1 29.1 5.7 × 4.3, 71.3 26 43 ± 3 17
325 Jul 2014 6.5 8.1 31.2 9.8 × 8.2, 76.1 72 81 ± 4 32
The 610 MHz and 325 MHz data were subjected to the same calibration procedure based on
AIPS (NRAO Astronomical Image Processing System), SPAM (Intema et al., 2009), and Obit
(Cotton, 2008) tools. The main calibration steps are outlined here. First, strong radio frequency
interference (RFI) is removed by statistical outlier flagging tools. As a compromise between
imaging speed and spectral resolution losses due to bandwidth smearing, the datasets are then
averaged down to 28 channels. Phase calibration starts from a model derived from the VLSS
(Cohen et al., 2007) and the NVSS (Condon et al., 1998), followed by a succession of self-
calibration loops. To compensate for the non-coplanarity of the array, we use the polyhedron
(facet-based) wide-field imaging technique available in AIPS. We perform several rounds of
imaging and self-calibration, inspecting the residual visibilities for more accurate removal of
low-level RFI using Obit. To correct for ionospheric effects, we then apply SPAM calibration
and imaging. The presence of strong sources in the field of view enables one to derive direction-
dependent (DD) gains for each source and to use these gains to fit a time variable phase screen
over the entire array. The phase screen was used during imaging to correct the full field of view
for ionospheric phase effects. More details on the SPAM recipe we followed can be found in
Chapter 3.
Once an indication of low-level diffuse emission was identified, we imported the data into
Common Astronomy Software Applications package (CASA; McMullin et al., 2007) for further
imaging. Once imported into CASA, the on-the-fly peeling solutions from SPAM are no longer
available during imaging. As J0256 lies at close to zero declination, bright sources in the field
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are subject to strong north-south sidelobes that interfere with emission in the cluster region. To
reduce the impact of these bright sources during the CASA imaging, in AIPS we modeled and
subtracted all sources in the field outside of a 13 arcminute radius centred on the cluster, leaving
a dataset with only the inner portion of the field. This is the uv-dataset that we worked with in
CASA.
For each dataset we created several target field images in CASA, all with Briggs robust R = 0
weighting (Briggs, 1995). Briggs weighting is a visibility weighting scheme which is a function
of a single real parameter, the robustness R. The weighting can vary smoothly between the two
most common forms of weighting: natural (R = +2) which provides good sensitivity but poor
angular resolution, and uniform (R = −2) which gives good resolution but at the expense of
high thermal noise. Any value of R between these two limits is permitted, allowing a smooth
variation between the two extremes. A value of R = 0 gives the best balance between thermal
map noise and resolution for our datasets. We first made full resolution (FR) images, shown
in Figures 4.15 (610 MHz) and 4.17 (325 MHz) at the end of this chapter, using all of the uv-
data, cleaning until the residuals were noise-like. We then created high-resolution (HR) images
in the following way. As the 610 MHz data have more long baselines than the 325 MHz data,
we matched the uv-coverage of the two datasets by selecting a uv-range from 4 kλ (∼52′′)
to 30 kλ (∼6′′), and imaging using a 25 kλ outer taper. The HR images were cleaned until
their residuals showed no indication of emission in the cluster region. The clean components
from the HR images were used as compact source models and were subtracted from the uv-data
to create point source-subtracted datasets. Using these datasets, we imaged at full resolution
(PSSUB-FR) to visually check that the point source subtraction was successful. 610 MHz HR
and PSSUB-FR images of the cluster region are compared in the left and right panels of Figure
4.3, respectively. The PSSUB-FR image shows no visual indication of residual emission from the
compact sources; however, we nevertheless investigate contamination from the source removal
process in §4.4.2. Once satisfied, we re-imaged with a uv-cut of < 4 kλ and an outer taper of 3
kλ to gain sensitivity to diffuse emission on scales of ∼1 Mpc, creating point source subtracted,
low-resolution (PSSUB-LR) images. We convolved each PSSUB-LR image with a 1′ Gaussian,
providing better sensitivity to extended features while retaining useful data, to create our final
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Figure 4.3: Left : 610 MHz full-resolution (FR) image of the cluster region showing seven radio
sources. Right : 610 MHz full resolution image of the same region after subtracting the point
source model from the uv-data (PSSUB-FR). The colour scale is in units of mJy beam−1 and is
the same for both panels.
smoothed, point source subtracted, low-resolution (LR) maps shown in Figures 4.16 (610 MHz)
and 4.18 (325 MHz) at the end of this chapter. The final LR 610 MHz (325 MHz) map has a
maximum angular resolution of 17′ (32′). A summary of the different images created is given in
Table 4.3.
4.4 Radio results
With the angular resolution and short baselines of the GMRT, we are able to investigate emission
from both compact sources and extended diffuse structures. In the following, we discuss our
results from both the 610 MHz and the 325 MHz datasets.
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Table 4.3: Properties of the different radio images created. Values in brackets are for the 325
MHz images when different from the corresponding 610 MHz images. ? The highest resolution
available, defined by the synthesised beam. † The largest scale to which the image is sensitive,
defined by the shortest baseline/uv-wavelength. ‡ PSSUB-LR convolved with a 1′ Gaussian. 1′
corresponds to ∼3.5 kλ.
Image ID θmin? θmax† Point sources
(arcmin) (arcmin) removed
FR 0.08 (0.13) 17 (32) No
HR 0.13 0.86 No
PSSUB-FR 0.08 (0.13) 17 (32) Yes
PSSUB-LR 0.84 17 (32) Yes
LR‡ 1.30 (1.26) 17 (32) Yes
Table 4.4: Properties of cluster region radio sources. Columns: [1] Source labels, shown in the
left panel of Figure 4.5. [2] R.A. and Dec. of the peak source emission in the 610 MHz map.
[3] Source type. C: compact; T: resolved with tailed emission. [4], [5] 610 MHz and 325 MHz
source fluxes, respectively. Flux errors include 10% measurement uncertainties. [6] Spectral
index between 325 MHz and 610 MHz (Sν ∝ ν−α). Errors are determined via Monte Carlo
methods (see text for details). a Associated with BCG of main component. b Associated with
BCG of subcluster. c Foreground source. d Detected in NVSS and FIRST. Extrapolating S610 to
1.4 GHz using α
S7
gives S1400 = 4.61± 0.64 mJy, which is consistent with the values quoted in
§4.2.4.
Source RA DEC Typea S610 S325 αb
(hms) (dms) (mJy) (mJy)
S1 02 56 35.5 00 06 11.0 C 0.56 ± 0.08 0.69 ± 0.12 0.33 ± 0.31
S2 02 56 35.9 00 06 27.9 T 2.17 ± 0.24 3.32 ± 0.37 0.67 ± 0.21
S3a 02 56 33.8 00 06 28.8 C 2.17 ± 0.24 3.76 ± 0.41 0.87 ± 0.21
S4 02 56 32.6 00 06 30.9 T 1.20 ± 0.15 1.93 ± 0.23 0.75 ± 0.24
S5b 02 56 30.4 00 06 01.8 T 4.14 ± 0.43 9.71 ± 0.98 1.35 ± 0.19
S6c 02 56 32.2 00 05 50.8 C 0.42 ± 0.08 0.59 ± 0.12 0.54 ± 0.38
S7d 02 56 33.8 00 05 02.0 T 7.71 ± 0.78 11.39 ± 1.15 0.62 ± 0.20
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4.4.1 Compact radio sources
There are seven bright radio sources in the cluster region identified in both 325 MHz and 610
MHz full-resolution maps, five of which are associated with spectroscopically confirmed cluster
members. The 610 MHz HR contours can be seen in the left panel of Figure 4.5, along with
source labels. The only source detected in NVSS and FIRST, as discussed in §4.2.4, is detected
in our maps as S7. The flux densities and spectral index we measure for this source, provided in
Table 4.4, imply a consistent 1.4 GHz flux density of 4.61 ± 0.64 mJy.
Several of these sources exhibit resolved tail emission, possibly due to merging activity in the
cluster. The BCG of the subcluster is associated with the radio source S5. This source has a wide
extension to the west of the galaxy, and although our highest resolution image cannot resolve
finer structure within the extended tail, it may be a bent narrow angle tail (NAT) radio galaxy
contorted by ram pressure stripping due to the merger (Bliton et al., 1998). When a lobed radio
galaxy has a high enough relative velocity, vgal, compared to the high-density cluster gas, ram
pressure proportional to ρgasvgal is exerted on the radio lobes forcing them to point away from
the direction of movement. This leads to wide- and narrow-angled tailed radio sources O’Dea
(1985). The multi-frequency radio properties of all seven sources are given in Table 4.4. Here
and in §4.4.3.2, the spectral indices are determined using a Monte-Carlo simulation, in which
we draw from Gaussian flux density distributions with means and widths represented by the
flux densities and their uncertainties, respectively. The spectral index and uncertainties are then
determined from the median and 68th percentiles of the resulting spectral index distribution.
4.4.2 Point source contamination
To unveil any low surface brightness extended cluster emission, the HR radio sources, particu-
larly in the cluster region, have to be removed from the uv-data as described in §4.3. Although
the point source removal is reasonably successful, as is clear from the right panel of Figure 4.3,
it is not exact. In order to quantify the residual (low) level of contamination, we perform a sta-
tistical analysis of the LR image using both radio source and random off-source positions in the
following way:
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1. In the HR image, we select a large number (>100) of random off-source positions.
2. For each position, we calculate the LR map flux density in a LR beam-sized area centred
on that position.
3. From this set of flux densities we calculate the mean, µrand, and standard deviation, σrand,
of the distribution. We expect µrand to be close to zero for Gaussian white noise.
4. We then select all sources outside of the cluster region that are detected above 5σ in the
HR map; we find 28 resolved and 53 unresolved sources, where resolved sources are those
that are at least 1.2 times as large as the synthesised beam.
5. We repeat steps (2)–(3), now using the point source positions. µptsrcs quantifies the bias
in subtraction of point source emission. σptsrcs contains both the map uncertainty and a





The results of this analysis are given in Table 4.5. We find that we are systematically over-
subtracting a small quantity of point source emission, more so when the sources are resolved.
Moreover, the subtraction process does add a small but non-negligible amount of noise into the
LR image, as expected. Using the relation in step (5) above, this systematic noise is σsyst,610 =
0.3 mJy beam−1
LR
in the 610 MHz map and σsyst,325 = 1.0 mJy beam−1LR in the 325 MHz map. We
incorporate these systematic and random residuals into our final flux density measurements (see
§4.4.3.1).
A graphical representation of this process is shown in Figure 4.4. In the HR and LR maps,
we stack on the source and random off-source positions separately. The left panels of Figure
4.4 show the stacked results from the HR map. As expected, the random positions produce a
noise-like result and the stacked source positions produce a clear compact source at the centre.
Repeating this process in the LR image, we find a negative stacked signal slightly off-centre
from the source position, in agreement with the over-subtraction implied by the values in Table
4.5. The shifted peak is due to the varying noise in the map, shown by the random stacked result
(middle panels of Figure 4.4). We note that the rms of the LR source and off-source stacked
maps are comparable.
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Table 4.5: Results of the systematic and statistical tests to quantify the residual point source
contamination in the low-resolution maps. All values are in units of mJy beam−1
LR
.
ν Quantity Source Positions Random
(MHz) Compact Resolved All Positions
Number of sources 53 28 81 116
610 µ -0.075 -0.082 -0.077 0.013
σ 0.547 0.822 0.655 0.586
325 µ -1.073 -1.920 -0.971 0.273
σ 3.109 2.470 2.693 2.503























































































Figure 4.4: Results from stacking on radio source and random off-source positions in the 610
MHz maps, where all colour scales are in units of mJy beam−1 and the map axes are in arcsec-
onds. All maps are centred on source positions. Left panels: Stacked images in the HR map
using radio source (upper) and off-source (lower) positions. The elliptical beam is 6′′ × 5′′.
Middle panels: Same as the left panels, but for the smoothed, source-subtracted, low-resolution
(LR) map. The beam here is 80′′ × 70′′. Right panels: Radio source stacked maps from the
PSSUB-FR image (upper) smoothed to the LR beam (lower).
























































Figure 4.5: Left: GMRT 610 MHz high-resolution (6.5′′ × 5.0′′, p.a. 78.9◦) contours of the
J0256 emission, overlaid on the SDSS gri-band image. The high-resolution (HR) image 1σ
noise level is 31 µJy beam−1and the contours are [3,10,20,40,80]×1σ. The HR beam is shown
as the yellow ellipse in the lower left corner. Individual radio galaxies are labelled from S1 to
S7. Flux densities for these sources can be found in Table 4.4. The red X marks the position
of the SZ peak. Right: Smoothed XMM-Newton MOS X-ray contours (arbitrary levels) overlaid
on the smoothed low-resolution (LR) 610 MHz image of the GRH in J0256. The LR radio
image is obtained after subtracting the compact source emission from sources S1 to S7 (positions
marked by black crosses). The red circle (blue square) indicates the BCG of the main (subcluster)
component. The positions of the BCGs coincide with the X-ray peaks of each component. The
LR synthesised beam (79.6′′ × 76.8′′, p.a. -86.9◦) is shown as the yellow ellipse. The purple X
marks the position of the SZ peak.
As a final check, we stack on the radio source positions in the PSSUB-FR map and smooth
this result to the same resolution as the LR map. These results are shown in the right panels of
Figure 4.4. There is a net residual after source subtraction mostly caused by imperfect subtraction
of resolved sources, the peak of which is ∼10% of the peak brightness of the average source in
the stacked HR map. When we smooth to the same beam as the LR map (bottom, right panel),
we largely recover the structure of the LR stacked source result (top, middle panel).
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Table 4.6: GRH properties. Subscripts denote frequencies in MHz unless otherwise stated. †
Extrapolated from S610 using a spectral index of α = 1.2 ± 0.2. ? Largest linear size of the GRH,
corresponding to 2.6′.
S610 (mJy) 5.6 ± 1.4




P1.4GHz (1024 W Hz−1)† 1.0 ± 0.3
LLS610 (Mpc)? 0.8
4.4.3 Diffuse emission
After removal of the radio sources in the field, the LR 610 MHz map, shown in Figure 4.16,
reveals distinct extended emission in the cluster region with a 6σ peak above the map noise. The
3σ angular extent of the emission is 2.6′, corresponding to a physical scale and largest linear
size (LLS) of 0.8 Mpc at the cluster redshift. Due to the centralised position and size of this
emission, we classify it as a giant radio halo, making J0256 one of the lowest-mass clusters to
host one known to date. The right panel of Figure 4.5 shows the 610 MHz GRH overlaid with
smoothed X-ray contours from the XMM EPIC image. The GRH roughly follows the X-ray
emission and is centred on the cluster SZ peak. The GRH radio properties are listed in Table 4.6.
Our LR 325 MHz map is shown in Figure 4.18. The radio peak of the GRH lies to the west of
the cluster SZ peak and is only marginally detected in the 325 MHz map, being only 3σ above
the map noise. We note that this radio peak is at the same position as the emission in the VLSS
image of the cluster shown in the right panel of Figure 4.2.
4.4.3.1 Flux measurements
The flux density is measured within an aperture of radius 90′′, centred on the 610 MHz emission
such that all 610 MHz halo flux is captured. From the results of the point source contamination
analysis in §4.4.2, the bias at 610 MHz is only at the 1σ level, i.e., µ610,ptsrcs = −0.077 ±
0.073 mJy beam−1
LR
, leading to a 5% larger corrected flux density for the halo. However at 325
MHz, µ325,ptsrcs = −0.971 ± 0.299 mJy beam−1LR , which is a bias measured at a significance of
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3σ that leads to a fractional flux density increase of over 50%. We thus correct the measured flux
densities and incorporate the systematic uncertainties introduced by the point source removal
into the flux density uncertainties. We also include ∼10% absolute flux calibration and residual
amplitude errors (Chandra et al., 2004). The final flux density, Sν , and corresponding uncertainty,
∆Sν , are calculated as follows:









where σrms is the central map noise, σsyst is the systematic error due to point source removal, and
NS is the number of independent beams within the flux aperture. We measure integrated halo
flux densities of S610 = 5.6 ± 1.4 mJy and S325 = 10.3 ± 5.3 mJy. The additional contributions
to the flux density uncertainty lower the significance of the 610 MHz detection to 4σ which is
low, but still reliable. The 325 MHz flux, however, now has a signal-to-noise of less than 2.
Higher sensitivity observations at 325 MHz are required to reliably confirm our detection at this
frequency.
4.4.3.2 Spectral index
We can estimate a theoretical spectral index for the GRH in J0256 from the distribution of mea-
sured radio halo spectral indices from the literature, shown in Figure 4.6. Assuming this cluster
is in the early stages of merging, based on the X-ray morphology determined by M04 (see §4.2.1
above), we expect J0256 to host a young, and therefore flatter spectrum, radio halo. We therefore
exclude the USSRHs (α ≥ 1.6) from the literature and use the mean and rms of the remain-
ing 17 radio halo spectral indices to determine our theoretical value and error respectively. We
determine a spectral index for the typical radio halo population of α = 1.2 ± 0.2.
Our measured spectral index, α610325 = 1.0
+0.7
−0.9, obtained using S610 and the noisy S325 mea-
surement, is consistent with the above value. However, given the large uncertainties on α610325,
driven by the large error on S325, we choose to adopt the spectral index of the regular radio halo
population, α = 1.2 ± 0.2, to extrapolate our measured GRH flux density to other frequencies.
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Figure 4.6: Distribution of all measured GRH spectral indices in the literature. The bulk of the
values are taken from Feretti et al. (2012) with three updated measurements from Venturi et al.
(2013) and new GRHs from Bonafede et al. (2014a) and Bonafede et al. (2014b). USSRHs
(α ≥ 1.6) are shown in light grey.
4.4.3.3 Radio power
The 1.4 GHz GRH radio power, P1.4GHz is correlated with thermal cluster properties and cluster
mass (Cassano et al., 2013). To constrain P1.4GHz, we use our 610 MHz flux density measurement
and the assumed spectral index from the previous section to extrapolate a flux density at 1.4 GHz.
We correct for bandwidth shrinking and apply a k-correction in order to calculate a halo radio
power of P1.4 GHz = (1.0 ± 0.3) ×1024 W Hz−1. The error on P1.4 GHz is propagated from the
spectral index uncertainties. We note that the radio power is consistent with the non-detections
in NVSS, FIRST, and VLSS, as it corresponds to a GRH surface brightness far below the noise
levels of these surveys.
J0256 is shown as the red star on the radio power correlations in Figure 4.7. The cluster
lies within the scatter of the P1.4GHz–LX, P1.4GHz–Y500, and P1.4GHz–M500 correlations. However,
J0256 appears to lie further away from the P1.4GHz–Y500 correlation, compared to its position






















































Figure 4.7: Radio halo detections and upper limits from the literature showing correlations be-
tween the 1.4 GHz radio power and cluster thermal parameters — (a) P1.4 vs LX, (b) P1.4 vs
Y500, and (c) P1.4 vs M500,SZ. Black solid (open) circles and grey open triangles are giant radio
halos (USSRHs) and upper limits, respectively, from Cassano et al. (2013), with recent GRHs in
PLCK147.3-16.6 (van Weeren et al., 2014) and El Gordo (Lindner et al., 2014) shown as blue
squares. The position of J0256 is shown as a red star. The best fit to the GRH detections and
associated 95% confidence interval is from Cassano et al. (2013) and are shown by the black line
and grey shaded region, respectively.
relative to the other relations. A possible reason for this is the difference in Y500–M500 scaling
relation used compared to the literature values. The literature Y500 and M500 values are taken
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Figure 4.8: Smoothed exposure-corrected and background-subtracted combined XMM-Newton
EPIC image of ACT-CL J0256.5+0006. The black cross shows the position of the SZ peak.
from the Planck catalog (Planck Collaboration et al., 2014b), which uses the universal pressure
profile (UPP; Arnaud et al., 2010) relation. The corresponding values for J0256 are from the
ACT-E catalog (Hasselfield et al., 2013), using the B12 scaling relation (Bode et al., 2012) which
generally gives a higher mass for a given Y500 value than the UPP relation. Therefore, rather than
being further away from the Y500 relation, J0256 may be closer to the M500 relation. We note
that the ACT-E UPP mass of MUPP500 = 3.6× 1014M places J0256 at a similar distance from the
M500 relation as it currently sits relative to the Y500 correlation.
4.5 Cluster morphology
As current observations favour a theory of merger-driven radio halo formation, it is important
to understand the dynamical state of J0256. With the X-ray and optical redshift information
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available to us, we can perform a morphological analysis of J0256.
4.5.1 X-ray morphology
Following the work of Cassano et al. (2010), we use three parameters to estimate the level of
substructure in J0256 from the XMM-Newton combined EPIC image shown in Figure 4.8. This
image is produced by following the ESA reduction thread for extended X-ray sources2 and is
both exposure-corrected and background-subtracted. To determine the measurement uncertainty
on each of our parameters, we adopt the simulation method of Böhringer et al. (2010) whereby
a Poisson resampled X-ray image is used to compute the standard deviation of a parameter mea-
surement, which is then used to estimate the measurement uncertainty.
4.5.1.1 Concentration parameter, cSB
The concentration parameter, proposed by Santos et al. (2008) as a probe of cluster substructure,






where S is the X-ray surface brightness within a particular radius, centred on the X-ray peak. Be-
fore calculating cSB, we smooth the X-ray image using a Gaussian filter with a standard deviation
of σ = 3. We determine a value of cSB = 0.16± 0.12 for J0256.
4.5.1.2 Centroid shift, w
Poole et al. (2006) show that, compared to other X-ray morphological estimators, the centroid
shift is the most sensitive to cluster dynamical state and least sensitive to cluster image noise. It
is defined as the rms deviation of the projected separation between the X-ray peak and the centre
of mass in units of the aperture radius, Rap, computed in a series of concentric circular apertures
centred on the cluster X-ray peak (Mohr et al., 1993; O’Hara et al., 2006; Maughan et al., 2008).
2http://xmm.esac.esa.int/sas/current/documentation/threads/esasimage_
thread.shtml
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Following Cassano et al. (2010), the aperture radius is decreased in steps of 5% from a maximum












where ∆i is the distance between the X-ray peak and the centroid of the ith aperture. Following
Poole et al. (2006) we excise the central 30 kpc around the X-ray peak when determining the
centroid so as to reduce the bias towards a central core. We measure a value ofw = 0.054±0.005
for J0256.
4.5.1.3 Power ratio, P3/P0
The power ratio of a cluster is calculated using a multipole decomposition of the potential of
the two-dimensional projected mass distribution. The idea of using the power ratio of the X-
ray surface brightness to probe the underlying mass distribution was first introduced by Buote
and Tsai (1995) and has since been widely used as an indication of substructure within a cluster
(Jeltema et al., 2005; Ventimiglia et al., 2008; Böhringer et al., 2010; Cassano et al., 2010).
The multipole moments are determined as follows:











where Rap is the radius of the aperture within which the moments are computed. We use an
aperture of radius Rap = 500 kpc centred on the X-ray cluster centroid. The parameters am and
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As X-ray images are pixelised, the integral in equations 4.7 and 4.8 becomes a sum over all
pixels, labelled by (x, y), within the radius Rap, where S(x, y) is the surface brightness in that
pixel. The zeroth moment a0 given in equation 4.5 is thus the total X-ray intensity inside Rap.
We use the normalised hexapole moment, P3/P0, which is the lowest power ratio moment
providing a clear measure of substructure (Böhringer et al., 2010). For J0256, we calculate a
value of P3/P0 = (10.0± 11.7)× 10−6.
4.5.1.4 Comparison with the literature
Using the methods described in sections 4.5.1.1–4.5.1.3, Cassano et al. (2010) study the morpho-
logical parameters for all clusters in the GMRT Radio Halo Survey (Venturi et al., 2007, 2008)
and find a link between cluster dynamical state and the presence of a radio halo. They define a
cluster to be dynamically disturbed if its morphological parameters satisfy the following condi-
tions: cSB < 0.2, w > 0.012 and P3/P0 > 1.2 × 10−7. The majority of dynamically disturbed
clusters are found to show radio halo emission. All of the parameter values we determine in our
analysis of J0256 (cSB = 0.16 ± 0.12, w = 0.054 ± 0.005 and P3/P0 = (10.0 ± 11.7) × 10−6)
satisfy the above conditions for a merging cluster.
However, the X-ray parameters in the literature are calculated using images from Chandra,
which has a significantly higher resolution compared to XMM-Newton. To investigate the effect
of the different telescope properties on the morphological parameters, we select a cluster, A2631,
with archival data from both instruments and create exposure-corrected, background subtracted
images from each telescope. We compute the morphological parameters for each image over
a range of resolutions and find that the power ratio from the XMM-Newton image is up to five
times larger than that from the Chandra image, whereas the other two parameters are compara-
ble between images. By convolving the images to the same resolution, all parameters are now
consistent within the error bars. We thus conclude that our power ratio measurement for J0256
should be taken as an upper limit, as we’d expect the result to decrease if we viewed the clus-
ter with Chandra resolution. Nevertheless, a visual inspection of the X-ray image does suggest
distinct substructure and if we reduce the measured J0256 P3/P0 value by the maximal factor of
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Figure 4.9: Histogram showing the redshift distribution for 78 spectroscopically confirmed
cluster members. Here v = 0 is defined as the cluster systemic redshift of z = 0.363,
and the bin width is 420 km s−1. A bimodal fit of two Gaussians, defined by the thick
red (main component; µ = 0.361 ± 0.001, σ = 0.004 ± 0.001) and thin blue (subcluster;
µ = 0.369 ± 0.002, σ = 0.003 ± 0.001) curves, is shown as the dotted black curve. A sin-
gle Gaussian fit (µ = 0.363 ± 0.002, σ = 0.005 ± 0.001) is shown by the dot-dashed black
curve. The vertical thick red (thin blue) dashed line shows the velocity of the BCG for the main
(subcluster) component.
five, as found with our test cluster, the value is still in the “disturbed” region of the parameter
space.
4.5.2 Optical redshift distribution
X-ray morphological parameters are largely insensitive to substructure along the line of sight. To
gauge any disturbed morphology in this direction, we use the redshift distribution of 78 spectro-
scopically confirmed cluster member galaxies (see §4.2.3 above). This distribution is shown in
Figure 4.9; there is an indication of bimodal structure in the histogram.
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Table 4.7: GMM statistics from the redshift distribution of 78 cluster members. All errors are at
the 1σ level. † The maximum log likelihood to which the fit converges. The difference in logL
values defines a χ2 proxy. ‡ Measure of how likely it is that the same statistic can be drawn from
a unimodal model.
kurtosis, K -0.260
peak sep., D 2.64 ± 0.82
Distribution Statistics Bootstrapping (%)‡
n µ σ2 logL† K D χ2
Unimodal 78 0.363 ± 0.001 0.005 ± 0.000 299.6 - - -
Bimodal 53.9 ± 15.9 0.360 ± 0.002 0.004 ± 0.001 300.7 49.0 46.6 69.4
(multi-variance) 24.1 ± 15.9 0.369 ± 0.003 0.003 ± 0.001
4.5.2.1 Statistical analysis using GMM
To gauge its significance, we perform a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) analysis of the member
galaxy redshifts. We use the GMM code developed by Muratov and Gnedin (2010) to fit a 2-
mode Gaussian mixture to our data and compare it to a unimodal fit. The code calculates the
kurtosis of the distribution, K, and the maximum log likelihood, logL, to which each model
converges. For a bimodal fit, the peak separation of the modes relative to their widths, D, is also
calculated. A statistically significant bimodality would have K < 0, D > 2, and a log-likelihood
value greater than that for a unimodal fit. Parametric bootstrapping of the unimodal distribution is
performed to determine the probabilities of the observedK,D, and logL difference values being
sampled from a unimodal distribution. The latter probability defines the confidence interval at
which a unimodal fit can be rejected. The analysis also assigns a probability of being in each
mode to every member galaxy.
The results of our analysis are given in Table 4.7. The multi-variance bimodal mixture model
and unimodal Gaussian fits are superposed on the distribution in Figure 4.9, shown by the dotted
and dot-dashed black curves respectively. The data satisfy the K < 0 and D > 2 criteria
for bimodality, with the largest logL value coming from the multi-variance bimodal fit. The
improvement in the logL value for the multi-variance bimodal model relative to the unimodal
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Figure 4.10: Distribution of cluster member galaxies overlaid on an SDSS r-band image. The
member galaxies have been divided into their parent populations according to the probabilities
determined via the GMM code. Red circles (blue boxes) denote members in the main (subcluster)
component. Magenta diamonds identify those galaxies that have a comparable probability for
being in either population, in this cae taken to be when both probabilities are greater than 40%.
Large, bold symbols mark the BCGs of both kinematic components. The black X marks the
cluster SZ peak.
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model is not significant due to the difference in degrees of freedom —a likelihood-ratio test
indicates that the bimodal fit is rejected in favour of the unimodal fit at 53%. According to the
parametric bootstrapping, the unimodal distribution is consistent with the data at the 70% level
when only the log(L) probability is considered, and at the 56% level when the bootstrapped
probabilities of K = 49%, D = 47%, and logL are combined in quadrature. Figure 4.10 shows
the distribution of member galaxies with a colour split determined by the probabilities from the
GMM analysis. Red circles denote members with a higher than 50% probability of belonging to
the main component. Similarly, blue squares denote the same but for the subcluster component.
The galaxies with a greater than 40% probability for both populations, indicating the overlap
between the two modes, are shown by magenta diamonds. Although not a completely plane-of-
the-sky merger, there is indication of the two populations being spatially separated.
Although the GMM analysis finds a consistency with a unimodal model, statistical tests run
on mock datasets reveal that a bimodal distribution cannot be reliably recovered when the dis-
tributions are small, i.e. less than 100 members, as is the case for J0256. Thus, although the
multi-variance bimodal fit is not statistically preferred, we choose this fit over a unimodal one
taking into account the small number statistics and the population distribution in the plane of the
sky, as well as based on the following additional evidence. Firstly, there are two BCGs (cluster
members with the lowest SDSS magnitudes) separated spatially, as seen from the SDSS image
in Figures 4.1 and 4.10, and in velocity space as shown in Figure 4.9, providing support for the
existence of two distinct galaxy populations. Moreover, the BCGs coincide with the peaks in the
XMM-Newton X-ray emission (see Figure 4.5). Secondly, the cluster mass estimated using the
unimodal fit (see §4.5.2.2) is inconsistent with the X-ray and SZ mass estimates at greater than
a 2.0σ level, whereas the sum of the component masses from the multi-variance bimodal fit are
consistent with X-ray and SZ mass estimates within 0.5σ. Finally, the DS-test of the redshift dis-
tribution results in a small enough statistic to indicate the presence of substructure (Sifón et al.,
2015).
In the following section we use the GMM probabilities for the galaxy belonging to each of
the kinematic components, in the multi-variance bimodal case, to calculate physical properties
for the cluster and its components.
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4.5.2.2 Velocity dispersions and dynamical masses
By fitting a 2-mode GMM to our data, each cluster member is assigned a probability of belonging
to each of the modes. These probabilities can be used to determine the mean and variance for
each mode by integrating over all members and weighting by the probabilities. Since we have a
discrete number of member galaxies, the mean and variance for component n are given by

















where n ∈ {1, 2}, zi is the redshift of the i-th member galaxy, and pn(zi) is the probability that
this member belongs to the n-th component. The mean and variance of each mode in the redshift
distribution correspond to the peak redshift and velocity dispersion for each kinematic compo-
nent, respectively. We use the velocity dispersion and the galaxies-based scaling relation from
Munari et al. (2013) to determine M200 and R200 for each component3. Using the concentration
parameter from Duffy et al. (2008), we integrate a NFW profile (Navarro et al., 1997) and inter-
polate to determine M500 and R500. The results are given in Table 4.8, with all errors determined
via bootstrapping. We follow the same process using the unimodal fit, the difference being that
the probability for every member is 1.
From the mean redshifts of the components, we find a line-of-sight velocity difference of
v⊥ = 1880 ± 210 km s−1. We also calculate individual component masses of M500,main =
(3.23 ± 0.66) × 1014M and M500,subcl. = (1.83 ± 0.74) × 1014M, leading to a merger mass
ratio of 7:4, consistent within the mass uncertainties with the 3:1 ratio determined by M04.
Combining the component masses, we calculate a cluster dynamical mass of M500,opt = (5.06±
0.99)× 1014M, which agrees with the X-ray and SZ cluster masses given in Table 4.1 to better
than 0.5σ. However, if we model the cluster as a single component, we estimate a total mass
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Table 4.8: Optically derived properties of the two cluster components from 78 spectroscopic
galaxy redshifts. vpec is relative to z = 0.363.
Main cluster Subcluster
N 59 19
zmean 0.361 ± 0.001 0.369 ± 0.002
vpec (km s−1) -490 ± 100 1390 ± 180
σ (km s−1) 850 ± 70 690 ± 120
M200 (1014M) 4.90 ± 1.03 2.76 ± 1.14
M500 (1014M) 3.23 ± 0.66 1.83 ± 0.74
R200 (Mpc) 1.45 ± 0.11 1.20 ± 0.19
R500 (Mpc) 0.92 ± 0.06 0.76 ± 0.12
4.6 Merger geometry
M04 construct a simple merger model for J0256 using projected distances and the line-of-sight
velocity difference between the main and subcluster components. We adopt a similar approach
but update two aspects: we use a more current cosmology and the increased number of galaxy
spectroscopic redshifts (78 vs. 4) discussed in §4.2.3. The optical galaxy redshift distribution
also allows us to determine dynamical masses for the main and subcluster components.
For simplicity, we assume the same merger geometry as in M04, schematically outlined in
Figure 4.11. Working in the rest frame of the main component, we assume the same simplifi-
cation of a point mass subcluster and ignore dynamical friction. However, rather than using a
β-model, we assume the mass distribution of the main component is defined by a NFW profile
(Navarro et al., 1997):








whereRs = R/c is a characteristic scale radius, c is the concentration parameter for radiusR, and
ρ0 is the typical NFW dark matter density for the cluster. Using the c(M, z) relation from Duffy
et al. (2008) to determine c for our cluster, we have c = 3.018 and ρ0 = 5.497× 1014MMpc−3.
Using the above mass profile and modelling the gravitational infall of the subcluster, we
obtain the following relation between subcluster infall velocity, v, and physical separation, d,
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Figure 4.11: Merger geometry of J0256 as per Majerowicz et al. (2004). The small black dot
represents the centre of the main cluster component and the red circle represents the centre of
the subcluster. dmin and d are the projected distance and physical distance between the two
component centres, respectively. v⊥ is the line-of-sight infall velocity and θ is the impact angle.














where M0 = 4πρ0R3s . The derivation of this relation is discussed in Appendix B. The subcluster
redshift zsub is greater than that of the main cluster component, zmain. As argued in §4.2.1, the
X-ray emission pattern indicates that the subcluster is moving towards the main component. This
implies that the impact angle must be less than 90◦. Using simple trigonometry, it follows from
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Figure 4.12: Trigonometric (solid, thick; eqn. 4.13) and integrated NFW profile (solid, thin; eqn.
4.12) relations between infall velocity v and cluster component separation d. The intersections
of the two relations give the two possible solutions for v and d. The grey dotted lines and shaded
areas indicate the solution for case one, v1 = 2640+110−60 km s
−1 and d1 = 0.338+0.056−0.020 Mpc. The
green dotted lines and shaded regions indicate the solution for case two: v2 = 1930+190−170 km s
−1
and d2 = 1.105+0.3530.241 Mpc.
where dmin is the projected separation between the main component and the subcluster, and v⊥
is the velocity difference along the line-of-sight.
Using the X-ray peaks of each component, the projected separation between cluster com-
ponents is ∼0.78′, which corresponds to a physical projected distance of dmin = 237.6 kpc (as
compared to 350 kpc in M04). In §4.5.2.1 we found v⊥ = 1880±210 km s−1 which is consistent
with the value estimated by M04. Based on the X-ray arguments in §4.2.1, the two cluster com-
ponents have begun interacting and we can place the following limits on the physical separation
and the infall velocity: dmin < d < R200 and v > v⊥, where R200 is the cluster radius for the
main component.
Simultaneously solving equations 4.12 and 4.13 with these constraints provides two sets of
solutions for the merger model. These are listed in Table 4.9, with the graphical solutions given
in Figures 4.12 and 4.13. The uncertainties on v, d, and θ are are shown in Figures 4.12 (v and d)
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Figure 4.13: The line-of-sight velocity v⊥ versus the component separation d (black, thick, solid)
using the relation in equation 4.13 with the infall velocity v(d) given by equation 4.12. The solid
thin red curve is the impact angle θ as a function of d. The vertical and horizontal blue dashed
lines indicate the values of dmin = 237.6 kpc and v⊥ = 1880± 210 km s−1 respectively, with the
horizontal blue dot-dashed lines indicating the lower and upper limits for v⊥. Figure 4.12 showed
the two merger geometry solutions. Here the green dotted lines and shaded areas indicate the d
and θ values and uncertainties for case one, d1 = 0.338+0.056−0.020 Mpc and θ1 = 44.6
◦+6.2
−6.8. The grey




and 4.13 (d and θ), and are propagated from the uncertainties on the R200 mass and radius of the
main cluster component, the R200 radius of the subcluster, and measured line-of-sight velocity
difference. We consider these solutions in the next section to estimate relevant time-scales in the
merger.
4.7 Merger and radio halo time-scales
To better understand the formation history and mechanism(s) of GRHs, we would like to relate
the GRH formation time-scale to the merger time-scale. It is possible to model the physics of
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Table 4.9: Merger geometry and time-scales from today for two possible cases with dmin =
237.6 kpc and v⊥ = 1880 ± 210 km s−1. Columns: [2] Infall velocity of the subcluster. [3]
Physical separation between components. [4] Impact angle from the line-of-sight. [5] Time
since first virial crossing. [6] Time until core passage. [7] Time until second virial crossing.
[8] Measure of how far along in the merger the cluster currently is, Γ = |tA/ttot| = |tA/(tC−tA)|.
v d θ −tA a tB b tC c Γ d
(km s−1) (kpc) (degrees) (Gyr) (Gyr) (Gyr) (%)
























turbulent re-acceleration using simulations. Donnert et al. (2013) (hereafter D13) used MHD
simulations of a 1015M and 8:1 merger to study the strength and pattern of diffuse radio emis-
sion at various merger stages. They found that the cluster needs to have been actively merging
for a minimum amount of time, approximately 15% into the merger, such that there is sufficient
turbulence generated, before the radio emission switches on.
4.7.1 Estimates for merger time-scales
To estimate the merger time-scales for J0256 we assume a simple merger taking place in a linear
fashion along the merger axis determined by the impact angle, θ, schematically outlined in Figure
4.14. In §4.2.1, we ruled out a scenario in which the subcluster has already passed through the
core. In Figure 4.14, we isolate three distinct times during the merger: (A) first virial crossing;
(B) core passage; and (C) second virial crossing. Even though we refer to virial crossing, we use
R200 as a proxy for the virial radius.
From the optical analysis in §4.5.2, Rmain200 = 1.45 Mpc and Rsubcl200 = 1.20 Mpc. First virial
crossing thus occurs when the centres of the two components are initially 2.65 Mpc apart. The
distances associated with the three merger stages are RA = 2.65 Mpc − d, RB = d, and RC =
2.65 Mpc + d, where d is the current physical separation for the two model solutions listed in
Table 4.9.
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Figure 4.14: Schematic showing the relative position of the subcluster (red circles) to the main
cluster (black circle) overlaid on the X-ray image at three different times during the merger:
(A) first virial crossing; (B) core passage; and (C) second virial crossing. The centre of the
main cluster is marked with a white cross while the centre of the subcluster at each interval of
the merger is shown by a red diamond. The blue cross and dashed circle denotes the current
position of the subcluster. The dashed black line represents the merger axis and dmin is the
projected distance between the two cluster components. All circles denote R200 of the respective
components. Even though we refer to virial crossing, we useR200 as a proxy for the virial radius.









where n ∈ {A,B,C}, R0 is the observed position of the subcluster, and vNFW is the velocity
function given in equation 4.12. The total time of the merger, at least for the first passage, is
given by ttot = tC−tA. We define the relative time phase of the merger as the ratio Γ = |tA/ttot|.
The results for each model solution are given in Table 4.9.
For case 1, we find that J0256 would have completed first virial crossing 1.61 Gyr ago with
∼100 Myr until first core passage occurs. This puts the cluster Γ1 = 47 ± 1% of the way
into its merger. In case 2, J0256 is closer to the beginning of its merger with 410 Myr until
first core passage. The time-scales for case 2 result in J0256 having a relative time phase of
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Γ2 = 38
+3
−6%. According to D13, these conclusions lead to very different theoretical predictions
for the observed strength and morphology of the radio emission. In the following section we
compare our time-scale results with the D13 simulations.
4.7.2 Comparison with MHD simulations
The simulated radio powers and morphologies in D13 are for observations at 1.4 GHz of a mas-
sive 1015M cluster undergoing a 8:1 mass ratio, plane-of-the-sky merger. J0256 is about 50%
of the total simulated mass but has a much smaller mass ratio of 2:1. As the strength, and hence
observability, of the radio emission is related to cluster mass and the amount of turbulent energy
created during a merger, we caution that, for the specific case of J0256, the following comparison
with the D13 results can at best be qualitative due to the above differences between J0256 and
the simulated cluster. MHD simulations of the particular case of J0256 would be required for a
more accurate comparison.
To compare our merger time-scales with the MHD simulations of D13 we need to convert our
values into their time frame. From the X-ray snapshots of their simulated merger (see their Figure
3), we estimate first and second virial crossings to occur at 0 Gyr and 2.56 Gyr respectively,
giving ttot,D13 = 2.56 Gyr, similar to the total merger time of 3.41 Gyr for J0256. Scaling our
Γ values to this time-scale allows us to extrapolate expected radio power and general emission
morphology for each case in Table 4.9 using the D13 simulation.
In case 1 we have Γ1 = 47 ± 1%, corresponding to tA,D13 = 1.200.030.02 Gyr. Here the GRH
is in the early stages of having switched on and is gaining power. Case 2 gives Γ2 = 38+3−6%,
corresponding to tA,D13 = 0.970.080.15 Gyr. Here, not enough turbulence is being generated to drive
the diffuse radio emission and only compact radio source emission is observable. Thus our case
1 appears to be the more likely of the two merger geometry solutions for J0256: we observe
what could be a young radio halo and the X-ray image of J0256 shown in Figure 4.8 is a close
visual match with the second panel of Figure 3 in D13, which has a relative time-scale similar
to that of case 1. This consistency is in contrast to case 2, where no diffuse radio emission is
observable and the expected radio power lies in the realm of the upper limits on the P1.4GHz–LX
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scaling relation.
4.8 Summary and Conclusion
We have detected a low surface brightness giant radio halo (∼0.8 Mpc) in ACT-CL J0256.5+0006
with the GMRT at 610 MHz, and obtained a marginal detection at 325 MHz. With an SZ mass
of M500 = (5.0 ± 1.2) × 1014M, J0256 is one of the lowest mass clusters currently known to
host such emission.
We measure halo flux densities of S610 = 5.6 ± 1.4 mJy and S325 = 10.3 ± 5.3 mJy, giv-
ing a measured spectral index of α610325 = 1.0
+0.7
−0.9. Due to the unreliability of the 325 MHz
measurements, we calculate a bandwidth- and k-corrected 1.4 GHz radio power of P1.4GHz =
(1.0± 0.3)× 1024 W Hz−1 by extrapolating our 610 MHz flux density to 1.4 GHz using a theo-
retically motivated spectral index of α = 1.2 ± 0.2. As the detection at 610 MHz is not highly
significant, we do not draw strong conclusions about the radio morphology, but we do note that
it roughly follows the thermal gas as seen in the X-rays and is centred on the cluster SZ peak.
More data at 325 MHz would be required to confirm our detection at this frequency and obtain a
more accurate measured spectral index.
Using the X-ray and optical information available to us, we have investigated the morphology
of J0256, concluding that this system consists of a main cluster component with an in-falling
subcluster slightly in front and to the west of it. The merger mass ratio determined via new
spectroscopic galaxy member redshifts is roughly 7:4, making it a major merger event. We
estimate a line-of-sight velocity difference between the two components of v⊥ = 1880± 210 km
s−1.
Using this information and assuming an NFW mass profile and a simple merger geometry
defined by v, d, and θ, we find two possible solutions for the merger time-scale. Defining the
merger time phase, Γ, to be the percentage of the first passage (between first and second virial
crossings) already completed, we find that J0256 has a merger time phase of Γ1 = 47 ± 1%
or Γ2 = 38+3−6%. We compare these values with MHD simulations from Donnert et al. (2013)
and conclude that J0256 is most likely ∼47% of the way into its merger, with only ∼100 Myr
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until first core passage. As the strength of the synchrotron emission is related to the amount of
turbulent energy produced during a merger, a population of simulations varying in cluster mass
and merger ratio would be useful in investigating the GRH formation rate for a wider range of
models.
Our discovery of a GRH in J0256 may help to provide some insight into whether GRHs exist
in all merging clusters and whether the non-detections in known merging systems are due to a
combination of a low-mass cluster and insufficient sensitivity to diffuse emission, rather than to
a complete lack of GRHs. More systems like J0256 will probe the full evolving population of
GRHs, in particular the early-stage mergers, and potentially fill in the gap between radio upper
limits and USSRHs in the P1.4GHz–LX plane. It would be interesting to carry out a similar merger
time-scale analysis for existing GRHs to probe the scatter in the radio power scaling relations.
4.9 Full-resolution and Low-Resolution ACT-CL J0256.5+0006
Radio Maps
Here we provide the inner 30′ × 30′ of the full resolution and smoothed low resolution maps
for both 610 MHz and 325 MHz. In each image, the dashed circle indicates the cluster scale
θ500 = 3.1
′ from Hasselfield et al. (2013), centred on the SZ cluster peak, which is shown as a
red or white X. The solid circle shows the 13′ radius outside of which we removed all compact
emission before further imaging in CASA, as described in §4.3.
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Figure 4.15: Inner 30′ × 30′ of the full-resolution (FR) 610 MHz map. The beam is 5.7′′ ×
4.1′′ at p.a. 71.3◦, and the map noise is σ = 26 µJy beam−1. The dashed black circle represents
θ500 = 3.1
′, centred on the cluster SZ peak shown by the red X. The 13′ radius is shown by the
solid black circle.
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Figure 4.16: Inner 30′ × 30′ of the 610 MHz map. Greyscale is the low-resolution (LR), 1′-
smoothed image. Red contours are the high-resolution (HR) [6, 20, 80]×1σ contours where 1σ
= 31 µJy beam−1. The X and black solid and dashed circles are as in Figure 4.15. The LR beam
is 79.6′′ × 76.8′′ at p.a. -86.9◦ and is shown by the blue ellipse in the lower left corner. The 1σ
noise in the LR greyscale image is 0.36 mJy beam−1.
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Figure 4.17: Inner 30′ × 30′ of the full-resolution (FR) 325 MHz map. The beam is 9.7′′ × 7.9′′
at p.a. 74.1◦ and the map noise is σ = 77 µJy beam−1. The X and black solid and dashed circles
are as in Figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.18: Inner 30′ × 30′ of the 325 MHz map. Greyscale is the low-resolution (LR), 1′-
smoothed image. Red contours are the high-resolution (HR) [6, 20, 80]×1σ contours where 1σ
= 71 µJy beam−1. The X and black solid and dashed circles are as in Figure 4.15. The LR beam
is 79.4′′ × 73.1′′ at p.a. 56.7◦ and is shown by the blue ellipse in the lower left corner. The 1σ




General relativity predicts the local distortion of space-time around a large mass density. This
leads to a geometric effect called gravitational lensing whereby light rays experience a local
deformation along geodesics due to the distorted space-time. The first observational evidence
of this phenomenon was in 1919 when Eddington measured the deviation of star positions by
the Sun during an eclipse, however it wasn’t until 1979 when Walsh et al. (1979) observed the
double-quasar Q0957+561 at a redshift of z=1.4 that the first lensed object was documented.
Gravitational lensing in clusters of galaxies was first observed in the mid- to late-80’s when giant
gravitational arcs were detected in Abell 370, Abell 2218, and CL2244-02 (Soucail, 1987; Lynds
and Petrosian, 1986). These arcs were hypothesised to be gravitationally lensed images of back-
ground galaxies (Paczynski, 1987). This was confirmed by a redshift measurement of z=0.724
for the arc in Abell 370 which lies at a redshift of z=0.394 (Soucail et al., 1988). Following these
discoveries, cluster gravitational lensing gained momentum as a field and is now used to trace
the mass distribution of the lens (Mellier et al., 1993; Kneib et al., 1996) and to constrain cosmo-
logical parameters (Jullo et al., 2010). In the following I will discuss the theory of gravitational
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lensing in the case of galaxy clusters and explain the lensing mass modelling techniques that I
further used in the analysis of two Hubble Frontier Fields (HFF) clusters.
5.1 Gravitational lens equation
When a galaxy cluster of sufficient mass lies between an observer and a background source, the
light from this source is deviated from the line-of-sight path causing distorted and sometimes
multiple images of this source. Cluster gravitational lensing occurs in two regimes, categorised
by the strength of the lensing effect on the background sources. Strong lensing effects are visible
in the high density region of the cluster core. Background sources that are approximately aligned
along the line-of-sight with the cluster core will be strongly lensed. Background galaxies further
away from this line-of-sight also experience the gravitational effect of the lens but the effect is
weak, requiring a statistical detection. This is the weak lensing regime.
The gravitational lensing phenomenon links true positions of background sources in the
source plane to observed source positions in the image plane. In order to describe the gravi-
tational lensing formalism, several assumptions have to be made, the foremost being that the
cosmological principle, namely that the Universe is isotropic and homogeneous, is true on large
scales. Here large refers to the scales L involved with the long-range gravitational force, i.e.
L ∼ c√
Gρ̄
∼ 2 Gpc, (5.1)
where c is the speed of light, G is the gravitational constant, and ρ̄ is the mean density of the Uni-
verse. The assumption of the cosmological principle imposes severe symmetries on the space-
time metric. In highly concentrated regions, the metric will be locally perturbed, leading to the
Schwarzschild metric (Weinberg, 1992) which describes a space-time near a point mass. In the














where Φ is the 3D gravitational potential of the mass distribution involved.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of a single thin lens setup with observer O, lens L, background source S,
and observed image I, showing the distances and angles relevant to the lens equation. Source:
adapted from Kneib and Natarajan (2011).
Consider the schematic in Figure 5.1 which depicts a simple single thin lens configuration
in which an observer O views a source S through a lens L, observing an image I. Without an
intervening lens, the observer would view the source at an angle θS . With the lens in place, the
image of the source is instead observed at an angle θI , due to the deflection of the photon path
coming from S, described by the deflection angle α, which itself depends on the local space-time
deformation at θI . Since the local metric perturbation due to the lens, and thus the distortion
angle, is minimal, the small-angle approximation of tan θ ≈ θ is valid. Using this in conjunction
with Thales theorem on the triangle OSI, the geometric equation in the thin lens regime relating
the position of the background galaxy in the source to image planes is
dθS = θI −
DLS
DOS
α(θI) = θI − εα(θI). (5.3)
The approximation of a thin lens is valid so long as the distances from the observer to the lens
and to the source (DOL and DOS respectively) are far greater than the physical extent of the lens.
This is always true in the case of galaxy and cluster lenses. The distance ratio ε = DLS/DOS
is a function of the source redshift zS such that the higher the source redshift, the greater the
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deflection and distortion. This ratio is used in the definition of the Einstein radius, defined as
θE = εα when there is perfect alignment between the observer, lens, and source. The Einstein








where the more massive the lens, the larger the geometric disruption will be.
Since photons follow null geodesics, ds2 = 0, one can determine the travel time tT for a given
path length, which is a function of the deflection angle, α. Using Fermat’s principle, which states
that light follows a path with a stationary travel time, we have dtT/dθI = 0 and subsequently





where φ2DN (θI) is the Newtonian gravitational potential projected into the lens plane. Incorporat-
ing this into equation 5.3 gives the lens equation in the thin lens approximation (for a detailed
derivation see Schneider et al., 1992):
θS = θI −∇θIϕ(θI), (5.6)





5.2 Gravitational lens mapping
The lens equation 5.6 relates positions in the source plane, S, to that in the image plane, I.
However this position offset is also accompanied by a shape deformation. Thus in order to
model the full effect of gravitational lensing, a mathematical transformation of source shapes
into observed image shapes needs to be incorporated.
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5.2.1 The amplification matrix
The deformation and magnification of a source in the image plane can be mathematically mod-
elled by locally relating a source element of the image, dθI , to its corresponding element in the
source plane, dθS:
dθS = A−1dθI (5.8)
where A−1 is the Hessian of the lensing equation, commonly referred to as the amplification or
magnification matrix. In Cartesian coordinates, where the z axis is normal to the sky-plane, it








is the second derivative of the lensing potential given in equation 5.7,
measured at the image position, θI . The magnification at θI is characterised by the inverse of the




5.2.2 Convergence, shear and shear orientation
As well as magnification, the lens produces source deformation in the form of isotropic and
anisotropic components. The isotropic deformation generates a uniform increase in size by a
factor of (1− κ)−1, where κ is defined as the convergence. The higher the density, the larger the
convergence and thus the greater the size of the image. The anisotropic deformation causes an
elongation of the image: for a circular source this leads to an increased ellipticity of the image,
with the minor axis making an angle β with the horizontal. The amount of stretching/contracting
of the source is controlled by a factor of (1 − κ ∓ |γ|)−1, where γ is defined as the shear and
can be denoted as a complex number, γ = γ1 + iγ2 (Schneider et al., 1992). The effects of
convergence and shear on a circular source are depicted in Figure 5.2.
The amplification matrix in equation 5.9 is conventionally written in terms of κ and γ. Since
the Hessian of the gravitational potential is symmetric, the amplification matrix can be written in
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Figure 5.2: Lensing deformations on a circular source by the amplification matrix A. The con-
vergence, κ, enlarges the source isotropically, by a factor of (1− κ)−1. The shear, γ, will distort
the source along the amplification axis which forms an angle β with the horizontal. Source:
adapted from M. Jauzac, PhD Thesis.
an arbitrary reference frame as
A−1 =
1− κ− γ1 −γ2
−γ2 1− κ+ γ1
 (5.11)








where Σ and Σcrit are the surface density and critical lensing surface density respectively, with







Therefore, the convergence, κ, can be physically defined as the line-of-sight surface mass density
of the lens, and is another way to quantify the strength of the lens, i.e. whether the lens is
sufficiently dense to fracture the wave front of source light in order to produce multiple images
(strong lensing regime), or not (weak lensing regime). If the surface density of the lens is critical
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or higher, i.e. Σ > Σcrit, then the lens is considered to be strong and sources viewed through this
lens are likely to be multiply imaged. A weak lens is one for which Σ  Σcrit, and thus lensed
sources used to trace the lensing mass are singly imaged with small magnification factors. This
weak effect also pertains to the outer regions of strong lenses, where background sources are not
affected by the high density in the cluster core.




γ2 = ∂xyϕ = ∂yxϕ. (5.14)
with the shear norm given by
γ =
√
(∂yyϕ− ∂xxϕ)2 + (2∂xyϕ)2
2
, (5.15)





Thus the shear direction θγ is independent of the distance ratio ε and therefore of the source
redshift zS . The source redshift will only impact the shear magnitude (equation 5.15).
From equation 5.11 it is readily apparent that the amplification matrix is both real and sym-
metric and can therefore be diagonalized and written in terms of its principal axes:
A−1 =
1− κ+ γ 0
0 1− κ− γ
















The above form of the amplification matrix is perhaps a more intuitive indication of how the
isotropic and anisotropic deformations relate to the convergence and shear. Equation 5.17 can be
rewritten as




is the reduced shear, which completely describes the shape deformation.
The reduced shear is observable in the strong lensing regime, since κ ∼ 1. In the weak lensing
regime, where κ 1, it can be approximated by the complex shear alone.
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5.2.3 Critical and caustic lines
The magnification µ in equation 5.10 can be rewritten in terms of the convergence, κ, and the
shear, γ, using equation 5.17:
µ−1 = detA−1 = (1− κ)2 − γ2 = (1− κ)2(1− g2). (5.19)
If either of the principal values of the amplification matrix is zero, the magnification is in-
finite. The lines of infinite magnification are called critical lines and define the locus in the
image plane at which images disappear. µ = ∞ implies g = ±1 and as these solutions cannot
exist simultaneously at the same location, the critical lines do not intersect. The corresponding
regions in the source plane are called caustic lines, which can intersect each other, unlike their
image plane counterparts. The caustic lines define the limiting area within which a source will
be multiply imaged. In 1D they are called caustic points. In general, two critical lines can be
identified for a simple mass distribution: an internal critical line where the deformations are ra-
dial (g = +1), and an external critical line where the distortions are tangential (g = −1) (see e.g.
Kneib et al., 1993). Figure 5.3 shows different examples of critical and caustic lines for other
simple mass distributions. These simple geometries generally break down when more complex
mass distributions are considered.
In the most simplistic case of a circularly symmetric mass distribution, the amplification







and thus both the critical and caustic lines are circles. In this case the tangential caustic line
reduces to a single point when the corresponding critical line solution r = ∂rϕ is fed into the lens
equation. In the case of a circularly symmetric mass distribution, the projected mass enclosed






r∂rϕ(r) = πΣcritr∂rϕ(r). (5.21)
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The tangential critical radius, also referred to as the Einstein radius θE defined in §5.1, lies at




Here Σcrit,E is the mean surface density of the lens within the Einstein radius. §5.1 showed
that the Einstein radius is an indicator of the lens power of the deflector. It also depends on
the redshift of the source (zS), the redshift of the lens (zL), and the underlying cosmology. By
varying Σcrit,E for a given pair of (zS, zL), it can be shown that the most effective lens for a given
mass distribution is placed approximately less than half the source redshift. The radial critical
line in polar coordinates is defined to be






The locus of the radial critical curve thus depends on the gradient of the mass distribution.
From equations 5.22 and 5.23 it can be inferred that (i) given the position of the tangential
critical line, and assuming the source and lens redshifts are known precisely, the total mass within
a circular aperture can be measured, and (ii) the slope of the mass profile near the centre of the
cluster can be constrained by the location of the radial critical curve. Using the above process
of linking the mass within a critical line to the area enclosed is a sound approximation consider-
ing the mass distribution involved is fairly similar to a circularly symmetric case (Kassiola and
Kovner, 1993).
Therefore, when observing galaxies lensed by a galaxy cluster, identifying the particular sizes
of the radial and tangential critical lines is a crucial first step towards measuring the cluster mass
and its density within the inner regions. For the more general case without circular symmetry,
solving for the critical lines cannot be achieved analytically except in a few cases of simple
elliptical mass profiles (e.g. Kneib et al., 1993). In the case of a complex lens mass model,
critical curve determination requires numerical methods for which there are several techniques
(e.g. Jullo et al., 2007; Jullo and Kneib, 2009; Bradač et al., 2009; Oguri, 2010; Merten et al.,
2011; Jauzac et al., 2012; Mohammed et al., 2014; Diego et al., 2015a).
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5.3 Multiple images
A background galaxy will be multiply imaged if it lies within the caustic curves, and if the lens
through which it is observed is dense enough to break the wave front coming from the galaxy
into several pieces. The number of multiple images produced is the number of solutions to the
lens equation (eqn. 5.6). This can be estimated via catastrophe theory (Zeeman, 1977; Erdl
and Schneider, 1993), which stipulates that two additional images are produced per caustic line
crossing, and predicts that there will always be an odd number of images for a non-singular mass
distribution (Burke, 1981). However not all of these images are readily observable: some may
be demagnified or obscured by the presence of a cluster galaxy.
5.3.1 Examples of multiple image configurations
The predicted geometry of multiple images is well prescribed and although critical lines are vir-
tual and thus cannot be directly mapped, the multiple images which straddle them are usually
readily identifiable in high resolution images. Simple patterns of images that are easily recog-
nisable are tangential pairs or radial pairs (e.g. Miralda-Escude and Fort, 1993). The radially
distorted images are found near radial critical lines, and similarly for images that are tangentially
distorted.
In the case of tangentially distorted multiple images, there are two main configurations: fold
and cusp, with the difference based on where the source lies in relation to the tangential caustic
line. A fold configuration occurs when, in the source plane, the galaxy lies close to and inside the
tangential caustic along one of the edges. This leads to two images placed symmetrically across
the tangential critical line, with a third image, demagnified on the opposite side of the critical
line. A cusp configuration is similar to that of the fold, however the source now lies close to an
asteroid spike of the tangential caustic line. Three images are clustered towards the end of the
semi-major axis of the tangential critical curve, sometimes appearing as an almost continuous
arc. An example of fold and cusp configurations are shown in panels 10 and 6 of Figure 5.3,
respectively.
For sources close to the radial caustic line, the image deformation is radial resulting in radial
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Figure 5.3: Multiple image configurations produced by a simple elliptical mass profile. Panel
(S) shows the caustic lines in the source plane and the source image positions 1 to 10 relative
to the caustic. Panel (I) shows the image of the source without lensing. Panels (1) to (10)
show the resulting lensed images for the various source positions given in (S). Some of these
configurations are well-known and are named as follows: (3) radial arc, (6) cusp arc, (8) Einstein
cross, (10) fold arc. Source: Kneib and Natarajan (2011).
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arcs when two images straddle the radial critical line and almost merge, with the third counter
image appearing on the opposite side of the critical line. The configuration of radial multiple
images is heavily dependent on the shape of the mass profile at the centre of the lens – the more
peaked the profile, the closer the radial image will be to the centre. Thus for singular mass
profiles the counter radial image could be demagnified to such an extent it disappears entirely.
In this case, the radial configuration is identifiable only as an image pair. An example of a radial
arc configuration is shown in panel 3 of Figure 5.3.
The above patterns of fold arcs, cusp arcs and radial arcs should be visible for clusters with
one dominant mass clump (e.g. Fort et al., 1992; Mellier et al., 1993; Natarajan et al., 1998;
Smith et al., 2001, 2003). Besides the configurations mentioned above, Figure 5.3 shows a range
of multiple-image configurations produced by a single elliptical mass distribution. Furthermore,
bimodal mass distributions can produce straight arcs (e.g. Pello et al., 1991; Kneib et al., 1994)
and triplets (e.g. Kneib et al., 1993; Bézecourt et al., 1999; Limousin et al., 2012). Multiple
image systems with higher multiplicities are created when the mass distribution exhibits a very
complex structure with several massive core halos (Richard et al., 2014; Johnson et al., 2014;
Lam et al., 2014; Jauzac et al., 2014, 2015b; Coe et al., 2015; Diego et al., 2015d). Each addi-
tional deforming mass clump typically adds two images to a simple configuration, provided the
mass clump is well positioned relative to the central core. The set of seven multiple images of
the E/S0 galaxy in Abell 2218 is an impressive example of such a system (Kneib et al., 1996).
Other exotic configurations are also possible (see e.g. Cabanac et al., 2007; Bolton et al., 2008;
Limousin et al., 2008; Shin and Evans, 2008; Orban de Xivry and Marshall, 2009; Collett and
Bacon, 2015).
5.3.2 Multiple image identification
When galaxy clusters act as gravitational lenses, an analysis of the detailed configuration of the
multiply-imaged sources can constrain the inner core of the cluster mass distribution. The cor-
rect identification of the multiple images represents a mandatory step in order to obtain reliable
information on the mass distribution of the cluster. In order to do this, one needs to be able to
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identify these multiple images. This can be done via their several distinct properties.
The giant arcs as seen in the cases of Abell 370 (Soucail, 1987) and CL2244-02 (Lynds and
Petrosian, 1986) are the traditionally identified sets of multiple images, however an observed arc
is not necessarily a result of multiple images from a single source. Some giant arcs are only a
single image which has been distorted, and multiple-image arcs may have more than one back-
ground source contributing to the arc components (Ellis et al., 1991; Coe et al., 2010). One of the
ways to identify the latter case is by the image colours and morphologies. Since lensing affects
all wavelengths in the same geometric way, multiple images of the same source can be identified
by the similarity of their colours, or by their shared brightness at a specific wavelength. Another
useful property of multiple images is symmetry, in particular mirror symmetry where a counter
image appears as the flipped version of a galaxy image with extremely similar morphology. This
is best visible in high-resolution images in which the individual structure of the background
galaxies can be resolved. The symmetries of multiple images are related to the parities of the
eigenvalues of the amplification matrix. Every time a critical line is crossed, the parity of the
image changes, resulting in the image appearing to be a “vertically” or “horizontally” flipped
version of the counter image, depending on which side of the parity pair changes (Blandford and
Narayan, 1986; Schneider et al., 1992).
The above methods for visually identifying multiply imaged systems are often used to iden-
tify multiple image candidates, some of which may be spurious identifications. The potential
multiple images can be confirmed or rejected by detailed modelling of the cluster lens. Well
calibrated lens models, usually based on a few unambiguous visual system detections, can be
used to predict the position of a counter image as well as estimate the redshift of the source
being multiply lensed (Kneib et al., 1993, 1996; Jauzac et al., 2014). The larger the number of
multiply-imaged systems identified, the more constrained the lens model becomes in the region
of those systems.
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5.4 Weak lensing
The previous section dealt with the observable results from strong lensing visible in the central
regions of massive galaxy clusters where the surface mass density is greater than the critical
surface mass density of the lens. In the strong lensing regime, the convergence κ is approximately
1. However, outside of this region, background sources still experience a lensing distortion, only
to a far lesser extent. In these regions, the lensing potential is not as strong as in the inner core,
and thus leads to convergence values κ  1. Thus the source images are minimally amplified
and experience only small shear deformations. These effects are often dominated by the intrinsic
ellipticity of the galaxy. This is the weak lensing regime as the effect on individual galaxies is so
small, a weak lensing signal has to be extracted statistically.
5.4.1 Galaxy shape measurement
In the weak lensing regime one measures the mean ellipticity of faint galaxies in the frame
in order to determine the surface mass density of the cluster. There are two main challenges
which need to be overcome in order to relate these quantities. The first problem relates to the
measurement of the galaxy shapes and is primarily due to instrumental effects. The shape of
background galaxies are strongly affected by the point spread function (PSF) of the instrument
used. Indeed the PSF size is comparable to the size of this faint and small background population.
Moreover the PSF is not circular, nor stable in time and across the field of view. This is due to
camera distortions and focus across the image, as well as other factors impacting the telescope
itself (in the case of the Hubble Space Telescope, we face the ’breathing’ of the telescope due to
its orbit around the Earth, and the temperature gradients induced by the presence of the Sun). A
second observational hurdle to accurate weak lensing estimates is the effect of crowding whereby
the presence of cluster members obscures faint background galaxies. This, coupled with the
intrinsic spatial fluctuations in galaxy distributions, will create a bias in the estimation of the
variation in number density of faint background galaxies in the frame (Schneider et al., 1992;
Sheldon et al., 2004; Leauthaud et al., 2007; Miller et al., 2007; Rhodes et al., 2010; Kneib
and Natarajan, 2011; Becker and Kravtsov, 2011; Kacprzak et al., 2012; Refregier et al., 2012;
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Hoekstra et al., 2013).
Several algorithms exist to correct for the above effects. Some correct for instrument depen-
dent effects such as the charge transfer efficiency effect observed in Advanced Camera for Survey
images from the Hubble Space Telescope (Massey et al., 2010), and other techniques correct for
the observational impact of the PSF (e.g. Kaiser et al., 1995; Luppino and Kaiser, 1997; Rhodes
et al., 2000; Hoekstra et al., 2000).
The other main challenge in relating the mean ellipticity of the weakly lensed galaxies to the
mean surface mass density of the lens is theoretically based and relates to finding an optimal
method of reconstructing the mass distribution using a combination of the shear γ or reduced
shear g and/or the magnification µ. There are direct or inverse methods to do this. The former
are based on the convolution of γ, the integration of the gradient of g, or parametrically fitting
observables directly (Fahlman et al., 1994; Fischer and Tyson, 1997; Clowe et al., 1998; Clowe
and Schneider, 2002; Kneib et al., 2003; Hetterscheidt et al., 2005; Hoekstra, 2007; Okabe et al.,
2010). The inverse approaches involve the derivation of both the convergence κ and the lensing
potential ϕ, using either maximum likelihood or maximum entropy methods. Examples of these
inverse techniques can be found in Kuijken (1999); Bridle et al. (2002); Kitching et al. (2008);
and Refregier and Bacon (2003).
5.4.2 Shape deformations to first order: shear
The previous section dealt with problems relating to accurately measuring the shape of back-
ground galaxies experiencing weak lensing. Here we consider how to measure this shape to first
order, assuming that the contaminating factors have been corrected for. There are higher order
effects that can be measured, e.g. flexion (Bacon et al., 2005; Leonard et al., 2006; Okura et al.,
2007; Goldberg and Leonard, 2007; Leonard et al., 2007; Leonard and King, 2010; Leonard
et al., 2011; Munshi et al., 2011; Cain et al., 2011; Fedeli et al., 2012; Er and Bartelmann, 2013),
but these are not discussed here.
To first order, the light distribution of a background galaxy can be approximated as a source
with elliptical isophotes. In this manner the shape and size of a galaxy is defined in terms of the
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ellipse axis ratio and the area enclosed by a defined boundary. However, since the true shape of
a galaxy is often irregular and not well approximated by an ellipse, the moments of the pixelised
galaxy surface brightness can be used to define the shape instead.
Assume a weakly lensed image whose surface brightness distribution is described by I(θ)
where θ = (θi, θj). The centre of the image θC = (θCi , θ
C







where the window functionW (I) serves the purpose of ensuring the integrals are finite in the case
of noisy data. Common choices for the weighting function are (i) the Heavyside step function
W (I) = H(I − Iiso) =
 1, I(θ) > Iiso0, otherwise , where Iiso is the minimum isophote of the galaxy
detection, and (ii)W (I) = I×H(I−Iiso) where the integral is weighted by the light distribution
within the detection isophote.
The second order moment matrix, centred on θC , is given by
Mij =
∫ ∫
W (I(θ))(θi − θCi )(θj − θCj )dθidθj∫ ∫
W (I(θ))dθidθj
. (5.25)
That Mij encapsulates the information about the galaxy size, axis ratio and orientation is readily





Here Rθ is the rotation matrix of the position angle θ, and a and b are the major and minor axes
respectively. It is possible to define a complex ellipticity ε = |ε|e2iθ which encodes both the
shape and orientation information. Over the course of lensing studies there have been several
different forms for the norm of the complex ellipticity, however the current standard choice is
|ε| = a− b
a+ b
(5.27)
as it is a direct estimator of the measurable quantity, that being the reduced shear g. This is easily
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shown using the shape deformations shown in Figure 5.2, where the major axis of the lensed
source becomes a = 1/(1− κ− |γ|), and minor axis becomes b = 1/(1− κ+ |γ|).
In the weak regime, the amplification matrix doesn’t vary significantly across the image
(Kochanek, 1990; Miralda-Escude, 1991), a simplification which doesn’t hold for strong lensing.
Combining this with Etherington’s (1933) discovery that gravitational lensing conserves surface
brightness, i.e. I(θI) = I(θS), the above definitions can be used to mathematically express the
shape deformation of a background galaxy due to lensing.





for a singular amplification matrix, or
MI = AMSAT (5.29)
for a non-singular amplification matrixA−1. In the above relations,MS andMI are the moment
matrices for the source and the image respectively, and XT denotes the transpose of matrix X .
Thus, for a measured image size of σI , the size of the source σS is given by






The image size is therefore a factor of the magnification µ larger than that of the source. Simi-




, for |g| < 1 (5.31)






where ∗ denotes the complex conjugate. In the weak lensing region, i.e. where |g|  1, equation
5.31 simplifies to
εI = εS + g. (5.33)
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Thus in the weak lensing limit the shape of the image is a linear sum of the source shape and
the lensing distortion. If the intrinsic shapes of the background galaxies were known before
hand, they would be an excellent tracer of the deformations caused by gravitational lensing.
However, galaxies exhibit a copious amount of individual shapes and a measurement of the
lensing deformation is only obtainable via averaging over a large number of sources. Under the
assumption that intrinsic source shapes are randomly oriented, their ensemble average 〈εS〉 is
zero, and the weak lensing mapping in equation 5.33 reduces to
〈εI〉 = 〈g〉 . (5.34)
Therefore for the above form of the complex ellipticity (eqn. 5.27), when averaged over many
sources, the image ellipticities are a direct measurement of the shear γ, as κ 1. Note that this
depends on the complicating factors mentioned in the previous section having been dealt with
prior to making image shape measurements.
5.5 Mass modelling technique: LENSTOOL
Constraining the mass of the lens is one of the main applications of gravitational lensing. With
regards to galaxy clusters, this requires an accurate model of the mass distribution within the
cluster region using observational constraints such as multiple image positions (§5.3) and weak
shear measurements (§5.4.2). The more observational constraints there are, the more precise the
model will be. In order to obtain a sensible best fit mass model, the number of model parameters
must be balanced by the number of available observational constraints.
There are several numerical methods for modelling clusters. These are separated into two
main types: parametric and non-parametric. Parametric models are the traditional method of
investigating strong lensing in clusters as they use a small number of model parameters, nec-
essary when few constraints are available (e.g. Kneib et al., 1996; Natarajan and Kneib, 1997).
Here the cluster is modelled by a finite number of mass halos (including both cluster and galaxy
scales). Each of them are defined by a finite number of parameters, set by the density profile
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chosen to parametrize the density profile of the halos1. With the availability of deep imaging,
non-parametric models have been developed to readily make use of the larger numbers of iden-
tifiable constraints (e.g. Saha and Williams, 1997; Diego et al., 2005; Coe et al., 2010; Jullo and
Kneib, 2009; Jauzac et al., 2012; Bradač et al., 2006). These methods reconstruct the mass dis-
tribution as a regular grid of smaller mass elements and few (or no) external priors are needed to
describe the lens profile.
In this section we focus on the parametric version of LENSTOOL, using strong-lensing as
observational constraints Jullo et al. (2007)2. The LENSTOOL software is the basis for the strong
lensing analyses discussed in chapter §6. LENSTOOL has since been extended to include a non-
parametric approach using strong-lensing at first (Jullo and Kneib, 2009), and then weak-lensing
constraints (Jauzac et al., 2012). The combined strong and weak lensing study of MACSJ0416
in §6.1.2 uses the ehybrid-LENSTOOL, i.e. a combination of a parametric approach in the core
to obtain a high-resolution mass distribution and a non-parametric approach in the outskirts to
allow for more flexibility. However, the discussion of the non-parametric approach is not within
the scope of this thesis.
5.5.1 LENSTOOL model computation: Bayesian MCMC method
Given a lens model and observational data to constrain it, there are various numerical methods
to compute the best-fit to the data. LENSTOOL uses a Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) method to optimise the lens model, based on prior knowledge of the probability density
function (PDF) (Jullo et al., 2007, J07 hereafter). A Bayesian approach is aptly designed for
use in strong lensing modelling, as there are generally few constraints available to improve the
model. This method incorporates two levels of inference: parameter space exploration, and
model comparison. Here we focus on the former.
§5.5.2 discusses how the model M can be built up into a multi-component and hence multi-
1Some of the more common choices are the circular Single Isothermal Sphere (SIS; Binney and Tremaine, 1987),
Pseudo Isothermal Elliptical Mass Distribution (PIEMD; Kassiola and Kovner, 1993), and the NFW (Navarro et al.,
1997) profiles.
2LENSTOOL is publicly available at https://projets.lam.fr/projects/lenstool/wiki/.
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scale model for the mass distribution, with a set of priors ~θ for its parameters. In §5.5.3 we
introduce observational constraints that are used to optimise the model, referred to as the data,






The prior, P(~θ|M), is the probability of the parameters ~θ given the model, M . P(D|~θ,M) is
the likelihood of the observed data given the input model and its parameters. The posterior,
P(~θ|D,M), gives the probability of the model parameters, given the data and the model. This
will be highest for parameters ~θ giving the best fit model while simultaneously consistent with
the prior PDF, irrespective of the complexity of the model. Finally, the evidence, P(D|M), is the
probability that the model would result in the observed data. This incorporates the complexity of
M and penalises overly complex models when a simpler one would also fit the data.
MCMC methods use random walks to sample the parameter space, starting with the prior
PDF, and converging on a set of best-fit parameters, i.e. the posterior. If the “distance” in param-
eter space between the prior and the posterior is large, the convergence from prior to posterior is
very slow and the program becomes severely computationally expensive. This is usually the case
for strong lensing analyses as the data has, by necessity, a high signal-to-noise ratio which leads
to a small allowed posterior volume, compared to the full parameter space given by the priors.
To address this issue, LENSTOOL uses annealed Markov Chains to progressively converge from
prior to posterior PDFs. In this method, the convergence speed is controlled by a new RATE
parameter, effectively controlling the size of the random walk steps in the parameter space. A
high RATE value makes the model converge much faster, but runs the risk of missing the optimal
region of parameter space. A value close to zero slows down the rate of convergence but al-
lows more of the parameter space to be covered, greatly reducing the risk of missing the optimal
values. More details on this adjusted method can be found in J07 and references therein.
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5.5.2 Model definitions
The lens modelling method of J07 requires a first attempt at a model for the mass distribution of
the lens. The model for the lensing potential given in equation 5.7 is initially defined using two
sets of components: cluster-scale halos, which trace the overall mass distribution, and galaxy
scale halos which trace the mass distribution on a these smaller scales and thus allow the model
to take into account galaxy-galaxy lensing effects. N -body simulations have shown that the
distribution of subhalo masses inside a cluster halo follows the Schechter function (Shaw et al.,









Here the smooth and large cluster-scale halos are given by φcluster,i and the additional subhalos
which create minor but non-negligible perturbations are given by φsubhalo,j . These latter halos
are defined as a potential hosting a galaxy. Each set of halos is modelled differently, as discussed
below.
5.5.2.1 Cluster-scale halos
The main component of the lens mass model is made up of at least one cluster-scale mass halo
to trace the overall/total mass distribution of the cluster. The simplest case is to start from a
single cluster-scale halo, and increase the number of halos if the model requires it, i.e. we
then look at the different parameter values produced by the model such as the χ2 (see §5.5.3.2),
the evidence (the normalisation of the posterior), and the rms difference between predicted and
observed positions of multiple images.
Each halo is parameterized by its sky position (xc, yc), projected ellipticity εΣ, position angle
β, and a set of additional parameters specific to the type of mass profile chosen. The parameters
for a Singular Isothermal Sphere (SIS), a Sérsic profile, and a NFW profile are given in J07. Here
I will focus on the PIEMD (Pseudo Isothermal Elliptical Mass Distribution) profile, which has
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the halo density distribution of the form
ρ(R) =
ρ0
(1 +R2/r2core) (1 +R
2/r2cut)
, (5.38)





Here rcore and rcut are the core radius and cut-off radius respectively. The two-dimensional













Note that the brightest cluster galaxy, called the cD galaxy, can be modelled either as part
of a cluster-halo, or as its own subhalo. We usually model it independently of the cluster-scale
halos as the centre of mass of a cluster-scale halo is not necessarily the same as the centre of the
cD galaxy (Smith et al., 2005).
5.5.2.2 Galaxy-scale halos
In addition to the effect caused by the main cluster-scale halos, smaller lensing perturbations
are introduced by cluster galaxies themselves (galaxy-galaxy lensing effect). These small-scale
perturbers are thus modelled using galaxy-scale halos, and are essential to reproduce the observed
patterns of multiple images (Kneib et al., 1996). However, so as not to over-complicate a lensing
model, the optimal number of subhalos needs to be quantified. J07 use the following criteria for
inclusion of a subhalo:
• First, the strong lensing deviation angle α (as per equation 5.5) is measured and compared
to the spatial resolution δ of the observation (for the HST, δ ∼ 0.1′′). If the deflection angle
is significantly increased at the position of the subhalo galaxy, that subhalo is included.
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• For a cluster member, a subhalo is included if its Einstein radius, defined in equation 5.4,
satisfies θE > δ/µ, where µ is the magnification at the position of the member; otherwise
the lensing contribution of the cluster galaxy is regarded as negligible and ignored.
• Non-cluster members are treated differently according to their position in projection rela-
tive to the strong lensing (SL) region:
outside SL region: a subhalo is included at the cluster redshift if θE > δ/µ, by rescaling
its mass so its global lensing effect is preserved.
inside SL region: if its lensing effect is detectable, then the subhalo is included using a
multi-plane lensing technique which takes into account gravitational field variations
between the lens and the source, and the lens and observer (not covered here, but see
e.g. Schneider, 2014, and references therein).
Once the set of subhalos to include in the model has been identified, certain assumptions need
to be made in order to ensure the number of subhalo parameters is comparable with the number
of available constraints. First, the subhalo position, ellipticity, and orientation are matched to
their luminous counterparts. This assumption is based on the strong correlation between the
light and mass profiles of elliptical galaxies in the field, observed by Koopmans et al. (2006).
Secondly, the number of subhalo parameters can be reduced by enforcing exact scaling relations
between the luminosity of the associated galaxy and the subhalo mass. For PIEMD potentials,































The scaling of the velocity dispersion with total luminosity agrees with the Tully-Fisher rela-
tion for spiral galaxies, and the Faber-Jackson relation for ellipticals. The scaling for rcut is less
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constrained. For example, with η = 0.5, rcut has a constant mass-to-light ratio, making it inde-
pendent of the galaxy luminosity. However with η = 0.8, the mass-to-light ratio scales as L0.3,
which is similar to the scaling of the fundamental plane (Jørgensen et al., 1996; Natarajan and
Kneib, 1997; Halkola et al., 2006).
5.5.3 Model constraints
With the model now defined by a combination of cluster- and galaxy-scale halos, it can be con-
strained with a variety of observational measurements. In addition to priors on the location of
critical lines and the weak shear signal (Jullo et al., 2007), the most powerful set of constraints
on a lensing model is the identification of multiply-imaged systems, the correct identification of
which is an iterative process and strongly interdependent on the mass profile determination.
5.5.3.1 Multiple images
Multiple images are a consequence of the wave front of light from a background source being
fractured into several parts as it passes through a high density region (the lens), in our case
a massive galaxy cluster. The size and shape of the lens, and the redshift of the background
source, will determine the observable properties of the multiple images. These are position,
ellipticity, and orientation, and are discussed in §5.3. A precise measurement of the multiple
image positions and source redshift imposes strong constraints on the lens model.
In addition to the positions of multiple images, tighter constraints can be included if several
bright components can be identified in one image and their counterparts identified in the other
images of the system.
The process of multiple image identification and model making is codependent and several it-
erations are needed before a precise lens model is achieved. The initial mass model is constrained
by using the most obvious and unambiguous multiple images such as fold, cusp, or radial arcs
(see §5.3.1 and Figure 5.3 for these and other example configurations). Perturbations caused by
galaxy-scale subhalos can then be considered and added to the model. Although these subhalos
rarely create their own multiple images, they will affect the observed positions of multiple im-
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ages created by the core lens. In extreme cases galaxy-scale halos can also increase the number
of multiple images of a source, although this is very rare.
With an updated model, other multiple image candidates can be confirmed or rejected. The
confirmed systems can in turn further constrain the lens model. This process is repeated until the
model converges, or no new multiply-imaged systems are identified. Note that the model is also
used to predict multiple images before they are observationally confirmed.
The viability of multiple image candidates can be constrained by their colours, fluxes and
redshifts (if known). However the application of these properties is not always straightforward.
For example, the colour of an image can be contaminated by a nearby galaxy, making it red-
der than its counter images, or an incorrect redshift prior could bias the model by forcing the
Bayesian posterior into an incorrectly refined parameter space. Spectroscopic redshifts are the
best inputs, but such measurements are rare, and also usually known for only one or two of the
multiples within the same system. Photometric redshifts can be adequate, provided they are ac-
curate enough. If computational time is not a concern, the source redshift can be set as a free
parameter, giving the model more freedom. Coupled with the other observational constraints, this
may lead to a more accurate redshift estimate for the multiple image system, and an independent
way to check measured redshifts.
5.5.3.2 Multiple image likelihood
The constraints from the multiple images are input to the optimisation of the lens model as part
of the likelihood. The multiple images’ likelihood is the probability of the observed positions,
D or xobs, given the positions predicted by the model, x(θ). The general definition of the likeli-
hood function can be applied under the assumption that the uncertainties on the measured image
positions are Gaussian and uncorrelated between images. The likelihood is therefore
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Here N is the total number of sources for which multiple images are detected, ni is the number
of multiple images of the i-th source, and σij is the uncertainty of the measured position of image
j of source i. In this method, many models have to be tested and rejected before the Bayesian
sampler (see above) focuses on the region of best-fit parameters.
An important aspect of the χ2 calculation is how to match the predicted and observed images
one at a time. LENSTOOL uses a simplex method algorithm (Press et al., 1986) of image transport
(Schneider et al., 1992) that evades the matching problems experienced by techniques for finding
the roots of the lens equation. In this method the observed image and predicted image is coupled
throughout the iterative improvement of the predicted position and the χ2 is simple to calculate.
However, this method fails when a model produces opposing multiple image configurations (e.g.
a tangential instead of radial system), and that model is rejected. This situation often occurs
when the model is relatively unconstrained and the rejections significantly retard the speed of the
model convergence.
This issue can be circumvented by computing the χ2 in the source plane rather than the image
plane. This equates to finding the difference between the source position of an observed image,
xS(θ), and the barycentre position of all the ni source positions, 〈xS(θ)〉. The χ2 in the source













where µj is the magnification for image j. In this form, it is unnecessary to solve the lens
equation, speeding up the computation of χ2.
The Bayesian MCMC method implemented in LENSTOOL (see §5.5.1) incorporates both the
image plane and source plane optimization to calculate χ2. To achieve the best balance between
computation time and accurate refinement of the model, the best-fit region is narrowed using the
source plane method, and then the image plane method is invoked to refine the models.
CHAPTER 6
GRAVITATIONAL LENSING WITH THE
HUBBLE FRONTIER FIELDS PROGRAM
Gravitational lensing is an exceptionally effective tool for probing the dark matter distribution
within massive clusters. On the cluster scale, it is a probe of the deep universe as massive clusters
act as “cosmic telescopes”, magnifying undetectable high-redshift galaxies into the observable
frame.
Successful strong lensing cluster studies rely on high quality imaging in which several mul-
tiple images can be located. The superior resolution and multi-colour images from the Hubble
Space Telescope (HST) make it an ideal telescope for strong lensing analysis. In 2013, the Space
Telescope Science Institute (STScI) started the Hubble Frontier Fields1 (HFF) program, the aim
of which is to exploit the gravitational magnification by massive clusters to study the distant
universe to unparalleled depth. Six massive galaxy clusters were selected for the program, each
observed for 140 orbits spread over 7 passbands, covering the optical up to the near-infrared, the




mass models derived from pre-HFF data which are publicly available2. This pre-HFF mass map-
ping initiative allows the high-redshift community, which includes non-lensing experts, access
to lensing mass models to study the high redshift universe.
In this section we present the results obtained by strong lensing analysis of two HFF clusters
as part of the CATS collaboration, carried out with the LENSTOOL software. Both clusters were
discovered in the MAssive Cluster Survey (MACS; Ebeling et al., 2010). The work detailed
below has led to three peer-reviewed papers (Jauzac et al., 2014, 2015a,c) and a press release
by the European Space Agency3. My contribution to these papers was the identification and
verification of multiple image systems for the strong lensing analysis.
6.1 MACSJ0416.1-2403
MACSJ0416.1-2403 (z=0.397, hereafter MACSJ0416) was first observed by HST with WFPC2
in 2007 as part of a SNAPshot program (ObsID: GO-11103, PI: Ebeling). These observations
showed MACSJ0416 to have a large Einstein radius and was hence selected as one of the “high
magnification” clusters for the Cluster Lensing And Supernova survey with Hubble (CLASH;
Postman et al., 2012). The CLASH data consisted of one orbit per band over 16 passbands
covering the UV to the near infrared. The first strong lensing mass model of this cluster was
published by Zitrin et al. (2013). The pre-HFF mass mapping initiative led to the revision of this
model by the 6 lensing teams involved in the program, some of them combining both strong and
weak lensing constraints (Richard et al., 2014; Johnson et al., 2014; Coe et al., 2015).
As part of the HFF program, MACSJ0416 was observed with the Advanced Camera for Sur-
vey (ACS) between 5th of January and the 9th of February 2014 in three passbands, namely
F435W, F606W, F814W with observing times of 20, 12, and 48 orbits in these bands, respec-
tively. HFF observations with the Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) over the remaining four HFF
passbands (observed from July to September 2014) were not yet taken at the time of this work.




files. For each passband, all orbit images were combined, resulting in a single image for each
band. The pixel scale of these images is 0.03′′. In the following we discuss the HFF lensing anal-
ysis of MACSJ0416 (Jauzac et al., 2014, 2015a), focusing on the multiple image identification
and strong lensing (SL) mass modelling.
6.1.1 Strong lensing analysis
6.1.1.1 The pre-HFF mass model
The mass model consists of large-scale dark matter halos, the individual masses of which are
greater than the mass of a typical galaxy group (∼ 1014M within 50′′), and smaller galaxy
scale dark matter halos which account for extra distortions due to individual cluster members. A
similar approach to that outlined in §5.5 was followed whereby all mass components are mod-
elled by dual Pseudo Isothermal Elliptical Mass Distributions (dPIEMDs; Limousin et al., 2007;
Elı́asdóttir et al., 2007) which are parameterized by a velocity distribution σ0, a core radius rcore,
and a cut-off or scale radius rcut.
The parameters for the galaxy-scale halos are set to those of their associated light distribu-
tion (Kneib et al., 1996; Limousin et al., 2007; Richard et al., 2010). The dynamical dPIEMD
parameters σ and rcut are then related to the observed luminosity of the galaxy by imposing
(without scatter) the scaling relations given in equation 5.41. In order to account for the effect
of tidal stripping of galactic dark matter halos, priors on the dynamical parameters are set at
100 km s−1 < σ0 < 250 km s−1, and rcut < 70 kpc (Limousin et al., 2007; Natarajan et al.,
2009; Wetzel and White, 2010).
The first strong lensing analysis of MACSJ0416 (Zitrin et al., 2013) discovered 23 lensed
sources in the redshift range 0.7 < z < 6, resulting in 70 multiply lensed images. However
only 13 of the most securely identified systems (34 multiple images) were chosen to optimise
the pre-HFF mass models. This number was extended to 47 multiple images from 17 sources
by evolving the model over several iterations (Richard et al., 2014; Johnson et al., 2014; Coe
et al., 2015). Nine of these sources had spectroscopic confirmations. The above model was
calibrated with the Richard et al. (2014) set of multiple images to provide pre-HFF mass models
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of MACSJ0416, to be delivered to the community prior to the start of the HFF observations in
October 2013.
6.1.1.2 Multiple images
As the HFF infrared bands had yet to be observed at the time of this analysis, the search for
multiply-imaged galaxies was carried out using only the three-band optical data. These images
had a magnitude limit of magAB = 29, which revealed a large number of faint galaxies in the
field. Before beginning the search for multiple images, the gravitational deflection field from
the image to source planes due to the cluster lens is computed on a grid with a spacing of 0.2′′
per pixel. This source to image transformation scales with redshift via the distance ratio
DLS
DOS
and thus only needs to be calculated once. Since the lowest frequency band for which data was
available at the time of this work was the ACS F814W filter, we had less sensitivity to high-
redshift systems which are brightest in the infrared filters. We therefore restricted the area within
which to search for lensed galaxies to the area enclosed by the z = 7 critical line.
A thorough inspection of all faint galaxies in this region was carried out, as well as a search
for sensible potential counter images. Starting from the pre-HFF set of 47 multiple images, likely
multiple image systems were added and tested against the predictions with LENSTOOL. Once a
new set of secure identifications was obtained, the model was updated and used to predict the
positions of more counter-images for multiple image candidates. After several iterations of this
process, a total of 194 multiple images stemming from 68 background sources were identi-
fied, making it the largest number of multiple images found for a single cluster lens. Figure 6.1
shows a 3-colour image of the core of MACSJ0416 with the multiple image detections super-
imposed. Systems securely classified as multiple images are denoted by cyan circles, with the
less certain multiple image candidates shown in magenta (45 images). The positions of all mul-
tiple image systems are provided in Table C.1. The image identification is in the form {source
no.}.{component}, i.e. the third image belonging to the second system has the ID 2.3. Fourteen
systems consist of an obvious pair, with the third counter image being less certain often due to
minor differences in colour or brightness between counter images (see §5.3.2), or a difference
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Figure 6.1: Composite F435W, F606W, and F814W HST/ACS image of the core of MACSJ0416
showing all multiple images. Secure identifications which were used to optimise the HFF mass
model are shown by cyan circles (149 images). Magenta squares indicate the multiple image
candidates (45 images). The best-fit mass model mass contours are superimposed in white. The
green dashed boxes indicate the regions shown in Figure 6.2. Source: Adapted from Jauzac et al.
(2014).
between observed and predicted position.
MACSJ0416 is host to several lensing arcs and arc-like features. One of the challenges
hindering the correct identification of multiple image systems is the blending of several images
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Figure 6.2: Composite (F435W, F606W, F814W) HST image zoomed in on arc-like features
in MACSJ0416. Left: Typical lensing arc created by the blending of two multiple images of
the same source, in this case system 11. The similar colours of images 1 and 2 are a good
indication that they belong to the same source. Right: This arc-like feature is in fact made up of
images from two securely identified systems: 17 (third image) and 18 (second image). Further
visual inspection of the arc shows that it is also comprised of several other unidentified images
indicated by the white arrows. Colour differences between different sections of an arc can assist
in separating the features into images from different systems.
into the same arc. In some cases the arc is the result of lensing a single system, an example
of which is shown in the left panel of Figure 6.2. The first and second images of multiply-
lensed system 11 are almost blended together into one continuous arc. In this case the galaxy
being lensed is close to the caustic at its redshift, and the critical line at the source redshift
will lie between the two images, equidistant from each. The position of the critical line is one
way to estimate the redshift of the source, in this case z11 ≈ 1.1. Other cases exist where the
observed arc is actually composed of several images from different systems and it is merely
coincidental that they form an arc-like feature in the image plane. With the right compromise
between brightness and contrast of all the filters, the arc can be visually broken up into several
parts by variations in brightness, colour, or a combination of the two. An example of this is
shown in the right panel of Figure 6.2. The brightest image belongs to system 17 and the blue
image at the end of the arc belongs to system 18. If the filters are not adjusted correctly, these
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two images may appear very similar. A well-calibrated model should be able to reject the case
when these two positions are assumed to be part of the same system. Looking closer at this arc,
note that it is made up of at least three other images indicated by the white arrows. These have
not as yet been identified as multiple images.
6.1.1.3 Lens modelling
Although 194 images were identified at the time of this analysis, corresponding to 68 background
galaxies, some of these identifications are less certain and, in terms of constraining the HFF mass
model, are considered multiple image candidates and candidate systems. Thus only fully secure
identifications are used in the lens mass modelling, amounting to 57 systems lensed over 149
images, still the largest number achieved in lensing studies to date. A system is considered
secure if: (i) there is no observable colour difference between the counter images, (ii) in the
case of resolved images, the counter images have morphological similarities, and (iii) the set of
images are in a sensible geometric configuration (see §5.3.1). Although there has been a three-
fold increase in the number of multiple images compared to the pre-HFF set from Richard et al.
(2014), the new images are not in a significantly different region of the cluster and therefore
the improved mass model discussed below doesn’t radially extend far past the pre-HFF model.
However, the vast increase in numbers does significantly improve the precision of the lens model
of the cluster inner core.
Initial HST images showed a bimodality in the cluster core, which may indicate a merging
state. X-ray observations of MACSJ0416 confirmed this to be a merging cluster, with a bimodal
X-ray surface brightness profile (Mann and Ebeling, 2012). The light distribution exhibits similar
characteristics: it is elongated along the NE/SW direction and hosts two cD-type galaxies. It is
therefore sensible to initialise the mass model with two cluster-scale dark matter halos, each
centred on one of the cD galaxies. The centres of the halos are allowed to vary within 20′′ of the
corresponding galaxy light peak (see §5.5.2.1). Priors on the other PIEMD parameters are set as
follows:





• core radius: 1′′ < rcore < 30′′,
• velocity dispersion: 600 km/s < σ < 3000 km/s, and
• cut-off radius (strong lensing analysis): rcut = 1000 kpc.
We fix the cut-off radius to 1 Mpc for the strong lensing analysis, as strong lensing alone doesn’t
probe the mass distribution outside the multiple image region. Added to these large scale halos
are 98 galaxy-scale halos to incorporate the lensing perturbations by cluster members. As per
the recipe presented in §5.5.2.2, the parameters of these subhalos are set to those of the associ-
ated galaxy. Using the secure multiple images, the free model parameters are optimised using
LENSTOOL.
Although the large number of multiple images is an impressive achievement showing the
power of deep HST imaging, it also presents a technical challenge for the model optimisation
in the image plane. In §5.5.1, the RATE parameter was introduced for an annealed MCMC
method which controlled the speed at which the MCMC process converged. The usual choice in
LENSTOOL is RATE = 0.1. However, the vast increase in multiple images, and therefore model
constraints, causes a large increase in computational time required for convergence, even with
the annealed method. A value of 0.4 was chosen to combat this issue, although this meant that
less of the multi-dimensional parameter space was sampled, increasing the risk of missing the
best-fit region.
The final best-fit model in the image plane is extremely successful in predicting image po-
sitions (see §5.5.1), with a positional RMS, the difference between observed and predicted po-
sitions of the images, of 0.68′′. Putting this level of precision into perspective, Abell 1689 had
the previous best positional RMS errors of 3.2′′ (Broadhurst et al., 2005), 2.7′′ (Halkola et al.,
2006), and 2.87′′ (Limousin et al., 2007). Although the pre-HFF results for MACSJ0416 have
lower RMS values than those for A1689, they’re still at least a factor of two higher than our HFF
results (1.37′′ to 1.89′′; Zitrin et al., 2013). The best-fit parameters for the HFF mass model are
provided in Table 6.1.
To check the results of the best-fit image plane mass model, a source plane optimisation is run
with the usual RATE parameter of 0.1. This checks the robustness of the model when more of the
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Table 6.1: Best-fit PIEMD parameters for the two cluster-scale dark matter halos in the
MACSJ0416 HFF mass model. All errors are the 1σ uncertainties. Parameters in brackets are not
optimised. The reference magnitude for scaling relations ismagF814W = 19.8. Masses are quoted
within an aperture of 20′′ (∼100 kpc). a With respect to α = 64.0381013, δ = −24.0674860.
Clump 1 Clump 2 L∗ elliptical galaxy
∆RA (arcsec)a -4.5+0.7−0.6 24.5
+0.5
−0.4 –
∆DEC (arcsec)a 1.5+0.5−0.6 -44.5
+0.6
−0.8 –
ε 0.7 ± 0.02 0.70 ± 0.02 –
θ (degrees) 58.0+0.7−1.2 37.4 ± 0.4 –
rcore (kpc) 77.8+4.1−4.6 103.3 ± 4.7 [0.15]
rcut (kpc) [1000] [1000] 29.5+7.4−4.3
σ (km s−1) 779+22−20 955
+17
−22 147.9 ± 6.2
M(1013M) 6.02 ± 0.09 6.12 ± 0.09 –
parameter space is explored, as well as enabling a redshift estimation for all 68 multiply-lensed
systems/candidates. The source plane results are fully consistent with those of the image plane.
The redshift estimates for each system (other than those that are spectroscopically confirmed) are
listed in Table C.1. The 68 sources lie in an estimated redshift range of 1.0 to 5.9. The lack of
near-infrared passbands at the time of the analysis did not allow us to investigate higher redshift
lensed objects, as they will only be visible in ACS/F814W and the WFC3 bands (see Atek et al.,
2014, 2015b,a) following the drop-out technique.
The assumption of bimodality that was the starting point of the mass model structure is tested
by adding a large-scale halo for the third brightest cluster member and re-running the mass
model. The resultant best-fit model gives a positional RMS difference of 0.86′′, 20% higher
than in the original best-fit model. The increase is interpreted as a third large-scale mode being
unnecessary and in fact unsupported by the current observational constraints.
Finally, to determine a strong lensing mass for MACSJ0416, the mass map produced by the
best-fit model is integrated in annuli centred on some chosen coordinates. In this case the centre
was chosen to be α = 64.0364, δ = −24.0718, such that all multiple images are encompassed
by a 60′′-radius circle centred on this point. The 2D projected mass within this aperture is M(<
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320h−1kpc) = (3.26±0.03)×1014M and the mass within a 200 kpc radius isM(< 200kpc) =
(1.60 ± 0.01) × 1014M. These results show that the deep HFF images are indeed producing
high-precision mass estimates of cluster lenses.
6.1.2 Combined multi-wavelength results
The bulk of the work done on MACSJ0416 for this thesis is on the strong lensing analysis of
the cluster core, and in particular the identification of multiple images. A combined weak- and
strong-lensing analysis has been conducted, using the results from the previous section, and com-
bined with optical and X-ray data to constrain the geometry and history of the merger occurring
in this cluster (Jauzac et al., 2015a). For clarity and completeness the results of this analysis are
summarised below.
6.1.2.1 Combined weak- and strong-lensing analysis
The weak lensing constraints are based on shape measurements in the HFF ACS/F814W band
image. We use a similar method for identifying cluster members and foreground objects as
Jauzac et al. (2012). These unlensed sources contaminate the observed shear measurement and
thus reduce the significance of all parameters derived from it. By using CLASH photometry from
HST images in 16 passbands, as well as colour-colour diagrams from the three HFF ACS images,
we remove 88% of the contaminating sources. The shape measurements are carried out using an
adaptation of the RRG method of Rhodes et al. (2000), which measures the size and ellipticity of
all galaxies in the field after interfering sources are removed. The final weak-lensing catalogue
comprises 714 background galaxies, corresponding to a density of ∼ 100 galaxies per square
arcminute. This is almost double the weakly-lensed galaxy density of the pre-HFF analysis
(Richard et al., 2014). The increase is not as large as for the strong lensing multiple images
(factor of 4) since the deeper HFF images reveal more contaminants, for example more blue
dwarf cluster members, to the weak lensing signal.
To incorporate the weak lensing constraints into the lens model discussed in §6.1.1.3, we add
a grid-based model using Radial Basis Functions (RBFs) to trace the mass distribution outside
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the inner core of the cluster. The updated model therefore combines a parametric approach
in the cluster core to provide high resolution, with a non-parametric approach in the cluster
outskirts to allow for more flexibility in this region. The model is composed of two cluster-scale
halos (C1 and C2) and 146 galaxy-scale halos, covering the entire ACS field-of-view. Each
RBF’s radial profile is modelled with a PIEMD potential (Elı́asdóttir et al., 2009), with only
the amplitudes allowed to vary. Following Jullo and Kneib (2009), core and cut radii are set
to the distance between a RBF and its closest neighbour, and triple the core radius, respectively.
Further constraints on the best-fit model are provided by the CLASH photometry which provided
a photometric redshift for 236 of the galaxies in the weak lensing catalogue.
The reconstructed mass distribution for MACSJ0416 using both strong- and weak-lensing
constraints is shown by white contours in Figure 6.3. The surface mass distribution is bimodal
and elongated in the NE-SW direction, with little substructure away from the major axis. The
updated mass distribution is more elliptical than that obtained in the strong lensing-only analysis,
which implies that the strong lensing model under-predicted the mass density as well as the shear
in the outer regions of the cluster. The global cluster centre is defined to be the same as in the
strong lensing analysis: α = 64.0364 deg, δ = −24.0718 deg, marked by a yellow cross in
Figure 6.3. The combined weak- and strong- lensing analysis enables a mass measurement out
to 950 kpc,M(R < 950 kpc) = (1.15±0.07)×1015h−170 M. When comparing against the strong
lensing-only mass of MSL(R < 320 kpc) = (3.26± 0.03)× 1014h−170 M, the combined lensing
analysis agrees with the values but achieves a lower precision: MWL+SL(R < 320 kpc) =
(3.15± 0.13)× 1014h−170 M. The joint analysis value is less precise as weak lensing constraints
are already relevant at this distance from the cluster centre.
The joint weak- and strong-lensing mass reconstruction reveals two new substructures in the
outskirts of the cluster, labelled S1 and S2 in orange in Figure 6.3. These structures are detected at
high significance (7.5σ and 7.3σ, respectively), with one of them seemingly linked to the cluster
itself. Their projected masses (estimated within∼ 100 kpc) are typical of galaxy groups: MS1 =
(4.22 ± 0.56) × 1013h−170 M and MS2 = (1.50 ± 0.20) × 1013h−170 M, respectively. Although
there is no obvious indication that S2 is a galaxy group, S1 coincides with an overdensity in the












Figure 6.3: Three-colour (F814W, F606W, F435W) HST image of MACSJ0416. Mass con-
tours from the combined strong- and weak-lensing analysis are shown in bold white, adaptively
smoothed X-ray contours in the 0.77 keV band from Chandra are shown in dashed red, and yel-
low contours indicate the light distribution. Substructures S1 and S2 are marked with orange
crosses while the two X-ray peaks, labelled X1 and X2, are marked by cyan crosses. Source:
Jauzac et al. (2015a).
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6.1.2.2 Optical and X-ray cluster analysis
Following Jauzac et al. (2012), we measure the stellar mass distribution, M∗, across the field
of view using the F814W band image. K-band galaxy luminosities LK are estimated from the
F814W magnitudes using empirical relations. These are then used with the Arnouts et al. (2007)
relation for inactive (red) galaxies, logM∗/LK = az + b, to determine an average mass-to-light
ratio of M∗/LK = 0.99 ± 0.03M/L over the image. This process assumes a Salpeter initial
mass function and relation parameters a = −0.18± 0.03 and b = −0.05± 0.03. The total stellar
mass is computed to be M∗ = (3.10± 0.01)× 1013h−170 M.
Using shallow Chandra data (53 ks), we obtain an exposure-corrected, adaptively smoothed,
0.7-7 keV band X-ray image of MACSJ0416. The X-ray contours are shown as red dashed
contours in Figure 6.3. The overall X-ray morphology is elongated in the same direction as
the mass distribution and reveals two peaks (X1 and X2), the former coinciding with the C1
mass concentration identified in the lensing analysis. The X-ray peak X2 is offset from the
second mass concentration, C2, by ∼ 15′′to the SW, indicating a pronounced offset between the
dark matter and the gas. There is no X-ray counterpart for the newly identified substructure
S1 which may indicate that this structure is non-virialised and possibly part of a large-scale
filament almost aligned with the line of sight. From the X-ray data, we determine an average
ICM temperature of kT = 11.0+1.4−1.3 keV, an Fe abundance of 0.20
+0.09
−0.08Z, and a gas mass of
Mgas(R < 1 Mpc) = (8.6± 0.7)× 1013h−170 M.
The fraction profiles of stars, gas, and baryons (stars + gas) in MACSJ0416 are shown in
the left panel of 6.4. From the stellar and gas fractions, a baryon fraction of fb(R < 1 Mpc) =
0.099 ± 0.008 is calculated. This value is 5σ below the cosmological value measured by the
Planck collaboration (Planck Collaboration et al., 2014c), and is also inconsistent with that mea-
sured by Mantz et al. (2014), who used galaxy clusters as cosmological probes.
Finally, using spectroscopic redshifts from Ebeling et al. (2014) and from a VLT programme
(ObsID: 186 A-0798; Balestra et al., 2015), we investigate the redshift distributions of sources
in the regions of the two main mass concentrations, C1 and C2, as well as the substructures
S1 and S2. The redshift distributions for the various components are shown in the right panel
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Figure 6.4: Left: Fraction of baryons fb (black circles), stars f∗ (green asterisks), and gas fgas
(red diamonds) within MACSJ0416. Over-plotted are the baryon fractions measured by Planck
(fb = Ωb/Ωm = 0.1551 ± 0.0055, solid line) and by Mantz et al. (2014) (fb = Ωb/Ωm =
0.14± 0.02, dashed line). Right: Spectroscopic redshift distribution of galaxies in the HST/ACS
field of view of MACSJ0416. The red (blue) histogram shows the redshift distribution in the NE
(SW) section of the field. The redshift distribution for substructure S1 is shown by the green
histogram. Source: Jauzac et al. (2015a).
of Figure 6.4. The cluster as a whole has an average redshift of z = 0.3980 and a velocity
dispersion of 740 km s−1, based on 106 spectroscopic redshifts. C1 and C2 are found to be
separated along the line of sight, with average redshifts of 0.3990 and 0.3966 respectively. With
no redshift information for galaxies within 15′′ of the centre of S2, we are unable to estimate a
redshift for this substructure. However, using six spectroscopic redshifts within 13′′ of its centre,
we determine an average redshift of z = 0.3944 for substructure S1.
6.1.2.3 Merger geometry and history
In order to probe the merger history and geometry of MACSJ0416, we combine the above multi-
wavelength measurements to constrain the interactions between the separate components. There
are two possible scenarios for the observed merger which differ primarily in terms of whether the
system is observed in a pre- or post-merger state. These are schematically represented in Figure
6.5. Both scenarios take the NE mass component (C1) to be the most massive structure.
In the first scenario, the cluster is observed close to first core passage, with the second mass
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Figure 6.5: Schematic of the two hypothesised merger scenarios in a face-on view of the plane
of the collision. The dotted red line marks the trajectory of C2 in the first scenario. The solid red
line represents the second (preferred) scenario. Source: Jauzac et al. (2015a).
component, C2, approaching C1 at a significant impact parameter from the large-scale filamen-
tary structure associated with S1 (dotted red line in Figure 6.5). In this case, the projected spatial
differences between the dark matter, X-ray gas, and cluster galaxies of C2 are due, in part, to the
fact that lensing mass reconstructions show the projected mass along the line of sight, regardless
of the dynamical state of the structures. With C1 not yet disturbed, the offset between X-ray and
lensing mass contours of C2 can be explained by ram pressure stripping.
In the second scenario, the cluster has already undergone an initial merger, with C2 approach-
ing C1 for the second time (solid red line in Figure 6.5). Here, C2 originated from the NE, passed
C1 with a low impact parameter, before being pulled back towards the main component for a sec-
ond time. In this case the core of C1 would be significantly disrupted by the first core crossing,
but due to the viewing angle, any resulting X-ray tracers would be projected onto the core. The
filamentary structure S1 may be behind the cluster along the line of sight (as depicted in Figure
6.5), or well in front of it, outside of the virial radius.
We favour the second scenario on the basis of multi-phase gas being evident in the ICM
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coinciding with the core of C1. The two hypotheses predict different X-ray structures around
C1 and the intervening region between C2. As such, deep X-ray observations, which allow the
detection of merger signatures such as shock fronts, cold cores, and sloshing gas, will be able to
test and distinguish between the scenarios. Recent deep Chandra data favours the first scenario
as the new X-ray data reveals X-ray cavities in the non-cool core NE component (Ogrean et al.,
2015).
6.2 MACSJ1149.6+2223
The first strong lensing analyses of MACSJ1149.6+2223 (z=0.544; hereafter MACSJ1149) were
based on shallow HST imaging with ACS (Smith et al., 2009; Zitrin and Broadhurst, 2009; Zitrin
et al., 2011) and revealed a cluster with a very complex core which is host to a spectacular triply
lensed face-on spiral at z = 1.491 (Smith et al., 2009). This massive cluster was also selected as
a CLASH target, and thus got HST data spanning from the UV up to the near-infrared. This data
led to an updated strong lensing analysis (Rau et al., 2014) and the discovery of a high-redshift,
z = 9.6, singly lensed galaxy close to the cluster core (Zheng et al., 2012). MACSJ1149 was also
observed with WFC3 in November 2014 as part of the Grism Lens-Amplified Survey from Space
(GLASS) programme, leading to one of the most beautiful and interesting discoveries made with
the HFF project, SN Refsdal. Kelly et al. (2015) discovered a lensed supernova (named SN
Refsdal) in one of the face-on spiral images, making it the first observational confirmation of an
event that’s been predicted since the sixties (e.g. Refsdal, 1964; Kovner and Paczynski, 1988).
Previously only candidates for lensed supernova had been reported (Goobar et al., 2009; Quimby
et al., 2014; Patel et al., 2014).
The most recent data on this cluster was obtained as part of the HFF campaign and is com-
prised of observations over all seven HFF passbands using both the WFC3 and ACS instruments.
The self-calibrated data (version v1.0) from STScI is used in the following HFF analysis, which
combines all HST data available for MACSJ1149. This combined data amounts to 18, 10, and
42 orbits with ACS for the F435W, F606W, and F814W filters respectively, and 25, 20.5, 20,
and 34.5 orbits with WFC3 for the F105W, F125W, F140W, and F160W filters respectively.
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The limiting magnitude of this data is magAB = 29 for all seven filters, typical of ultra-deep
field observations. The final images have a pixel size of 0.03′′. In the following I will discuss
the strong lensing HFF analysis of MACSJ1149 (Jauzac et al., 2015c), focusing on the multiple
image identification and mass modelling.
6.2.1 The pre-HFF mass model
There are several pre-HFF lensing studies of MACSJ1149 (Smith et al., 2009; Zitrin and Broad-
hurst, 2009; Zitrin et al., 2011; Rau et al., 2014; Richard et al., 2014; Johnson et al., 2014; Coe
et al., 2014; Sharon and Johnson, 2015; Oguri, 2015; Diego et al., 2015b)4, each of which pro-
vide a mass model to initialise the HFF analysis of this cluster. The following analysis uses the
pre-HFF model produced by Richard et al. (2014), following a similar approach as that discussed
in §6.1.1.1 for MACSJ0416.
In Richard et al. (2014), small-scale dark matter clumps are associated with each of the spec-
troscopically confirmed cluster members (for MACSJ1149, taken from Ebeling et al., 2014) and
large-scale dark matter clumps are associated with prominent concentrations of cluster galaxies.
Each dark matter clump is described by a dPIEMD potential (Richard et al., 2009; Limousin
et al., 2012). There are two models, optimised by strong lensing only, or combined strong- and
weak-lensing constraints, respectively. Here we use only strong lensing constraints to optimise
the pre-HFF MACSJ1149 mass model from Richard et al. (2014), which consists of four cluster-
scale dark matter potentials. These constraints are the multiple images from Smith et al. (2009),
three of which have spectroscopic redshifts, combined with six new images identified by Zitrin
et al. (2011), and extended to 35 multiple images, produced by 12 background galaxies in the
redshift range 1.31 < z < 2.61, by further model optimisations by Richard et al. (2014).
6.2.2 Multiple images
Following the procedure used for MACSJ0416, before searching for new multiple images, the
gravitational deflection field for MACSJ1149 was computed once, using a grid spacing of 0.2′′
4Diego et al. (2015b) also used a third of the HFF data.
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per pixel, and the region in which to search for multiple images was restricted to that enclosed
by the critical line at z = 7.
After several meticulous searches of the cluster region, and many iterations of testing pre-
dictions and updating the mass model, 30 new multiple images were identified, increasing the
number of multiple images to 65, produced by 22 background galaxies. Figure 6.6 shows a
3-colour (F814W, F606W, and F435W) image of MACSJ1149 with multiple image detections
superimposed. Although this almost doubles the pre-HFF count, the final number of multiple
images is disappointing when compared to the results of the HFF analyses on the first two HFF
clusters: 51 systems in MACSJ0416 (Jauzac et al., 2014, 2015a, ; §6.1) and 34 systems in A2744
(Jauzac et al., 2015b). Jauzac et al. (2015c) investigated the evolution with source redshift of the
image plane surface area within which multiple images are expected for all HFF clusters. The
overall shape of the curves shown in Figure 6.7 is very similar for two thirds of the HFF clus-
ters. However, the curves for MACSJ1149 and MACSJ0717, the two highest-redshift clusters,
exhibit a different evolution. Their curves start at much lower surface areas at zS = 1, but the
surface area increases rapidly, leading to much steeper curves than those of the other four HFF
clusters. Jauzac et al. (2015c) argue that the differing trend for these two clusters is linked to
their complex and extended morphology, which causes disjoint critical lines at low redshift and
thus creating a disadvantage for lensing low redshift background galaxies. At higher redshifts,
when the critical lines join, complex clusters gain on simpler ones in terms of multiple image
surface area, however these higher redshift systems are more difficult to identify, even in deep
HST images, due to their intrinsically faint nature (Atek et al., 2014, 2015b,a; McLeod et al.,
2015; Ishigaki et al., 2015; Wilkins et al., 2016). Of all the HFF clusters, MACSJ1149 has the
smallest area for multiply imaging background galaxies at redshifts zS < 3, and this may account
for the relatively low number of HFF multiple images identified.
In addition to the 65 multiple images, the face-on spiral hosting the lensed supernova SN
Refsdal (source 1, discussed in §6.2.4) is decomposed into 24 separately identifiable features
(Rau et al., 2014), those being the brightest components of the spiral. The supernova SN Refsdal
has 6 multiple images: one in image 1.3, which appeared years ago and is no longer visible; one
in image 1.1 that has been quadruply-imaged by a cluster member; and one to appear in image 1.2
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Figure 6.6: 3-colour HST/ACS (F814W, F606W, F435W) image of MACSJ1149 showing all
multiple image identifications used to optimise the lens model (65 images, red and orange cir-
cles). The orange circles indicate images with a spectroscopic redshift from either GMOS or
MUSE. Background sources with a MUSE redshift are indicated by yellow circles. System #1
is split into 24 individual sources at the same redshift, not labelled on the figure for clarity (see
Table C.2 for their coordinates). Critical lines at z = 1.49, and z = 7.0 are shown in white. The
green rectangle highlights the VLT/MUSE field of view. The top left inset shows a close-up view
of the Northern component of the cluster (Clump #4 in Table 6.2). North is up and East is left.
Source: Jauzac et al. (2015c).
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Figure 6.7: Evolution of the surface area in the image plane within which multiple images are
observed, as a function of the source redshift. Source: Jauzac et al. (2015c).
at some future time. The four visible supernova images are labelled S1, S2, S3, and S4, following
the same notation as Kelly et al. (2015), Sharon and Johnson (2015), and Oguri (2015). Figure
6.9 in §6.2.4 shows the three images of the lensed spiral galaxy, with bright features identified
by orange circles, and supernova images (both visible and predicted) indicated by red circles.
The separate spiral galaxy features, along with the four visible images of SN Refsdal, are
added to the list of images used to optimise the lens model. The full list of identified multiple
images and other constraints used to optimise the lens model is provided in Appendix C, Table
C.2.
To test the reliability of the multiple image identifications, a flux-χ2 statistic was used to
quantify the probability of two images originating from the same source (Mahler et al., 2015) by
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whereN is the total number of filters, fi and σi are the fluxes and errors in the i-th filter, and α is
the minimisation factor rescaling both SEDs. Acceptable values (χ2photo ∼ 1–3) were found for
most of the images. Slightly higher values were found for sources whose photometry was con-
taminated by bright nearby sources. The one exception is image 3.3 which was identified in the
pre-HFF images. Based on predictions of its position and morphology from a lensing model con-
strained by 3.1 and 3.2 only, 3.3 appears to be the most plausible counter image for this system,
however this image has a significant χ2photo value of 51. Figure 6.8 shows the comparison between
the observed multiple images of system 3 in composite HST ACS/WFC3 3-colour, and the corre-
sponding predicted image morphologies (based on a source matching 3.1) in monochrome. The
predicted locations and morphologies of systems 3.2 and 3.3 are a close match with the identi-
fied counterparts, however the colour of 3.3 is reddened compared to the other images. If the
magnitude difference due to lensing amplification is ignored, the flux difference between images
3.1 and 3.3 in all filters follows a reddening curve that’s readily modelled by a Milky Way (MW;
Allen, 1976) or Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC; Bouchet et al., 1985; Prevot et al., 1984) extinc-
tion curve. Dust extinction has been reported in the outskirts of clusters (e.g. Chelouche et al.,
2007) but in the case of system 3.3, dust extinction by an intervening galaxy in front of or behind
the cluster cannot be ruled out. Although the significant colour difference between 3.3 and the
other two images would usually lead to treating this image as only a candidate, it is included in
the optimisation of the lens model due to the strength of the above predictions.
The multiple image identifications have also been improved with more extensive redshift
constraints. Only three pre-HFF systems were spectroscopically confirmed: z1 = 1.491, z2 =
1.894, and z3 = 2.497 (Smith et al., 2009). We used spectroscopic data from GMOS on Gemini
North to fix the redshifts for known multiple images, as well as measure new redshifts for those
sources. This allowed us to have fewer free parameters in the model, as well as to constrain the
parameter space that would be explored by LENSTOOL which lessened the computational time
in optimising the model. The new spectroscopic data led to updated redshifts for systems 1 and
3 (z1 = 1.4888 and z3 = 3.128), as well as new spectroscopic redshifts for systems 4, 5, 9, and
22: z4 = 2.95, z5 = 2.79, z9 = 0.981 and z22 = 3.216.
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of predicted vs observed images for system 3 in MACSJ1149. Top
panels: HST ACS/WFC3 composite colour images of the multiple images of system 3 (F814W,
F105W, and F160W filters as RGB). Bottom panels: Monochrome simulated images showing
the predicted morphology of multiple images from a source matching image 3.1. Source: Jauzac
et al. (2015c).
In addition, we used data from MUSE on the Very large Telescope (VLT) to provide red-
shifts for multiple images, as well as many of the singly-imaged sources in the field. This new
spectroscopy confirmed the lens model predictions of the singly imaged background sources, as
at their redshifts they couldn’t be multiply lensed. It also provided an extra level of rejection
criteria for potential new multiple images during the iterative search mentioned above.
6.2.3 Lens modelling
The HFF mass model of MACSJ1149 is set up in a similar way to that of MACSJ0416, namely
using a parametric model where dark matter potentials are described by dPIEMDs and are defined
as either cluster-scale, to model large-scale mass distributions, or galaxy-scale, to incorporate
small-scale lensing perturbations. For galaxy-scale halos, the dPIEMD parameters of rcore, rcut,
and σ are fixed to the light distribution of the corresponding cluster member and empirical scaling
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relations are assumed in order to relate the dynamical dPIEMD parameters to the observed galaxy
luminosity (see §5.5.2.2). For an L∗ galaxy, priors on the dynamical parameters are set to be
100km/s < σ∗ < 250 km/s and r∗cut < 70 kpc.
The pre-HFF mass model discussed in §6.2.1 is the starting point for this new lens model,
however an extra cluster-scale halo south-east of the cluster BCG is added, bringing the to-
tal number of cluster-scale halos to five. This additional halo is confirmed as necessary by a
lower RMS value and improved χ2 compared to the pre-HFF model. The positions of these
cluster-scale halos are allowed to vary within 20′′ of the associated light peak and the elliptici-
ties, described by ε =
a2 − b2
a2 + b2
are limited to ε < 0.7. As in the MACSJ0416 model, the cut-off
radius is fixed at rcut = 1000 kpc as only strong lensing is being incorporated. Finally, the core
radius and velocity dispersion for each cluster-scale halo is restricted to the following values:
1′′< rcore < 35′′, and 100km/s < σ < 2000 km/s.
The model is completed by adding galaxy-scale halos of 216 likely cluster members (Richard
et al., 2014) as well as an additional two galaxy-scale halos to model the perturbations due to the
cluster BCG (clump #6 in Table 6.2), and the cluster member responsible for quadruply-lensing
SN Refsdal in image 1.1 (clump #7 in Table 6.2).
This model is optimised with LENSTOOL using the list of multiple images and redshift con-
straints given in Table C.2. The final best-fit parameters for the five cluster-scale halos and the
two additional galaxy-scale halos are provided in Table 6.2. The best-fit model has a positional
RMS error of 0.91′′ which is a little higher than the one obtained by the Richard et al. (2014)
model. One of the contributing factors to this is the high individual χ2 of image 3.3, however, as
stated above it is still considered a robust identification and included in the optimisation.
In order to determine a lensing mass, a centre position of α = 177.3987300, δ = 22.35290
is chosen for the annuli to integrate over. A 2D cylindrical mass of MHFF(R < 500kpc) =
(6.29 ± 0.03) × 1014M is measured within 80′′. This is somewhat lower than the value of
M(R < 500 kpc) = (6.7±0.4)×1014M determined by Smith et al. (2009), but is nevertheless
within their error bars and has a much higher precision. The mass within 30′′ was calculated by
Zitrin et al. (2011) to beM(R < 200kpc) = (1.71±0.20)×1014M which is in good agreement
with the HFF value determined here: MHFF(R < 200 kpc) = (1.840±0.006)×1014M. Again,
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Table 6.2: Best-fit PIEMD parameters for the five cluster-scale dark matter halos in the
MACSJ1149 HFF mass model. Clumps #6 and #7 are galaxy-scale halos that were modelled
separately from the scaling relations to model the BCG of the cluster and the cluster member
responsible for lensing SN Refsdal, respectively. L∗ refers to the L∗ elliptical galaxy. Coordinates
are given with respect to α = 177.3987300, δ = 22.3985290. All errors are the 1σ uncertainties.
Parameters in brackets are not optimised. The reference magnitude for scaling relations is
magF814W = 20.65.
Clump ∆α ∆δ ε θ rcore rcut σ
(arcsec) (arcsec) (degrees) (kpc) (kpc) (km s−1)
#1 -1.95+0.10−0.19 0.17
+0.15
−0.22 0.58 ± 0.01 30.58+0.35−0.51 112.9+3.6−2.1 [1000] 1015+7−6
#2 -28.02+0.26−0.17 -36.02
+0.27
−0.21 0.70 ± 0.02 39.02+2.23−1.9 16.5+2.7−3.9 [1000] 331+13−9
#3 -48.65+0.13−0.49 -51.35
+0.30
−0.22 0.35 ± 0.02 126.48+7.11−4.42 64.2+6.8−9.6 [1000] 286+24−16
#4 17.62+0.28−0.18 46.90
+0.36
−0.28 0.15 ± 0.02 54.66+3.51−4.83 110.5+1.2−2.1 [1000] 688+9−17
#5 -17.22+0.17−0.18 101.85
+0.08
−0.07 0.44 ± 0.05 62.29+5.14−4.61 2.1+0.5−0.1 [1000] 263+8−7





#7 [3.16] [-11.10] 0.22 ± 0.02 103.56+7.09−7.95 [0.15] 43.17+1.34−1.02 152+2−1
L∗ – – – – [0.15] 52.48+2.17−0.89 148
+2
−3
a much higher precision is achieved with the HFF data compared to pre-HFF results.
6.2.4 Time delays and future predictions for SN Refsdal
MACSJ1149 is host to a triply-lensed face-on spiral, system 1 in the list of multiple images.
One of the spiral images (1.1) is host to a supernova (SN), named SN Refsdal by the group
who first identified it, which is lensed into an Einstein cross by a nearby cluster member (Kelly
et al., 2015). The discovery of this supernova led to several pre-HFF strong-lensing analyses of
MACSJ1149 in the attempt to determine the order of appearance of the SN images, as well as the
time delays between them, and when the SN event will appear in the other spiral image (Sharon
and Johnson, 2015; Oguri, 2015; Diego et al., 2015b). The models all predict six multiple images
of SN Refsdal: one in each of the spiral images (SX in 1.2 and SY in 1.3), with that in image 1.1
being quadruply lensed into an Einstein cross formation comprised of images S1, S2, S3, and S4
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Figure 6.9: HST ACS 3-colour images of the multiple images of system 1. Orange circles
highlight the 24 bright features of the spiral used in the mass model. Red circles show the
positions (real or predicted) of the supernova SN Refsdal. Left: Image 1.1 which hosts the
supernova SN Refsdal lensed into an Einstein cross. The component images are labelled as S1,
S2, S3, and S4. Middle: Image 1.2 with SX being the predicted location of SN Refsdal predicted
to appear in January 2016. Right: Image 1.3 with SY being the predicted position of SN Refsdal
that is predicted to have appeared 11.5 years ago. Source: Jauzac et al. (2015c).
(see the left panel in Figure 6.9). The results of these pre-HFF analyses all differ in both the order
of appearance of the multiple images S1 to S4, as well as the time delays between them. The time
delays depend on the slope of the mass profile at the location of the cluster member responsible
for the Einstein cross. This slope can only be truly constrained by the unlikely identification
of the 5th demagnified image of the Einstein cross configuration. The uncertainty on the mass
profile slope is a major contributing factor to the current uncertainties between team results.
The mass model described in the previous section, which is the only current model based on
the full HFF data, can also be used to determine time delays and predictions for the six images
of SN Refsdal. Figure 6.9 shows the observed positions of images making up the Einstein cross
in 1.1, as well as the positions of SX and SY in the other spiral images predicted by this model.
Although this model doesn’t include any time delay constraints, the optimisation does include
the positions of the multiply lensed SN (S1, S2, S3, S4) as well as a dPIEMD potential for the
cluster member (clump #7). Note that the 5th SN multiple image of the Einstein cross is not
detected in this analysis either, and so the best-fit parameters for clump #7 are not as constrained
as they theoretically could be. The results from the three previous analyses are compared with
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Table 6.3: Time delays obtained for each image of SN Refsdal, with S1 as the reference image,
from this model and the three pre-HFF analyses. Subscripts on the time delays refer to the
following analyses: CATS: This model, Jauzac et al. (2015c); SJ15: Sharon and Johnson (2015);
O15: Oguri (2015); D15: Diego et al. (2015b). Time delays are given in days. The positional
information for each image is from the predictions of this model.
Image R.A. Dec. ∆tCATS ∆tSJ15 ∆tO15 ∆tD15
S1 177.39823 22.395628 0.0 0.0 0.0 –
S2 177.39771 22.395628 90 ± 17 2.0 9.2 –
S3 177.39737 22.395542 30 ± 35 -5.0 5.2 –
S4 177.39780 22.395172 -60 ± 41 7.0 22.5 –
SX 177.40024 22.396811 449 ± 45 237+37−50 357.1 376 ± 25
SY 177.40380 22.402149 -4654 ± 358 -4251+369−373 -6193.5 -3325 ± 763
the results from this model in Table 6.3.
The best-fit model with parameters given in Table 6.2 predict the order of appearance of the
SN images to be S4-S1-S3-S2, which is again different to any of the pre-HFF predictions. Us-
ing S1 as a reference, the time delays predicted by this model are ∆tS2−S1 = 90 ± 17 days,
∆tS3−S1 = 30 ± 35 days, and ∆tS2−S1 = −60 ± 41 days, leading to a total delay from appear-
ance of the first to the last image of ∼5 months.This is significantly longer than that predicted
in the pre-HFF models where the total delay is approximately 1.5 months. This difference is
particularly interesting in the case of Sharon and Johnson (2015) as they also used LENSTOOL
for their analysis. One of the main differences between the analyses is the fact that Sharon and
Johnson (2015) used pre-HFF data which means they had fewer multiple images as constraints
and they used the redshift for system 3 from Smith et al. (2009), z3 = 2.497, which has been
updated in this analysis to z3 = 3.128 using the new MUSE data. Running the optimisation of
the pre-HFF mass model of Richard et al. (2014) with both the old and new redshift, the time
delays using the old redshift are indeed shorter than those determined using the updated value.
Thus the erroneous pre-HFF value is expected to have an impact on the difference in time delays
between this model and the pre-HFF analyses.
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All four models predict that SY was the first to appear, with this analysis predicting it ap-
peared ∼13 years before S1, which is in rough agreement with the results from Sharon and
Johnson (2015) and Diego et al. (2015b). SX is predicted to appear in image 1.2 approximately
1.3 years after S1. Assuming S2 appeared in November 2014 (Kelly et al., 2015), SX is there-
fore expected to appear some time between November 2015 and January 2016, which is readily
observable with a reasonable investment of time and resources.
Note, however, that only photometric follow-up observations of SN Refsdal will constrain the
true time delays between the six predicted images. Once secure time delays are obtained, they
can be included in the optimisation of the lens model and thus enable the characterisation of the
lensing galaxy (clump #7) to unprecedented precision. This in turn will allow for the study of
the stellar and dark matter distribution within the galaxy, which would significantly augment the
effort to determine the nature of dark matter (Massey et al., 2015).
CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION
Galaxy clusters are unique laboratories in which to study astrophysical processes as well as the
evolution of the Universe. There are several observational probes of clusters. Low-frequency
radio observations may reveal diffuse cluster emission which can be used to study the magnetic
fields and cosmic ray processes in the intracluster medium. At higher frequencies, gravitational
lensing analyses of deep optical images can constrain the dark matter content and distribution
within the cluster lenses to high precision.
In chapter two we provided a background to diffuse radio emission in galaxy clusters and
discussed the observational properties of the three main classifications of this diffuse emission,
namely radio halos, radio relics, and mini-halos. In addition we introduced the current com-
peting theories for the formation of radio halos and highlighted the observational link between
dynamically disturbed clusters and diffuse radio emission.
In chapter three we introduced our observing sample of eight clusters taken from the equa-
torial Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT) cluster catalogue and discussed our new radio ob-
servations aimed at detecting radio halos in these clusters. We presented our data reduction
procedure which used ionospheric modelling to correct direction-dependent phase errors. We
detected a giant radio halo in only one of our targets, with no evidence of diffuse emission in
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the remaining clusters. We determined radio halo power upper limits for the latter systems by
injecting simulated halos into the calibrated data. For our high redshift clusters we measured
radio power upper limits that lie slightly below to slightly above the radio power-mass correla-
tion. Finally, we noted two radio galaxies which are visible in the two of our cluster fields which
are interesting systems to follow up. The low radio halo detection rate in our sample is likely
due to the dynamical state of the clusters, most of which appear to be relaxed systems based on
recent optical substructure measurements. Low frequency radio observations of a large (∼100)
complete SZ-selected cluster sample would provide a statistical test of the effect of SZ-selection
on the detection rate of diffuse emission. Such a study could be undertaken with the large sample
of new clusters detected by the new polarization-sensitive instrument on ACT, ACTPol.
In chapter four we presented a multi-wavelength study on the single cluster in our sample
which hosts diffuse cluster emission, ACT-CL J0256.5+0006. We presented radio observational
results at two frequencies and detected a giant radio halo in this system, making it one of the
lowest-mass clusters found to host such emission. Furthermore, the detected halo was found to
agree well with correlations from the literature. We investigated the presence of cluster dynami-
cal substructure using archival X-ray imaging, and optical spectroscopic redshift measurements,
concluding that ACT-CL J0256.5+0006 is composed of two subcluster components with a 7:4
mass ratio. Using the observed projected separation and line-of-sight velocity difference between
components, we constructed a simple merger model to constrain the merger geometry, for which
we found two possible cases. The merger model allowed us to estimate a time-scale for the clus-
ter merger. We compared our results to magnetohydrodynamical simulations and concluded that
ACT-CL J0256.5+0006 is observed close to, but before, first core crossing when we would expect
the radio halo to be “switching on”. Future multi-wavelength merger analyses of the complete
sample of clusters hosting radio halos would be extremely beneficial in terms of understanding
the dynamical environment producing the radio emission. Moreover, new and upcoming high-
sensitivity instruments such as LOFAR and the SKA will enable detections of fainter diffuse
emission in lower mass or higher redshift clusters which will improve our understanding of the
physical processes driving the emission.
In chapter five we provided the background and basic theory related to cluster gravitational
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lensing in both the strong- and weak-lensing regimes. In addition, we discussed mass modelling
techniques used to obtain cluster lensing mass measurements from strong lensing observational
constraints. We focused on the parametric technique implemented in the LENSTOOL software.
In the final chapter we presented the gravitational lensing analysis of two clusters observed
as part of the Hubble Frontier Fields (HFF) program. The deep HFF images resulted in lensing
mass measurements with percent-level precision for the first time. For MACSJ0416.1−2403, we
discussed the identification of∼200 multiple images in the HFF data and the resulting lens model
which they constrained. We then summarised the combined strong- and weak-lensing results for
this cluster and discussed the merger history and geometry constrained by joint optical and X-ray
analyses. Two possible scenarios were presented. Deep X-ray observations are required in order
to test and distinguish between them. For MACSJ1149.6+2223, we discussed the HFF strong
lensing multiple image identification and mass modelling. In addition, we investigated the time
delays and future predictions for the lensed supernova observed in one of the multiply imaged
galaxies. We predicted the next supernova image to appear between November 2015 and January
2016. With additional HFF data on this cluster now available, the strong lensing constraints on
the mass model can potentially be extended to include fainter multiple images, in addition to
being combined with a weak lensing analysis in order to expand the mass model out to larger
radii.
7.1 Future Work
Radio and optical gravitational lensing observations are both powerful tools to investigate the
galaxy cluster environment, providing complementary information about the dynamics and phys-
ical processes occurring in clusters. When combined with other wavelength data such as X-ray,
SZ, and optical spectroscopy, the dynamical state of the cluster can be determined and, in the
case of a merging system, the dynamics and geometry of the merger can be investigated.
An extension to this work would be to collect and analyse multiwavelength data for the
entire ACT cluster sample. This would allow us to investigate the statistics of an SZ-selected
cluster sample in terms of cluster dynamical state, as well as to improve our understanding of
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the mechanisms involved in merger events and whether there is any evolution in their properties
over large ranges in redshift or mass.
A first step towards this goal would be to observe a complete sample of SZ-selected clusters
from ACTPol with the ultra-sensitive instrument MeerKAT over the next few years. ACTPol
surveys a larger area than previous ACT programmes and is providing scores of new cluster de-
tections over a large range of redshifts and mass. MeerKAT should allow us to observe diffuse
emission in clusters out to redshifts of z ∼ 1 within a reasonable integration time, and will be
sensitive enough to determine whether diffuse emission exists in low mass merger systems as
well. With high-resolution SZ imaging of ACTPol clusters with MUSTANG 2.0, we would be
able to determine the dynamical state of the clusters without X-ray imaging. Although blind
surveys, as we carried out in this thesis, are important for determining statistical information
about a cluster population, having dynamical information about the clusters prior to the radio
observations would increase the probability of detecting radio halos and relics. Multiwavelength
follow-up with X-rays, optical spectroscopy, and lensing of those clusters hosting diffuse emis-
sion or with merger signatures in the SZ would be necessary to produce a complete analysis of




We present here the full-resolution radio images for each of the clusters in our sample. The
images are fluxscale, astrometry and primary beam corrected.
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Figure A.1: Full-resolution, primary beam corrected image of ACT-CL J0014.9−0056. The
physical scale at the cluster redshift of z = 0.535 is shown in the top left corner. The red circle
denotes the SZ cluster scale, θ500 = 2.8′, centred on the SZ peak. The central rms map noise is
34.9 µJy beam−1.
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Figure A.2: Full-resolution, primary beam corrected image of ACT-CL J0022.2−0036. The
physical scale at the cluster redshift of z = 0.805 is shown in the top left corner. The red circle
denotes the SZ cluster scale, θ500 = 2.1′, centred on the SZ peak. The central rms map noise is
57.9 µJy beam−1.
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Figure A.3: Full-resolution, primary beam corrected image of ACT-CL J0045.2−0.152. The
physical scale at the cluster redshift of z = 0.545 is shown in the top left corner. The red
circle denotes the SZ cluster scale, θ500 = 2.8′, centred on the SZ peak. The central rms map
noise is 40.8 µJy beam−1. The bright source North-East of the cluster region is NGC 0245
(z = 0.013604, see section 3.3.1.2).
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Figure A.4: Full-resolution, primary beam corrected image of ACT-CL J0059.1−0049. The
physical scale at the cluster redshift of z = 0.786 is shown in the top left corner. The red circle
denotes the SZ cluster scale, θ500 = 2.1′, centred on the SZ peak. The central rms map noise is
49.7 µJy beam−1.
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Figure A.5: Full-resolution, primary beam corrected image of ACT-CL J0256.5+0006. The
physical scale at the cluster redshift of z = 0.363 is shown in the top left corner. The red circle
denotes the SZ cluster scale, θ500 = 3.1′, centred on the SZ peak. The central rms map noise is
28.1 µJy beam−1.
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Figure A.6: Full-resolution, primary beam corrected image of ACT-CL J2135.7+0009. The
physical scale at the cluster redshift of z = 0.117 is shown in the top left corner. The red circle
denotes the SZ cluster scale, θ500 = 7.3′, centred on the SZ peak. The central rms map noise is
98.7 µJy beam−1.
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Figure A.7: Full-resolution, primary beam corrected image of ACT-CL J2154.5−0049. The
physical scale at the cluster redshift of z = 0.488 is shown in the top left corner. The red circle
denotes the SZ cluster scale, θ500 = 2.7′, centred on the SZ peak. The central rms map noise is
45.8 µJy beam−1.
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Figure A.8: Full-resolution, primary beam corrected image of ACT-CL J2327.4−0204. The
physical scale at the cluster redshift of z = 0.705 is shown in the top left corner. The red circle
denotes the SZ cluster scale, θ500 = 2.8′, centred on the SZ peak. The central rms map noise
is 57.2 µJy beam−1. The bright extended source to the West of the cluster region is the nearby
radio galaxy PKS 2324-02 (z = 0.188, see section 3.3.1.2).
APPENDIX B
MERGER MODEL FOR ACT-CL
J0256.5+0006
In Chapter 4 we set up a simple merger model for the the merging components of ACT-CL
J0256.5+0006 under the simplifying assumptions of a purely gravitational two-body interaction,
i.e. pressure free and no external effects such as dynamical friction, and that the subcluster can
be approximated by a point mass. The model is set up in the rest frame of the main component,
whose mass distribution is defined by a NFW mass profile (Navarro et al., 1997):
M(r) = M0
[










and cr is the mass concentration at a given radius. The model thus
depends on the infall velocity v of the subcluster and the physical separation d between the two
components. Here we show the derivation of the physical expression for v(d) used in §4.6.









where the unit vector î points in the direction of increasing d and is oriented along the merger
axis. Assuming the two cluster components were an almost infinite distance apart well before
the merger, and taking r200 to be sufficiently similar to the virialised cluster radius, there are two
possible scenarios:
• d > r200: the merger has yet to begin and the main cluster component can be approximated





• d < r200: here the mass distribution of the main component given in equation B.1 is
significant and needs to be taken into account.















, with rs =
r200
c200
being a specific scale radius. Integrating equation B.3 inwards from
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Writing v200 in terms of the known properties of the main component, we have an analytical
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with M0 = 4πρ0r3s . For small d, when the subcluster is close to the core of the main component,
the binomial theorem applies:
ln (1 + d/rs)
d/rs
=



















Here the expression in square brackets is positive for all values of c200. The expression in equa-
tion B.5 can be numerically integrated to obtain timescales associated with different physical
separations between the cluster components (see §4.7).
APPENDIX C
LISTS OF MULTIPLE IMAGES
IDENTIFIED IN THE HUBBLE FRONTIER
FIELDS IMAGES
We present here the lists of multiple images identified in the Hubble Frontier Fields data for
clusters MACSJ0416.1-2403 and MACSJ1149.6+2223.
Table C.1: Multiply imaged systems identified in the HFF data for MACSJ0416. Asterisks
indicate the image identifications which are less confident. + Even though we have not confirmed
system 4 spectroscopically, we assume that systems 3 and 4 correspond to different sub-structures
of the same background source. Some of the magnitudes are not quoted because we were facing
deblending issues that did not allow us to get reliable measurements. The flux magnification
factors come from the best-fit mass model (see section 6.1.1.3), with errors derived from MCMC
sampling.
ID R.A. Dec zspec zmodel F814W µ
1.1 64.04075 -24.061592 1.896 – 25.2 5.1 ± 0.2
1.2 64.043479 -24.063542 1.896 – 24.2 18.9 ± 5.1
1.3 64.047354 -24.068669 1.896 – 26.0 3.1 ± 0.1
Continued on next page
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ID R.A. Dec zspec zmodel F814W µ
2.1 64.041183 -24.061881 1.8925 – 23.6 6.0 ± 0.3
2.2 64.043004 -24.063036 1.8925 – 25.2 6.4 ± 0.5
2.3 64.047475 -24.06885 1.8925 – 24.1 3.0 ± 0.1
3.1 64.030783 -24.067117 1.9885 – 25.5 3.3 ± 0.1
3.2 64.035254 -24.070981 1.9885 – 26.6 2.2 ± 0.1
3.3 64.041817 -24.075711 1.9885 – 25.2 3.2 ± 0.1
+4.1 64.030825 -24.067225 – 1.9 24.3 3.4 ± 0.1
+4.2 64.035154 -24.070981 – 1.9 22.9 2.1 ± 0.1
+4.3 64.041879 -24.075856 – 1.9 24.3 3.0 ± 0.1
5.2 64.032663 -24.068669 – 1.6 24.6 14.6 ± 1.6
5.3 64.033513 -24.069447 – 1.6 23.5 > 30
7.1 64.0398 -24.063092 2.0854 – 25.0 10.8 ± 1.0
7.2 64.040633 -24.063561 2.0854 – 25.1 23.3 ± 5.4
7.3 64.047117 -24.071108 2.0854 – 28.0 2.6 ± 0.1
8.1 64.036596 -24.066125 – 2.2 25.8 25.9 ± 4.6
8.2 64.036833 -24.066342 – 2.2 24.0 > 30
9.1 64.027025 -24.078583 – 2.25 25.6 23.0 ± 3.0
9.2 64.027521 -24.079106 – 2.25 25.5 > 30
9.3 64.036453 -24.083973 – 2.25 28.0 2.5 ± 0.1
10.1 64.026017 -24.077156 2.2982 – 24.7 6.5 ± 0.3
10.2 64.028471 -24.079756 2.2982 – 24.9 5.2 ± 0.2
10.3 64.036692 -24.083901 2.2982 – 25.6 2.4 ± 0.1
11.1 64.039208 -24.070367 – 1.1 24.3 21.1 ± 5.1
11.2 64.038317 -24.069753 – 1.1 24.0 > 30
11.3 64.034259 -24.066018 – 1.1 27.0 3.3 ± 0.1
12.1 64.038263 -24.073696 – 1.8 25.0 > 30
12.2 64.037686 -24.073294 – 1.8 25.8 > 30
12.3 64.029117 -24.066742 – 1.7 – 2.4 ± 0.1
13.1 64.027579 -24.072786 3.2226 – 25.2 7.5 ± 0.5
13.2 64.032129 -24.075169 3.2226 – 23.8 3.1 ± 0.1
13.3 64.040338 -24.081544 3.2226 – 25.5 2.2 ± 0.1
14.1 64.026233 -24.074339 2.0531 – 23.4 4.1 ± 0.1
14.2 64.031042 -24.078961 2.0531 – 23.6 2.4 ± 0.1
14.3 64.035825 -24.081328 2.0531 – 23.2 4.1 ± 0.1
15.1 64.02686 -24.075745 – 2.8 26.2 7.3 ± 0.4
15.2 64.029438 -24.078583 – 2.8 25.3 3.8 ± 0.1
15.3 64.038217 -24.082993 – 2.8 25.9 2.4 ± 0.1
16.1 64.024058 -24.080894 1.9644 – 23.9 6.2 ± 0.2
16.2 64.028329 -24.084542 1.9644 – 22.4 8.7 ± 0.7
16.3 64.031596 -24.085769 – 1.9 24.2 3.8 ± 0.1
Continued on next page
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ID R.A. Dec zspec zmodel F814W µ
17.1 64.029875 -24.086364 2.2181 – 23.4 10.2 ± 0.8
17.2 64.028608 -24.085986 2.2181 – – 6.7 ± 0.3
17.3 64.023329 -24.081581 2.2181 – 24.0 5.8 ± 0.2
18.1 64.026075 -24.084233 – 2.1 25.6 28.6 ± 6.1
18.2 64.025067 -24.08335 – 2.1 25.4 26.0 ± 3.9
18.3 64.0309 -24.086744 – 2.1 27.1 3.8 ± 0.1
23.1 64.044546 -24.0721 – 2.1 24.8 3.6 ± 0.1
23.2 64.039604 -24.066631 – 2.1 25.2 1.4 ± 0.1
23.3 64.034342 -24.063742 – 2.1 25.1 3.1 ± 0.1
24.1 64.040915 -24.062959 – 2.2 26.9 > 30
24.2 64.041066 -24.063057 – 2.2 26.0 > 30
24.3 64.048893 -24.070871 – 2.2 26.6 2.3 ± 0.1
25.1 64.044891 -24.061068 – 2.9 25.4 14.4 ± 2.5
25.2 64.045448 -24.061409 – 2.9 25.5 6.8 ± 0.6
25.3 64.048254 -24.064513 – 2.9 24.9 > 30
*25.4 64.049697 -24.066948 – 2.9 25.8 3.3 ± 0.1
26.1 64.04647 -24.060393 – 5.9 26.2 > 30
26.2 64.046963 -24.060793 – 5.9 27.3 > 30
*26.3 64.049089 -24.062876 – 5.9 27.6 > 30
27.1 64.048159 -24.066959 – 2.2 24.3 5.0 ± 0.3
27.2 64.047465 -24.066026 – 2.2 23.3 18.0 ± 4.9
27.3 64.042226 -24.060543 – 2.2 25.6 4.6 ± 0.2
28.1 64.036457 -24.067026 – 1.0 23.9 15.4 ± 2.5
28.2 64.03687 -24.067498 – 1.0 24.1 12.6 ± 1.8
28.3 64.040923 -24.071151 – 1.0 26.4 6.8 ± 0.3
29.1 64.034272 -24.063032 – 2.4 25.4 2.8 ± 0.1
29.2 64.040131 -24.066757 – 2.4 24.7 4.0 ± 0.2
29.3 64.04461 -24.071482 – 2.4 25.8 3.7 ± 0.1
30.1 64.033088 -24.081806 – 4.5 26.9 > 30
30.2 64.032649 -24.081546 – 4.5 27.3 17.5 ± 2.7
31.1 64.023833 -24.077621 – 1.9 26.4 3.7 ± 0.1
31.2 64.030507 -24.082725 – 1.9 26.5 4.7 ± 0.2
31.3 64.032456 -24.083821 – 1.9 25.6 5.3 ± 0.2
32.1 64.02413 -24.08164 – 1.9 26.3 7.2 ± 0.3
32.2 64.029591 -24.085572 – 1.9 – 9.4 ± 0.6
32.3 64.030468 -24.085895 – 1.9 28.2 5.1 ± 0.2
33.1 64.028427 -24.082995 – 5.9 24.8 6.5 ± 0.3
33.2 64.035052 -24.085486 – 5.9 28.1 2.9 ± 0.1
33.3 64.02298 -24.077275 – 5.9 26.5 4.6 ± 0.2
34.1 64.029254 -24.073289 – 3.2 26.5 11.7 ± 1.0
Continued on next page
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ID R.A. Dec zspec zmodel F814W µ
34.2 64.030798 -24.07418 – 3.2 26.8 18.9 ± 2.5
35.1 64.037492 -24.083636 – 4.0 26.5 2.6 ± 0.1
35.2 64.029418 -24.079861 – 4.0 28.2 2.8 ± 0.1
35.3 64.024937 -24.075016 – 4.0 26.5 4.3 ± 0.2
36.1 64.02627 -24.075507 – 3.4 25.8 6.4 ± 0.3
36.2 64.03842 -24.083428 – 3.4 26.7 2.3 ± 0.1
36.3 64.02938 -24.0789 – 3.4 – 2.4 ± 0.1
36.4 64.029184 -24.079041 – 3.4 – 2.0 ± 0.03
37.1 64.033791 -24.082863 – 3.7 26.4 6.4 ± 0.4
37.2 64.031419 -24.081613 – 3.7 25.5 4.9 ± 0.2
37.3 64.022507 -24.07431 – 3.7 26.8 2.9 ± 0.1
38.1 64.033625 -24.083178 – 3.2 27.3 5.7 ± 0.3
38.2 64.031255 -24.081905 – 3.2 25.5 5.1 ± 0.3
38.3 64.022701 -24.074589 – 3.2 28.0 2.9 ± 0.1
39.1 64.037335 -24.072924 – 1.2 22.1 26.8 ± 11.8
39.2 64.037731 -24.073135 – 1.2 25.2 14.1 ± 2.2
40.1 64.037349 -24.063062 – 3.4 28.8 5.5 ± 0.2
40.2 64.040346 -24.064271 – 3.4 28.3 4.4 ± 0.2
40.3 64.047642 -24.07443 – 3.4 28.4 2.3 ± 0.1
41.1 64.037183 -24.063073 – 3.4 28.4 5.2 ± 0.2
41.2 64.040369 -24.064369 – 3.4 27.2 3.9 ± 0.1
41.3 64.047605 -24.074313 – 3.4 28.2 2.3 ± 0.1
42.1 64.045994 -24.070768 – 2.6 27.1 3.3 ± 0.1
42.2 64.042073 -24.065547 – 2.6 25.3 2.8 ± 0.1
42.3 64.035786 -24.061938 – 2.6 26.7 2.9 ± 0.1
43.1 64.035667 -24.08205 – 2.5 27.0 3.8 ± 0.1
43.2 64.031195 -24.079959 – 2.5 25.2 3.3 ± 0.1
43.3 64.024425 -24.073603 – 2.5 27.1 3.1 ± 0.1
44.1 64.045259 -24.062757 – 3.7 25.1 12.3 ± 1.9
44.2 64.041543 -24.059997 – 3.7 25.6 7.2 ± 0.4
44.3 64.049237 -24.068168 – 3.7 27.4 3.1 ± 0.1
45.1 64.035673 -24.079918 – 1.9 26.4 5.4 ± 0.2
45.2 64.025766 -24.072231 – 1.9 25.0 4.1 ± 0.1
45.3 64.032893 -24.076993 – 1.9 – 1.7 ± 0.03
46.1 64.038256 -24.080451 – 2.2 28.3 2.9 ± 0.1
46.2 64.026402 -24.072239 – 2.2 27.6 3.9 ± 0.1
46.3 64.033057 -24.076204 – 2.2 – 3.9 ± 0.1
47.1 64.026328 -24.076694 – 3.5 25.3 12.3 ± 1.1
47.2 64.028329 -24.078999 – 3.5 27.2 6.7 ± 0.3
47.3 64.038206 -24.083719 – 3.5 27.8 2.3 ± 0.1
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ID R.A. Dec zspec zmodel F814W µ
48.1 64.035489 -24.084668 – 4.0 26.1 2.8 ± 0.1
48.2 64.029244 -24.081802 – 4.0 24.0 3.8 ± 0.1
48.3 64.023416 -24.076122 – 4.0 25.3 3.8 ± 0.1
49.1 64.033944 -24.074569 – 4.0 29.3 2.4 ± 0.1
49.2 64.040175 -24.079864 – 4.0 27.0 2.7 ± 0.1
49.3 64.026833 -24.069967 – 4.0 24.9 6.6 ± 0.3
50.1 64.03479 -24.074585 – 3.3 28.5 3.3 ± 0.1
50.2 64.039683 -24.078869 – 3.3 28.4 3.2 ± 0.1
51.1 64.04016 -24.08029 – 4.0 26.3 2.5 ± 0.1
51.2 64.033663 -24.074752 – 4.0 26.3 2.4 ± 0.1
51.3 64.02662 -24.070494 – 4.0 24.9 4.3 ± 0.1
52.1 64.045857 -24.06583 – 4.5 25.9 10.5 ± 1.7
52.2 64.047698 -24.068668 – 4.5 27.1 3.9 ± 0.2
52.3 64.037724 -24.059826 – 4.5 26.6 2.9 ± 0.1
53.1 64.046023 -24.0688 – 3.0 25.9 5.1 ± 0.3
53.2 64.044776 -24.066682 – 3.0 24.4 > 30
53.3 64.036197 -24.060643 – 3.0 26.5 2.6 ± 0.1
54.1 64.046789 -24.071342 – 2.4 27.0 2.8 ± 0.1
54.2 64.041376 -24.064519 – 2.4 26.1 3.3 ± 0.1
54.3 64.037157 -24.062423 – 2.4 26.9 3.7 ± 0.1
55.1 64.035233 -24.064726 – 2.6 28.1 4.9 ± 0.2
55.2 64.04607 -24.075174 – 2.6 28.3 2.3 ± 0.04
55.3 64.038514 -24.065965 – 2.6 25.5 5.2 ± 0.2
56.1 64.035676 -24.083589 – 3.3 28.2 3.1 ± 0.1
56.2 64.030097 -24.080924 – 3.3 28.3 3.1 ± 0.1
56.3 64.023847 -24.074998 – 3.3 28.3 3.5 ± 0.1
57.1 64.026224 -24.076036 – 3.0 26.4 6.2 ± 0.3
57.2 64.028843 -24.079126 – 3.0 26.7 3.5 ± 0.1
58.1 64.025187 -24.073582 – 3.2 27.6 3.7 ± 0.1
58.2 64.03773 -24.08239 – 3.2 27.4 3.0 ± 0.1
58.3 64.030481 -24.07922 – 3.2 25.3 2.2 ± 0.1
59.1 64.035851 -24.072799 – 2.0 27.8 8.2 ± 0.7
59.2 64.039936 -24.075622 – 2.0 27.9 6.0 ± 0.3
59.3 64.029105 -24.067658 – 2.0 28.2 2.9 ± 0.1
60.1 64.026724 -24.07372 – 4.1 27.7 5.6 ± 0.3
60.2 64.039708 -24.082514 – 4.1 28.3 2.2 ± 0.1
60.3 64.030984 -24.077181 – 4.1 – 20.7 ± 0.9
61.1 64.026732 -24.07354 – 4.1 27.7 5.6 ± 0.3
61.2 64.039768 -24.08236 – 4.1 28.0 2.2 ± 0.1
61.3 64.030593 -24.07776 – 4.1 28.8 3.7 ± 0.1
Continued on next page
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ID R.A. Dec zspec zmodel F814W µ
62.1 64.026889 -24.07961 – 3.3 25.5 24.1 ± 3.6
62.2 64.025993 -24.078892 – 3.3 26.4 16.5 ± 1.7
62.3 64.036488 -24.084935 – 3.3 28.2 2.4 ± 0.1
63.1 64.025535 -24.07665 – 3.9 26.5 6.7 ± 0.4
63.2 64.028147 -24.079648 – 3.9 27.2 5.1 ± 0.2
63.3 64.037925 -24.084479 – 3.9 27.8 2.3 ± 0.1
64.1 64.0431 -24.07759 – 2.8 27.1 2.4 ± 0.1
64.2 64.031139 -24.067177 – 2.8 28.0 4.1 ± 0.1
65.1 64.042589 -24.075532 – 5.0 26.8 3.6 ± 0.1
65.2 64.028858 -24.064627 – 5.0 26.9 2.3 ± 0.1
65.3 64.037768 -24.071656 – 5.0 28.0 7.3 ± 0.4
66.1 64.038101 -24.082315 – 2.4 28.8 2.6 ± 0.1
66.2 64.026635 -24.074675 – 2.4 27.6 5.0 ± 0.2
67.1 64.038075 -24.082404 – 3.2 28.7 2.7 ± 0.1
67.2 64.025451 -24.073651 – 3.2 27.7 3.9 ± 0.1
67.3 64.030363 -24.079019 – 3.2 26.5 2.0 ± 0.1
68.1 64.036098 -24.073362 – 2.8 26.3 5.5 ± 0.4
68.2 64.040352 -24.076481 – 2.8 23.7 6.4 ± 0.3
68.3 64.028017 -24.06727 – 2.8 26.8 2.6 ± 0.1
69.1 64.036256 -24.074225 – 1.6 26.9 16.1 ± 3.1
69.2 64.037681 -24.07526 – 1.6 28.2 10.6 ± 1.0
69.3 64.028759 -24.069109 – 1.6 28.1 3.1 ± 0.1
70.1 64.03836 -24.072385 – 1.5 25.6 > 30
70.2 64.03864 -24.07252 – 1.5 27.2 19.4 ± 3.5
70.3 64.0321 -24.06558 – 1.5 27.9 3.0 ± 0.1
71.1 64.027865 -24.077908 – 4.6 28.5 > 30
71.2 64.02741 -24.077382 – 4.6 27.7 28.6 ± 4.5
72.1 64.031937 -24.071316 – 2.6 28.2 12.7 ± 1.4
72.2 64.030952 -24.07048 – 2.6 28.1 14.4 ± 1.9
73.1 64.043712 -24.062603 – 2.4 27.4 18.4 ± 4.5
73.2 64.041861 -24.061243 – 2.4 29.3 6.2 ± 0.4
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Table C.2: Multiply imaged systems identified in the HFF data for MACSJ1149. Thanks to the
VLT/MUSE data, we were able to revise spectroscopic redshift of system #1, from z = 1.491 as
in Smith et al. (2009) to z = 1.4888. indicate the different components of system #1 we have
used for our model, following the decomposition presented in Rau et al. (2014). We include the
predicted magnification given by our model. Some of the magnitudes are not quoted because
we were facing deblending issues that did not allow us to get reliable measurements. The flux
magnification factors come from our best-fit mass model (see section 6.2.3), with errors derived
from MCMC sampling.
ID R.A. Dec z magF814W µ
+1.1 177.39700 22.396007 1.4888 22.46 ± 0.01 3.7 ± 0.1
+1.2 177.39941 22.397438 1.4888 23.39 ± 0.01 4.1 ± 0.1
+1.3 177.40341 22.402426 1.4888 22.73 ± 0.01 9.7 ± 0.3
2.1 177.40243 22.389739 1.894 26.46 ± 0.02 4.6 ± 0.1
2.2 177.40607 22.392484 1.894 24.4 ± 0.01 > 20
2.3 177.40657 22.392881 1.894 24.49 ± 0.01 18.5 ± 1.6
3.1 177.39076 22.399840 3.128 23.36 ± 0.0 10.5 ± 0.4
3.2 177.39272 22.403074 3.128 22.77 ± 0.0 10.3 ± 0.4
3.3 177.40129 22.407182 3.128 24.01 ± 0.01 4.3 ± 0.1
4.1 177.39301 22.396826 2.95 25.41 ± 0.01 –
4.2 177.39440 22.400729 2.95 – 7.4 ± 0.2
4.3 177.40419 22.406120 2.95 25.96 ± 0.03 3.4 ± 0.1
5.1 177.39976 22.393062 2.79 25.15 ± 0.01 15.5 ± 0.7
5.2 177.40111 22.393824 2.79 25.01 ± 0.01 12.0 ± 0.5
5.3 177.40794 22.403538 2.79 26.12 ± 0.02 4.3 ± 0.1
6.1 177.39972 22.392545 2.66 ± 0.02 26.37 ± 0.03 9.0 ± 0.3
6.2 177.40181 22.393858 – 26.4 ± 0.02 8.1 ± 0.3
6.3 177.40804 22.402505 – 27.41 ± 0.06 4.7 ± 0.1
7.1 177.39895 22.391332 2.79 ± 0.02 25.87 ± 0.02 4.5 ± 0.1
7.2 177.40339 22.394269 – 26.16 ± 0.02 4.6 ± 0.1
7.3 177.40759 22.401243 – 26.3 ± 0.03 4.2 ± 0.1
8.1 177.39849 22.394351 2.81 ± 0.02 26.12 ± 0.02 > 20
8.2 177.39978 22.395055 – 24.7 ± 0.04 15.1 ± 0.6
8.3 177.40709 22.404720 – 26.03 ± 0.02 3.2 ± 0.1
9.1 177.40515 22.426221 0.981 24.81 ± 0.01 1.7 ± 0.1
9.2 177.40387 22.427217 0.981 24.57 ± 0.01 4.9 ± 1.3
9.3 177.40323 22.427221 0.981 24.14 ± 0.0 2.9 ± 0.3
9.4 177.40365 22.426408 0.981 25.11 ± 0.01 3.4 ± 0.3
10.1 177.40447 22.425508 1.34 ± 0.01 25.99 ± 0.01 3.0 ± 0.2
10.2 177.40362 22.425629 – 26.09 ± 0.01 2.2 ± 0.1
10.3 177.40220 22.426611 – 26.5 ± 0.02 1.8 ± 0.1
Continued on next page
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ID R.A. Dec z magF814W µ
13.1 177.40370 22.397787 1.28 ± 0.01 25.87 ± 0.03 > 20
13.2 177.40282 22.396656 – 26.14 ± 0.02 11.9 ± 0.6
13.3 177.40003 22.393857 – 25.78 ± 0.02 5.3 ± 0.1
14.1 177.39166 22.403504 3.50 ± 0.06 27.06 ± 0.03 13.4 ± 0.7
14.2 177.39084 22.402624 – 27.13 ± 0.03 > 20
15.1 177.40922 22.387695 3.58 ± 0.08 26.57 ± 0.03 7.5 ± 0.9
15.2 177.41034 22.388745 – 25.86 ± 0.02 > 20
15.3 177.40624 22.385349 – 27.19 ± 0.04 3.8 ± 0.1
16.1 177.40971 22.387662 2.65 ± 1.45 27.19 ± 0.04 > 20
16.2 177.40989 22.387828 – 27.34 ± 0.04 > 20
17.1 177.40994 22.387232 6.28 ± 0.17 28.02 ± 0.06 5.5 ± 0.4
17.2 177.41124 22.388457 – 28.14 ± 0.07 15.2 ± 1.1
17.3 177.40658 22.384483 – 28.46 ± 0.08 3.6 ± 0.1
18.1 177.40959 22.386660 7.76 ± 0.16 28.51 ± 0.23 3.4 ± 0.2
18.2 177.41208 22.389057 – – 8.3 ± 0.3
18.3 177.40669 22.384319 – – 3.6 ± 0.1
21.1 177.39284 22.412870 2.48 ± 0.04 26.38 ± 0.02 > 20
21.2 177.39353 22.413083 – 22.52 ± 0.06 > 20
21.3 177.39504 22.412686 – 27.5 ± 0.04 14.6 ± 1.1
22.1 177.40402 22.392900 3.216 27.86 ± 0.05 5.0 ± 0.2
22.2 177.40906 22.400233 3.216 27.85 ± 0.05 3.9 ± 0.1
22.3 177.40016 22.390150 3.216 27.57 ± 0.05 4.1 ± 0.1
26.1 177.40475 22.425978 1.49 ± 0.03 26.87 ± 0.03 3.5 ± 0.4
26.2 177.40361 22.426078 – 26.44 ± 0.03 4.0 ± 0.5
26.3 177.40274 22.426936 – 26.7 ± 0.02 2.5 ± 0.1
29.1 177.40799 22.389056 2.76 ± 0.05 27.99 ± 0.07 10.7 ± 2.0
29.2 177.40907 22.390406 – 27.55 ± 0.04 9.2 ± 0.4
29.3 177.40451 22.386702 – 28.56 ± 0.08 4.0 ± 0.1
31.1 177.40215 22.396747 2.78 ± 0.03 26.86 ± 0.03 2.3 ± 0.1
31.2 177.39529 22.391833 – 26.2 ± 0.02 3.2 ± 0.1
31.3 177.40562 22.402439 – 26.1 ± 0.02 4.2 ± 0.1
34.1 177.40820 22.388116 3.42 ± 0.08 27.28 ± 0.04 4.3 ± 0.5
34.2 177.41037 22.390621 – 27.35 ± 0.05 6.7 ± 0.2
34.3 177.40518 22.386031 – 27.66 ± 0.06 4.0 ± 0.1
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